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A Year of Change 1 
Here from the start, 
from our first days, our 
traveling begins amidst 
the fall of changing au-
tumn leaves . . . 
The splendor of fall made itself present this 
year with brilliant colors. This tree held 
nothing back. All photos this spread by Bry-
an Lyons. 
2 A Year of Change 
A Year of Change 3 
The bright colors 
and bright lives of 
those surrounding us 
Local store owners began to spruce up their 
buildings for winter. This man helps by 
caulking the Outback on Main Street. Photo 
by Curt Grace. 
4 A Year of Change 
The arrival of fall brought 
about the end of another 
growing season. Here, wheel-
barrows sit unpurchased 
waiting for spring to begin 
again. Photo by Kate Con-
way. 
I The local bookstores, in a lull now, will soon be gearing up for yet another beginning se-
mester rush in January. Pho-
to by Kate Conway. 
This cat appears determined 
to take the scooter for a spin. 
Maybe it is wondering, as the 
students are, why there isn't 
enough campus parking. Pho-
to by Kate Conway. 
A Year of Change 5 
C hanging times and 
future lifestyles take us 
there in style ... 
TO THE FVTVRf 
The theme to this year's homecoming activities, 
"Back to the Future", 11•as displayed 
prominately throughout campus on the backs 
of many students. Photo by Curt Grace. 
6 A Year of Change 
Strict rules set up by the 
administration made tail-
gating this year a little less 
enjoyable. This student had 
fun complying with the new 
rules. Photo by Curt Grace. 
There is nothing better than 
getting together with your 
old college friends and cook-
ing up a storm during tail-
gating activities. Photo by 
Curt Grace. 
Homecoming brought many 
alumnae parents back to 
visit their alma mater. This 
family enjoys tailgating ac-
tivities before the game 
against Northeastern. Pho-
to by Curt Grace. 
Maybe adding a little luxury 
would make homecoming 
even more fun. This limo was 
one way these students en-
joyed themselves. Photo by 
Curt Grace. 
A Year of Change 7 
The more things 
change, the more they 
stay the same ... 
No l 
Alcoholic Beverages 
a nd This Point 
But can it be enforced? The ansu·er was 
"sort of." Photo by Curt Grace. 
8 A Year of Change 
This year's football season 
might be best known for the 
new University policies on 
tailgating. These students 
express their displeasure in 
the parade. Photo by Curt 
Grace. 
The state police were 
welcomed by Durham's 
finest. Photo by Curt Grace. 
For those of age, the pregame 
activities made for a fun time. 
These students show that 
even Public Safety can have a 
good time. Photo by Judy 
County. 
A Year of Change 9 
0 nes we can depend 
on to hold on and re-
member throughout 
the years ... 
Homecoming is a time to spend with friends. 
All smiles, these girls are doing just that. 
Photo by Judy County. 
10 A Year of Change 
The beautiful fall weather 
drove many students out of 
the dorms. These girls enjoy 
the sun from a spot in front of 
Alpha Tau Omega. Photo by 
Curt Grace. 
Romance is in the air ... This 
couple enjoyed the tailgating 
activities with a fervor along 
with hundreds of others who 
partook in the festivities. 
Photo by Curt Grace. 
These girls enjoyed the com-
pany of Spuds Mackenzie 
when he visited UNH's 
homecoming parade. Photo 
by Curt Grace. 
A Year of Change 11 
C oming home -
back to the memories 
of good times - to the 
part of us that will nev-
er change ... 
This determined Wildcat was one of many 
helping to make this a successful season. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
12 A Year of Change 
The homecoming 
bonfire at the low-
er quad was the 
perfect backdrop 
for this year's pep 
rally. Photo by 
Tim Farr. 
What do you 






laxed as these stu-
dents willingly ex-
hibited. Photo by 
Kate Conway. 
A Year of Change 13 
B urning against the 
night sky, each one 
traveling their own 
path and their own di-
rection. 
Durham is a very quiet place at night. 
Perhaps it is because all of the students are 
at home studying. Then again, maybe not. 
All photos by Kate Conway. 
14 A Year of Change 













M ake a difference. This simple statement was the crux of President Haaland's speech dur-
ing the first convocation held at UNH in 
fourteen years. The fully packed gym was a true sign 
that University students did care to make a difference. 
Despite the heat inside the sweltering auditorium, 
1,750 people filled the stands. 
"Free inquiry, intellectual honesty, personal integ-
rity and respect for human dignity - they must be 
touch stones for all that we do - from policy making 
to personal interactions." President Haaland's words 
encouraged the University to accept the responsibility 
of belonging to a community. No one member is more 
important than another, each has it's needs and goals 
and deserves the respect to achieve them. The pres-
ident admonished the University to think about their 
actions and how they affect others. 
Haaland's words were an introduction to students 
just returning and arriving at UNH for the fall. The 
University had been working on these ideas for the 
summer months, while students soaked in tanning 
rays at the beach and worked at their summer lives. 
This introduction was an awakening into being back 
at college and all that it involves. 
Student body president, Warner Jones, spoke last. 
He used that place to leave a lasting impression on the 
members of the audience. "The next time you con-
sider taking advantage of an individual, who is phys-
ically or emotionally your inferior, ask yourself how 
you would feel if you were being raped." At this time 
several of the audience members laughed. Some with 
contempt and some with discomfort. These students 
and faculty left with the knowledge that violence can 
name anyone as it's target. "Each person deserves the 
same human right as you do. What allows us to ignore 
that?" said Jones. The University is striving to rec-
ognize these rights. "Our University cannot tolerate 
intolerance, we cannot approve, either implicity or 
explicity, abuse of members of our community." The 
University encouraged students to think. Merely to 
think about their personal affect on others. Each 
person is an individual, yet they are still an inter-
connecting web, linked to hundreds of other people. 
When you hurt another, you hurt the brother, sister, 
son or daughter of someone. You hurt the friend of 
someone. One violent act hurts many people, not just 
one. President Haaland and the Student body Pres-
ident, Warner Jones, realized this and emphatically 
demanded that the student body think about it too. 
It was a wonderful beginning to a new year. An 
inspiration to old and new students alike. The con-
vocation was such a success that there were tentative 
plans made to have it an annual event. The University 
has strived and is awakening to this challenge of 
humanity. They desire a year of improvement, a year 
of change. • 
Story by Maria Bane. 
University President Gordon Haa-
land speaks to the capacity Convo-
cation crowd, urging them to "make 
a difference." Photo by Paul Danehy. 
Student body President Warner 
Jones left a lasting impression on the 
audience when he spoke out against 
university violence. Photo by Paul 
Danehy. 
Students gather at the post-
Convocation reception across from 















I t was cold and rainy outside on September 18, 1987, but the inside of the field house was steam-
ing hot when the Hooters played the first con-
cert of the new year at UNH. 
The Hooters came to UNH as part of their "On 
the Way Home" tour from their new album of the 
same name. 
In an interview with the band, lead singer Eric 
Bazillian and keyboardist, Rob Hymann, comment-
ed that the music presented on their new album is 
much different from their music in the past. They 
have opened for bands such as Bryan Adams, and 
Loverboy in recent years, and were the first band to 
play at Live Aid in Philadelphia in 1985. 
The crowds that gathered outside the field house, 
waited for almost an entire hour before the doors 
even opened. The fans waited impatiently for the 
opening act, Treat Her Right from Boston to ap-
pear. When the Hooters finally stepped out onto the 
stage fans jumped to their feet, ready to dance. 
The Hooters started off the show with several of 
the songs from their new album, "Johnny B." and 
"Satellite." The show picked up in the second half 
with several of their bigger hits, such as "Day by 
Day" and "And We Danced." 
The famous "Hooter" made it's appearance on the 
stage, the instrument which gave the band their 
name. The crowd almost covered the sounds of the 
instruments with their screams of approval. 
After leaving the stage, the band returned for an 
encore featuring their rendition of the Beatle's clas-
sic, "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds," as well as 
"Where Do the Children Go" and "All You Zombies" 
from their Nervous Night album. 
Playing for the UNH audience may not have been 
as big a thrill for the band as their Live Aid per-
formance, but the audience's enthusiasm was 
equalled with theirs. The show was one to be re-
membered and the best way to kick off the concert 
season at UNH. 
Story by Alex Berger. 
The Hooters' lead singer and gui-
tarist, Eric Bazillian, livens the 
crowd as he hits the high notes on 1 their Top Forty dance tune "And We 




Lending his crystal voice to the ex-
citement, keyboardist and vocalist 
Rob Hymann (right) aids Eric Bazil-
lian in singing "Where Do the Chil-
dren Go?" Photo by Alex Bereger. 
Vocalist-guitarist Eric Bazillian kept 
the Field House rocking all night, 
and proved that his guitar can sound 
just as good as his voice. Photo by 












20 Georgia Satellites 
T he Georgia Satellites entered the Granite State Room on Saturday, October 3rd strolling to the 
beat of the Beverly Hillbillies Theme Song. 
Distinctively Southern, from the Confederate flag that 
covered the wall behind Mauro Magellan's drumset to 
the unmistakable drawl of welcome, "How ya'll doin' 
out there?" The UNH audience could immediately see 
that they were in for an evening of some old fashion 
Southern Rock-n-Roll. 
The band launched into their first number and 
within seconds lead guitarist, Rick Richards, was off 
the stage and playing a solo down the center aisle. 
This was all it took to encourage several rowdy fans 
from the first two rows to leap to their feet and begin 
to dance around in the front of the stage. The rest of 
the crowd, some three hundred people, were a little 
slower to join in, but the Southern boys didn't give up 
and soon the entire audience was on it's feet. 
As if the pounding of the drums and the almost 
obscene volume of the show wasn't inviting enough for 
people to get up and dance, lead singer, Dan Baird, 
invited everyone to come and join the growing number 
of fans, in front of the stage, "in raising some hell". 
With this, more fans leapt to their feet and scrambled 
to the front. By the end of the two hour concert, the 
chairs in the audience had long since been deserted. 
The show was a good mix of original songs from the 
band's first album, simply entitled "Georgia Satel-
lites", blended with a variety of crowd pleasing songs 
from other artists. Off of their album, the Satellites 
performed, "Railroad Steel", "Over and Over", and 
the "Myth of Love". Amoung the classics, they in-
cluded Rod Stewart's "Every Picture Tells a Story", 
"Not Fade Away" by the Grateful Dead and a rousing 
rendition of Jerry Lee Lewis' "Great Balls of Fire". 
The band waited until well into the second half of the 
show , when the crowd was totally excited , to belt out 
their two biggest hits, "Battle Ship Chains": and 
"Keep Your Hands to Yourself'. The audience re-
sponded to prove that it was well worth the wait with 
applause and screams. 
The Satellites were having a good time throughout 
the show and their southern charm won over the UNH 
crowd. 
Story by Deb :Ninn 
Georgia Satellites'lead singer Dan 
Baird beckons the crowd to help him 
"raise some hell" as he belts out the 
group's first hit "Keep Your Hands 
to Yourself' Photo by Alex Berger. 
Lead guitarist and backing vocalist 
Rick Richards kept the night lively 
with his good ol' fashioned down 
south rock-n-roll guitar licks. Photo 
by Alex Berger. 
( 
■ 
With l'igarette in mouth. lead 
singer and bassist Dan Haire! 
strums out a bass line on his 
trademark clear bass guitar. !'ho- ■ 
to b\' Alex Herger. 
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I NXS, the 6-man band from Down Under, visited UNH Sunday night Nov. 8, 1987, shaking up a 
packed field house audience with their own style of 
Australian rock/pop. While lead singer Michael 
Hutchence swung around in a pair of baggy pants that 
hung on his slim frame, the band got things started 
with a string of songs off their new album Kick. "A 
New Sensation," without a doubt set the tone of the 
show and caught the audiences attention a little more 
than the others, as paintings of nudes flashed across 
the three large screens suspended behind drummer 
Jon Farris. Apart from the initial focus on the new 
music from Kick , INXS played very little from their 
first two albums and preferred to stick to the popular 
songs that have made them such a success. The band's 
last album Listen Like Thieves , was one of the best 
represented during the concert with songs like "This 
Time," "What You Need," "One X One," and the title 
track, as well as many others. The Australians also 
played "The One Thing" from Shabooh Shoobah and 
several songs from their 1984 hit album The Swing ; 
including "Original Sin" and "Burn for You." Despite 
the fact that they were able to fit in all of these crowd 
pleasers in only two hours, the band still found time to 
really put on a show. In addition to the paintings 
shown during "A New Sensation," bold pictures of 
African wildlife were appropriately displayed on the 
three screens throughout the song "Wildlife." During 
"Mediate," from Kick , lead singer Hutchence con-
cluded the song by ripping up the lyric sheet and 
slowly swallowing the pieces of it as the music faded 
behind him. It is also worth noting that Hutchence 
found the time for wardrobe changes that were almost 
as frequent as the moves from song to song - from 
huge baggy pants to tight biking shorts, to practically 
nothing at all, in just a few minutes. The show turned 
out to be exactly what a great concert should be: UNH 
was treated to some of INXS' most recent efforts and 
several of their not-so-well known records and at the 
same time were able to dance and sing along with all of 
the favorites they had come to hear. 
Story by Deb Winn. 
Guitarist Tim Farris cranks out a solo 
silhouetted against the mystifying 
lights and smoke on stage. Photo by 
Kate Conway. ■ 
Lead singer and songwriter Michael 
Hutchence of INXS mystified the au-
dience November 8 at the Field House 
with his sensual lyrics and "almond 
looks that chill devine." Photo by Kate ■ 
Conway. 
Hutchence persuaded his entranced 
audience to believe that "there was a 
time, there was a way to live, and it's 
no secret that it won't come back ■ 














H omecoming is a time for alumnae to return to campus and meet with old friends, watch the 
football game from the tailgates of their cars, 
and walk around campus to comment on the changes 
that have occured since they graduated. 
Tailgating at the game got some steam looks from 
the university this year President Haaland had im-
posed tailgating restrictions to prevent Homecoming 
from becoming merely another excuse to get drunk. 
The new rules restricted tailgating to the upper boul-
der fields and A-Lot, and only from 10:30 a.m. until 
kickoff at 1:00 p.m. No one under 21 was allowed to 
those areas before or after those times. Public Safety 
had a bit of difficulty enforcing these policies but 
Resi-Life attempted to help by planning other al-
ternative events for university students. 
Bedraces, bonfires, dances and parades kept the 
campus moving all week long. The bedraces got a fpw 
funny looks to start with. Everyone soon got into the 
spirit of things and lined the road in the lower quad. 
So many teams had signed up to race that the cheering 
went well into the night. Several teams took to wear-
ing their proper "bed-racing attire" to the extreme, a 
men's team tore down the street in their underwear, to 
the delight of the crowd. 
The Homecoming dance wasn't the dress up formal 
affair that it was during the alumnae's days, but 
everyone who attended rocked to the beat and re-
turned home with sore feet and smiles on their faces. 
The night before the big game the cheerleaders and 
the team came together to get everyone psyched at the 
annual bonfire in the lower quad. As hot flames shot 
into the cold autumn sky, UNH students with the help 
of the Pep Band cheered and hollered for close to two 
hours. 
The parade on Saturday morning was a fantastic 
success. The participants combined talent, skill and 
energy to produce some innovative floats displaying 
the "Back to the Future" theme. As the parade drew to 
a close, NOW SOUND EXPRESS cranked some 
tunes on the basketball court. It didn't take long for 
students to stream down the hill and to dance to the 
amusement of the alumnae who had come over to 
check out the commotion. 
The game was the perfect ending to a great Home-
coming Week. The Wildcats overtook the Northeast-
ern Huskies - . The stands were packed with stu-
dents and alumnae, everyone having a great time. 
This Homecoming Week proved that with a little 
energy and acceptance of new ideas everyone can have 
a good time. The alumnae who casually appeared on 
Saturday morning for the game and the tailgating 
realized they missed half the fun. The campus had a 
blast without them. 
Story by Maria Bane. 
Bock Ton-,, fu•u,,. 
The Wildcat Cheerleaders helped get the 
crowd going for the big game with 
Northeastern. Photo by Kate Conway. 
An enthusiastic fan displays his school 
spirit and the homecoming theme at the 
game. Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
■ 
■ 
The Wildcat fans displayed their enthu-
siasm by making signs and banners. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
A Public Safety officer pours out one of 
the many beers confiscated during the 
tailgating activities at the game. Photo 















0 n October 31, Kappa Sigma fraternity and Chi Omega sorority joined forces for the third year 
in a row to transform the Kl: "mansion on the 
hill" into a bedeviled wonderland. Approximately 300 
children, parents, and UNH students attended the 
eerie fundraiser to help raise $400 for the United Way. 
The transformation of Kappa Sigma began bright 
and early at 10 A.M. The basement and first and 
second floors of the house were adorned with black felt 
petitions and bewitching props in the initial prep-
aration. Ominous green and black lighting and fog 
machines added movie-like special effects to the 
scenes before final touches were completed. Only the 
human counterparts of the Haunted House awaited 
their transformation for the macabre production. 
By the time the house was ready to admit horror 
fans, the rooms and the brothers and sisters were 
completely transformed and unrecognizable. What 
were once ordinary humans were now hell-raising 
devils, disfigured beings wielding chainsaws, mad sci-
entists, grim reapers, and lunatics scattered through-
out a labyrinth of confusing dark passages. 
"It's like a big production - everyone coming up 
with their own roles and costumes. They play the 
parts and they get excited doing it," said Aran Parillo, 
Kl: chairman of the annual event. 
According to Parillo, there was "a little trouble" 
with the Durham Fire Department. Before the house 
was opened to the public, the fire inspectors were to 
run an unofficial check to search for potential fire 
hazards. On the first check the inspectors passed the 
house. 
"But that was before the fog machines set the fire 
alarms off twice!" said Parillo. 
The inspectors returned once again and noticed an 
abundance of hanging black felt, hot lights, and other 
hazardous materials. The production came close to 
being closed down, but the inspectors allowed the 
fundraiser to continue as long as Kappa Sig posted 
guards at every exit and every light. 
The Kappa Sig executives have already begun dis-
cussing next year's Haunted House with Captain Cody 
of the Durham Fire Department. 
"We have to use fire-retardent paper which is in-
credibly expensive," said Parillo. "Everything we use 
is usually donated, found in the house, or bought by 
each brother himself. That way we make almost a full 
profit to give to the United Way." 
According to the Kl: brothers, money won't be a 
major obstacle. They said they'd rather have the pro-
duction be a completely safe one. They'll have to 
charge a bit more, but the production will be much 
bigger and the advertising will move up in scale. 
"People will wan't to see more if they pay more," 
said Parillo. 
The Haunted House is just one of the two popular 
fundraisers at UNH which Kappa Sigma organizes for 
the United Way. A lot of time and creativity is in-
vested to make the Haunted House possible. The 
other Kl: fundraiser is a little less complicated. The 
ever-popular and unusual Keg Toss is held in the 
spring and usually attracts over 500 participants who 
do just what the title says - toss a keg. 
Story by Kate Conway 
26 K~ - xn Haunted House 
These "chefs" had a great time pro-
ducing some of the gore for the Haunt-
ed House. All photos this spread by ■ 
Jay Apsey. 
This girl had the guts cut out of her by 
these mad scientists. ■ 
a~TVIUAH nx 
32UOH 
Feeling a little possessed today. ■ 









28 Army ROTC 
D uring the 1987-88 school year, there were near-ly 160 cadets in the Army Reserve Officers 
Trainers Corps (ROTC) at UNH, ranging from 
freshmen all the way up to seniors. On May 21, 1988, 
thirty-three graduating seniors were commissioned as 
second lieutenants in the U.S. Army. The goal of the 
ROTC program is to train students the skills needed 
to serve as qualified officers in the U.S. Army, whether 
they serve in the reserves or on active duty. In par-
ticular, such skills include leadership, land navigation, 
tactics management, physical fitness, and ethics. The 
first year of ROTC is designed to provide those in-
terested in the program as an introduction to what it 
means to be an officer and to the defense estab-
lishment as a whole. Freshmen are exposed to the 
various types of training in the army, and to what it is 
like to be a private. Such training is accomplished 
through leadership labs, which are conducted pri-
marily by juniors and seniors. The second year is 
similar to the first, with an emphasis on military 
history and map reading. The third year of ROTC is 
an important one, in which the juniors must master 
the skills needed to successfully complete Advanced 
Camp, a 6-week training course conducted at Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina. Also during the third year, 
cadets are taught the importance of the role of the 
noncommissioned officer (NCO), who is an integral 
part of the Army's leadership. Following advanced 
Camp and during the fourth year, the seniors serve as 
cadet officers and study military law, ethics and mo-
rality. Aside from the normal classes and training, 
there are many optional activities in which cadets may 
participate. These include the 10th New Hampshire 
Volunteers (a cadet ranger company), Ranger Chal-
lenge (a competition among schools in teamwork), the 
Blood drives, the Military Ball Committee, the Night 
Out at the Officers Club and weekend ski trips. Army 
cadets from UNH also attend various special schools, 
such as Airborne, Air Assault, Northern Warfare and 
Jungle Warfare. Following graduation, some second 
lieutenants go on to law school and medical school to 
become lawyers and doctors in the army. 
Story produced by Army ROTC. 
Cadet Susan Kane, an MS III, stands 
at attention during a drill and 
ceremonies class. Photo provided by 
Army ROTC. 
These cadets take a well-deserved break 
during a fall field training exercise. Pho-
to provided by Army ROTC. 
Cadet John Steele conducts a block of 
instinction during a field training 














H opes for the Summit: well, there were quite a few. Breathe a little easier. Stop looking over 
your shoulder for a nuclear missile. How's that 
for a start? Gorbachev and Reagan meet for lunch and 
discussed the future of the world. Sound a little scary? 
Well, it was. 
Some of the issues on the table for discussion: 
Strategic weapons, SDI, Regional Issues, Human 
Rights, and newly built embassies in both capitals. It's 
getting scarier. 
The Summit meeting was one of the most widely 
publicized events in the past years. Although the ap-
pearance of the Summit between General Secretary 
Gorbachev and President Ronald Reagan was light 
and open, there seemed to be a struggle going on 
behind the closed doors of the White House as Amer-
ica sat in their living rooms holding their breath. 
Reagan and Gorbachev tried to make some con-
tinued progress on cutting close to 50 percent of the 
long-range arsenals. The U.S. hoped that the Soviets 
would drop their demand that the U.S. make deep cuts 
in sea-launched missiles. With the discussion of SDI 
(Strategic Defense Initiative or Star Wars), the U.S. 
tried to defer the Soviets' attempts at limiting the 
program. The two sides hoped to agree to observe the 
antiballistic missile treaty for another ten years. The 
United States tried to encourage the Soviets who had 
hinted at the possibility of withdrawing from Af-
ghanistan earlier than originally planned. The two 
powers also discussed the United Nations arms em-
bargo against Iran and the removal of Soviet and 
Cuban troops from Angola. Reagan pushed for 
changes to ease Soviet emigration (which is now six 
times last year's rate). 
All of the issues discussed at the Summit were of 
high concern to the people of the world. But let's face 
it folks, what scared everyone most? What was on 
everyone's lips that week? What about the NUCLE-
AR THREAT? 
The Summit meeting seemed to leave the majority 
of Americans feeling a little easier than before. Not 
quite so many looking over their shoulders. However, 
not as much was accomplished in an attempt to lessen 
some of the tension. But face it, talking never hurt, 
and it's the first step toward a better relation with the 
Soviets. 
Story by Mia Bane. 
President Ronald Reagan stands with 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev as he 
welcomed him to the White House for 
three days of talks. Photo courtesy of 











32 Upper Quad 
T he Upper Quad in Area II has seen many changes since last year such as new hall gov-
ernments, new hall staff, new programs and 
activities, as well as the absence of men in the newly 
converted all-female Randall. The Quad, made up of 
Devine, Randall, and Hitchcock, has taken advan-
tage of these changes to unite into a strong and well-
developed environment. 
The hall governments retained many of their old 
members, with the exception of Randall Hall which 
had an entirely new hall government due to the lack 
of returning students from last semester. The new 
and old combined to plan hall dances, little siblings 
weekend, homecoming weekend, and winter carnival 
activities as well. At one point, the three separate 
hall councils combined for weekly meetings and 
formed a Quad Council. Unfortunately, the Quad was 
too big for the government to succesfully plan ac-
tivities for and the council faded. The new ideas, and 
new hope of the freshman residents in combination 
with the knowledge and energy of the upperclassman 
devised a year of activities enjoyed by the entire 
Quad. 
The hall staff was entirely new this year. Lori 
Gibson, the new Hall Director, has led her staff to 
accomplish the goals of Res-Life including the ed-
ucation of the residents in social, educational, spir-
itual, and sexual life. Her right-hand woman Dawn 
Alexander, a former Stoke RA, aided her in helping 
the staff and presenting programming for the res-
idents. The Resident Assistants were all new staff 
with the exception of one returning R.A. The staff 
strived as a team to work with Res-Life, the Hall 
Councils, and the residents to make the Quad a 
better place to live. 
The Niche, a program carried on from last year, 
was very succesful this year. The Niche is an op-
portunity for students to come and listen to music in 
the relaxing atmosphere of a coffeehouse. Several 
times during the year, there were Student Nights, 
where student performers could have the chance to 
play in front of an audience of their peers. "It's a 
great alternative for people to attend and experience 
different music by off-campus and on-campus per-
formers," said Lori Gibson, Hall Director and co-
ordinator of the Niche. 
Randall Hall, now all female, has been almost an 
entirely freshman dorm (98% freshman). Assistant 
Hall Director Dawn Alexander, believes this to be a 
positive experience. "Hopefully women are learning 
more about themselves as women," said Alexander. 
The entire upper quad being all-female has "given 
the opportunity to unite women in the building as 
one." 
The Upper-Quad has taken advantage of this year 
to develop into a individualized environment of 
learning expression and fun! 
Story by Maria Bane. 
The quiet atmosphere of the Upper 
Quad has helped the studies of many of 
the residents. All photos this spread by 
Dave Ruoff. 
The living space for the residents of 
the Upper Quad is cozy, very adapt- ■ 
able, and is liked by most. 
A kind of unity has developed in the 
Upper Quad making it a very desirable ■ 
place to live in. 
DAUQ REPPU 
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Most teams would be satisfied with a 
final 7-3 record, but not the men's foot-
ball team. Despite racking up their 
fourth straight winning season, and 13th 
in the last 14 years, the Wildcats were 
unhappy at the close of the 1987 cam-
paign. The reason was because for the 
fourth straight season, New Hampshire 
was in serious consideration for a post-
season, Division I-AA playoff berth only 
to once again see it slip away with late-
season failures. This past fall the Wild-
cats were at one point ranked as high as 
sixth in the country with a 6-1 mark. 
Talk around Cowell Stadium was that 
1987 would finally be the year the team 
gets the monkey off its back. But it 
didn't happen. Bill Bowes' squad 
dropped a 28-14 decision to arch-rival 
Maine and two weeks later fell to Con-
necticut 31-21 in sub-zero weather to 
ruin any chances of advancing to the 
division I-AA playoffs. However, as any 
New England coach would tell you, the 
Wildcats were as good as anyone during 
the three month period since the first 
pass was thrown. Senior tackle Paul 
Boulay spearheaded a strong New 
36 Football 
Hampshire defense that kept the Wild-
cats in contention right up until the final 
week of the year. For his efforts he was 
named the Yankee Conference player-
of-the-year. Teammates Scott Curtis 
(113 tackles), Bill O'Malley (56 tackles), 
and Tim Byrne (5 interceptions) also 
had big years. Boulay, Curtis, and 
O'Malley were one of several New 
Hampshire players who were heavily 
scouted by professional football scouts 
this past fall. Others included offensive 
tackle John Driscoll, Curtis Olds, and 
Eric Facey. Olds led all Wildcats in re-
7-14 L Richmond 
27-20 w @ Boston Univ. 
41-3 w Dartmouth 
45-21 w Delaware 
24-16 w Northeastern 
21-19 w Lafayette 
28-14 w @ Rhode Island 
14-28 L @Maine* 
17-10 w Massachusetts 
21-31 L @ Connecticut 
ceptions with 61 and teamed with fellow 
wide receiver Chris Braune (53 catches, 
10 touchdowns) to give New Hampshire 
the best 1-2 punch in New England. 
Facey once again proved to be a valuable 
kicker for the 'Cats booting home 32 
consecutive extra points to bring his ca-
reer-ending string to 56. In his four years 
in Durham, the graduating senior 
knocked home 101 of 105 extra points 
and was successful on 31 of 49 field goals 
(.633). After temporarily losing his job 
(actually for the first half of the first 
game against Richmond) quarterback 
Bob Jean came through with another 
banner year. The 6'2", 200 pounder hit 
on 55% of his passes for 2,134 yards and 
15 scores while being selected as a sec-
ond team all-Yankee Conference all-
star. Highlights of the 1987 season in-
clude the 'Cats 41-3 win over Dart-
mouth, the team's 45-21 crushing of Del-
aware, and Ryan Jones' two 
interceptions late in the game against 
Massachusetts. The Wildcats will be 
back next year. Bowes loses only 11 seni-
ors and has a stock of talented under-
classmen. 
Story by Ed Sharon. 
Nate Baldesaro takes a moment alone 
to think about the game. Photo by Curt 
Grace. 
U.l't.H. had a field day when Dartmouth 
came to town. Here Chris Braune goes 
in for a T.D. Photo by Curt Grace. 
Here the Dartmouth quarterback gets 
mauled by Paul Boulay. Photo by Curt 
Grace. 
The U.tv.H. defense had Dartmouth 
well in control. Here Bob Murray, Alex 
Jaroustchuk, and T .J. Reap take down 
this Dartmouth running back. Photo by 
Curt Grace. 
Football 37 
The UNH field hockey team did some-
thing a little out of the ordinary this 
year; they struggled. But adversity pulls 
a team together and together the Wild-
cats wiped out a mild scoring drought 
and an away game winless streak to 
squeeze into the NCAA tournament for 
the fifth straight year. Marisa Didio, 
who'll hand over her coaching reigns to 
assistant Lauren Fuchs next season, had 
predicted a balanced success for the 1987 
squad who lost five solid starters from 
the 1986 NCAA finalist team. Also miss-
ing was Cyndi Caldwell, a member of the 
Junior National Team, who sustained a 
knee injury in a preseason scrimmage. 
Team work, heart, and a little bit of 
magic would become the necessary in-
grediants for a successful season. Lead-
ership played an important role as tri-
captain Michele Flannell anchored the 
defense from the goalcage. A three time 
All-Regional performer, Flannell entered 
the UNH record books for most saves in 
a game (26 vs. Penn. State), most saves 
in a career (552), and tied with most 
shutouts in a career (27). Seniors Peggy 
Hilinski and Lori Mercier lead the scor-
ing for UNH with 12 points each. The 
4-2 W Maine 
0-1 L Iowa 
2-0 W Vermont 
7-2 W Holy Cross 
1-1 L (2OT) Penn State 
0-1 L Lock Haven 
4-0 W West Chester 



















L (OT) Boston College 
W Connecticut 
W (2OT) Northeastern 
L North Carolina 
L Massachusetts# 
two were named to the All-Regional 
team and Hilinski later became UNH's 
only 1987 All-American. Combined with 
the efforts of the entire women's athletic 
department, Durham played host to the 
first round of the National Tournament 
just three days after Mother Nature 
dropped four inches of snow on Me-
morial Field. Undefeated at home since 
September of 1986, the dream of re-
turning to the Final Four was close to 
becoming reality. UMass, however, 
abruptly put a halt to the 10-7-1 season 
and to the stellar careers of five seniors; 
Tri-captains Flannell, Kate Dumphy, 
and Patty Drury, as well as Mercier, 
Hilinski, and Karen McBarron. Marisa 
Didio backboned the success of UNH's 
program in her five years as head coach. 
She taught the Wildcats how to win, to 
lose, and most importantly, how to be a 
team. She will long be appreciated as the 
enthusiasm of the 1988 season gets un-
derway. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Front: Ki~ Zifc~! Deb Blumen, Mary Malooley, Ann ~arie Mi~~ra, Lori Mercier, Peggy Hilinski, Jori Long, Jean Courtney,· Kristen Vander-Heyden, Shelly Robinson. 
Back: Manssa D1d10, Sue Dooley, Stacey Gaudette, Laune Geromm1, Kathy Daly, Karen McBarron, Kate Dumphy, Michele Flannell, Patty Drury Liz Lahme Karen Brady, 
Liz Brickley, Cyndi Caldwell, Lauren Fuchs. ' ' 
38 Field Hockey 
Lori Mercier, shown here trying to strip 
the ball, was U.l'I.H.'s high scorer for 
the year. Photo by Kate Conway. 
The WUdcats had a good 10•7 and 1 
season with the help of such players as 
#12, Kathy Daly. Photo by Kate Con• 
way. 
Shelly Robinson keeps on her toes to 
contribute to the team's success. Photo 
by Kate Conway. 
The WUdcat field hockey hockey team 
played into the snow season this year, 
but all the shoveling by these players 
didn't help them get past the first 
round of the playoffs held here in Dur• 
ham. Photo by Sue Dooley. 
Field Hockey 39 
In 1986 the Wildcats managed just 3 
wins, were shut out by opponents in six 
games, and were outscored by an overall 
36 to 16 margin. Far from impressive. 
What were we to expect in '87? 
It didn't take long to realize that the 
1987 season was going to be quite dif-
ferent. The Wildcats were winning, de-
feating teams like BC, Providence, and 
Keene State - teams that they had 
longed to beat for years on end. Relying 
on Jeff Bergholtz and Scott Brennan to 
take charge on the offense, while Doug 
Stang and freshman goalie sensation Er-
ic Stinson were anchoring the defense, 
the Wildcat victories began to pile up. At 
the half way point of the season, their 
record stood at an incredible 6-0-1. 
What were we to attribute this 
newfound success to? The answer is 
quite simple - hustle, determination, 
and heart. Without a doubt, this team 
had skill and talents, but so did their 
40 Men's Soccer 
opponents. What set this team above the 
rest was their ability to play with heart-
felt emotion. No team played with more 
desire. That was obvious in every play of 
the game. 
3-1 w @ Central Conn. 
1-0 w @Boston 
ollege 
2-2 T (OT) Massachusetts 
3-1 w Providence 
4-1 w Keene State 
2-0 w @Hartford 
1-0 w @ Plymouth 
State 
0-1 L (OT) @ Maine 
2-1 w @Babson 
1-2 L Vermont 
0-4 L Dartmouth 
2-4 L Boston 
University 
6-2 w @ Northeastern 
2-0 w ~ Rhode Island 
Unfortunately, the Wildcats' hopes for 
an undefeated season were dashed by an 
overtime 1-0 loss to Maine. More dis-
appointing, however, the dream of a 
playoff spot faded away as the team 
dropped three consecutive games to pe-
rennial soccer powerhouses, Vermont, 
Dartmouth, and BU. Despite not mak-
ing the playoffs, nothing could take away 
from the excellent season the 'Cats had 
as they finished with a solid 9-4-1 re-
cord. In 1987 the soccer team proved 
themselves and to everyone that they 
were real. They made believers of us all. 
Remember where the '87 Wildcats 
came from? It was a dismal '86 season 
with a 3-11-1 record. Take note of how 
for they have come. The future is bright, 
watch Head Coach Ted Garber's 1988 
team, and most importantly believe. 
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Here, Craig Robenson goes up to head 
ooer a a.Mass. player. Photo by Kate 
Conway. 
The Men's soccer team's tum around 
from the previous year roas due in part 
to Sean Day (18) and Jim Drioane (7). 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
Joe Almasia takes the throw in for 
Ul'IH. Photo by Kate Conroay. 
Men's Soccer 41 
Frustration is the word that charac-
terizes the women's soccer season as 
they came so close to beating top com-
petition yet ended up losing eleven of the 
seventeen games. The team lost 8 games 
by one or two goals, heightening their 
frustration. 
"We couldn't put the ball in the net 
more times than our opponents did," 
said sophomore Maura Naughton. 
The record of five wins, eleven loses, 
and one tie which this young team fin-
ished with does not show this team's 
true ability. 
The only senior and captain, Dawn 
Peck, said the emotional level ran high 
as the team played well and came close, 
so close, yet seldom came up with the 
wins. 
The leading scorers in 1987 were 4 
freshmen and one sophomore. "We were 
almost always within one goal away from 
winning the game," said Peck. "We gave 
every team we played a game. Each op-
ponent had to earn their win." 
8-0 w Boston University 
0-3 L Rutgers 
0-1 L Harvard 
0-1 L Rhode Island 
1-3 L Boston College 
1-0 w NH College 
1-0 w Providence College 
0-3 L Massachusetts 
3-0 w ST. Anselm 
0-2 L Princeton 
0-3 L Connecticut 
0-1 L Vermont 
1-3 L Hartford 
5-1 w Yale 
0-1 L Holy Cross 
1-3 L Keene State 
1-1 T Dartmouth 
"Our record is not a good indication of 
the talent on the team," continued Peck. 
"We were an excellently skilled, but young 
team." 
Overall, the women were only outscored 
by 4 goals in all 17 games. 
The inexperience this team competed 
with will give them the advantage over 
many teams next year. It is a matter of 
combining raw talent with the game ex-
perience which the season provided. 
The talent and potential this group of 
athletes possesses will gel and mold, cre-
ating a bright future for this squad. Their 
winning mentality has not been lost and 
will prove its strength during the upcoming 
season. 
According to Peck, the learning and 
growing the team faced will enhance the 
team's development and unity for the next 
season which will only yield positive re-
sults. 
Story by Kathy Daly. 
L to R: Amy Brimblecom, Maura Nayttn, Ellen Weinberg, Dawn Peck, Janine Tilden, Julie Leanhirdt, Carolyn Beckedorff, Nell Gharibian, Deb Maide, Kierstan Coppola, 
Back Row: Jeff Barclay, Margie Anderson, Eileen Corrigan, Wendy Young, Beth O'Connor, Amy Farguhar, Collen Walsh, Jill Lewis, Cheryl Bergeron, Kim Chopin, Dianne 
Mcloughlin, Emily Stoddard, Jen Mynter, Adrian Pfisterer. 
42 Women's Soccer 
Cheryl Bergeron takes the ball down 
field. Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
Peace was not in the Wildcats game 
plan this year although Kim Chapin 
tries to portrayjust that. Photo by Bry• 
an Lyons. 
Dawn Peck attempts to aooid her ag• 
gresswe opponent during the throw in. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
Women's Soccer 43 
With a copy of youngsters scattered 
about the roster, first year head coach 
Paul Burton's 1987 tennis team man-
aged to put together a 4-6 record. 
The Wildcats found success against 
Bentley, Southern Maine, New England 
College, and Plymouth State. Freshman, 
Dennis Pope of Concord, N.H., was 5-1 
at singles play and looks to be a bright 
spot in New Hampshire's future. Class-
mate Brian Baker was victorious in four 
matches at singles and three in doubles. 



















onships at Albany State 
@ Connecticut 
Southern Maine 
New England College 
Plymouth State 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
Lone senior Paul Ratcliffe went 4-4 at #3 
singles. 
At the ECAC Championships held in 
Albany, N.Y., UNH finished 11th out of 
19 teams, dropping two spots from 
1986's ninth place finish. 
The Wildcats closed out their season 
with three consecutive victories. With 
enstilled confidence and the return of all 
but one letterman, the UNH netmen 
could be a force to be reckoned with in 
1988. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
During a match wUh CI.Mass., Greg 
Coss makes the backhand return. Pho• 
to by Bryan Lyons. 
Glen Whelden goes for the overhand 
smash. Photo by Tim Farr. 
Here Paul Ratcliffe makes the return 
during a match with CI.Mass. Photo by 
Tim Farr. 
Men's Tennis 45 
The UNH women's tennis team closed 
the 1987 season with a 5-5 record and a 
second place tie in the Seaboard Con-
ference Championship. The Wildcats 
went on to take sixth place in the New 
England Championship. Senior Jen 
Radden finished her career with a 9-6 
record at #2 singles. Sophomore Liz 
Lerner and freshman Kara McKenna 
are two promising hopefuls for the up-
coming years as they finished with 7 -6 
and 7-2 records respectively. In doubles 
action, Deb Rinaldi was undefeated at 4-
0 and McKenna and Kathy Greland 
both were 2-0 at the Seaboard Cham-
pionships. 
With just two seniors on the squad, 
seventh year head coach, Russ Mc-
Curdy, can look forward to a successful 
'88 season as experience sets in. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
46 Women's Tennis 
3-6 L @UVM 
8-1 W @UMO 
9-0 W Massachusetts 
1-8 L Tufts 
3-6 L @ Harvard 
2-7 L Providence 
8-1 W @ Dartmouth 
9-0 W Rhode Island 
6-3 W Colby 
4-5 L Connecticut 
Seaboard Conf. Championships -
2nd (tied with UVM) 
New Englands - 6th place 
Stacey Mungo makes the forehand in 
this match os. a.Mass. Photo by Bryan 
Lyons. 
Deb Rinaldi makes the two-handed re• 
tum. Photo by Tim Farr. 
Women's Tennis 47 
The Men's Cross Country team fin-
ished the 1987 season with a respectable 
5-5 record. With only one senior on the 
squad, head coach, Jim Boulanger, is 
optimistic about the harrier's future. 
Sophomore, Randy Hall, finished an 
impressive second season with the Wild-
cats as he captured first place victories 
against Maine, and versus Tufts and 
Central Connecticut in a quad-meet held 
in College Woods. He went on to place 
fourth in the ECAC North Atlantic Con-











6th of 16 
3rd of 10 












@ Easterns (Boston) 
@ ECAC N. Atlantic 
@ New Englands 
12th of 14 in Dist. I 32nd of 42 
total @ IC4A's at Lehigh 
ing third in the ten-team competition. 
The lone senior, captain Peter Ham-
mer, also fared well for the Wildcats in 
'87. A fifth place finish at ECEC's, sec-
ond place with Maine, and 22nd 
amongst a tough field at connecticut 
with Providence and Northeastern high-
lighted his final season. 
As experience begins to shine through, 
another young squad will look to con-
tinue the success of the UNH Cross 
Country program in 1988. 
Front row (I to r): Steve Crainer, Mark Leonard, David Pelletier, Nanook Tuefferd, Ryan Landvoy. Back row (I to r): Dan Beauley, Joe Rogers, Darrel Covell, Robert 
Klemme, Captain Peter Hammer, Coach Jim Boulanger. Photo courtesy of UNH Media Services. 
48 Men's Cross Country 
Darrel Corell shows the agony of cross 
country as he nears the end of the race. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
Looking less than tired, Steoe Grainen 
reaches the finish. Photo by Bryan Ly• 
ons. 
Randy Hall tries to pass a B.C. runner 
and a Brandeis runner at the New En• 
glands. Photo courtesy of the Men's 
track team. 
Men's Cross Country 49 
As first year Head Coach, George 
Liset said, "There's more than one way 
to climb a mountain and reach the top." 
Although the 1987 Women's Cross 
Country team did not reach the top, they 
got a great experience climbing. 
Heart and soul characterize this team 
which finished 12th in the New England 
Championship and 13th in the NCAA 
District I ranking although their regular 
season record was 0-7. 
The 1987 season was Liset's first as 
head coach after five years of being as-
sistant. To create a smooth transition 
for the season every team member was 
required to make adjustments. 
The only seniors and captains, Steph 
Edelman, Christine Hendrich, and Tara 
Teevens, did a tremendous job according 
to Liset. 
"Their hard work characterized the 
team. The selflessness they showed was 
the heart and soul of the team," stated 
Liset. "We had a solid group of runners." 
According to Liset, the team could not 
depend on someone to finish first so 
every runner had to run their best at 
every meet. 
"The top three runners changed every 
meet which was exciting. Different peo-
ple developed at each meet." 
"On our team their were no stand-outs 
so we all had run well in all the meets," 
said Teevens. 
Looking back, coach Liset said. 
"When you don't have a winning record, 
31-26 W Holy Cross 
79 UNH, 50 Dart., 67 UVM, 62 
BU, 132 SUNY @ Dartmouth 
198 UNH 8th, 50 Penn State, 52 
Maryland @ Rutgers Invitational 
34-22 W @ Maine 
63 UNH, 38 UCONN, 24 PC 
88 UNH, 59 UVM, 58 UMASS, 




@ New Englands 
@ECAC's 
NCAA District I 
50 Women's Cross Country 
competitive running better be fun." 
One of the most exciting aspects of the 
season according to Liset was seeing the 
runners learn about themselves. 
"I want them to feel good about the 
season. The key is that each of them are 
better runners than they were in Sep-
tember," remarked Liset. 
With the nucleus of the team return-
ing, Liset will have a core group of run-
ners to continue to develop. As far as 
he's concerned, the precedent has been 
set. According to Liset, he has the type 
of people with which to build a team 
around. 
"I started this year building a program 
around super runners," coach Liset said 
in reference to the seniors. 
The seniors, all of them captains, in-
stilled the qualities of super people, who 
happen to be super runners, into the 
underclassmen. It seems these qualities 
will allow this team to climb further up 
the mountain towards the summit in 
1988. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
All photos this page by Alex Berger. 
Women's Cross Country 51 
Before the seniors began, there was a 
sense of optimism about the 87 -88 UNH 
Hockey team, a feeling that after two 
very disappointing seasons, this would 
be the year for marked improvement, 
perhaps even a winning season. These 
feelings, however, began to diminish 
from the first face-off at Boston College 
when the team lost its opening game by 
the score of 6-2 to the Eagles. The Wild-
cats, from that point on would not get 
their first win until the seventh game of 
the season. UNH would beat Colorado 
College by the score of 8-3, here at our 
own Snively Arena. The team would fin-
ish the season with a very dismal 7 -20-3 
record and miss the Hockey East 
Playoffs by their last three games of the 
season. 
A1l things aside, the team could have 
been a lot more successful. Many of the 
games they lost, they could have won, 
yet there first seemed to be something 
missing. That final ingredient that 
makes the difference between a win or a 
loss in the close games just wasn't there. 
Many of their games were lost in that 
infamous third period, where a lead can 
so easily become a deficit. 
The 87-88 team was definitely a young 
one as there were only four seniors on 
the roster. Although only four in num-
ber, these seniors will surely be missed in 
the future program at UNH. A program 
which by the look of its younger players 
will definitely be getting better. 
For seniors Mike Rossetti, Scott 
Brown, Quintin Buckley and Rick Lam-
bert, their last season as Wildcats un-
fortunately ended on a depressing note. 
Nevertheless, their contributions to 
UNH Hockey can hardly be overlooked. 
Offensive standout Mike Rossetti who 
was plagued with injury in the past, fin-
ished his career as a Wildcat with im-
pressive statistics. He ended up with 50 
goals and 56 assists for a total of 106 
career points. Quintin Buckley, an ex-
tremely strong skater and hard worker, 
52 Men's Hockey 
finished his career with 21 goals and 30 
assists. Captain Scott Brown, who was a 
very inspirationsl leader yet saw limited 
actions, finished up his career here at 
Durham with 10 goals and 9 assists. Rick 
Lambert, the team's best checker and a 
lead-by-example type player, will be 
missed here next year. Lambert had 16 
goals and 21 assists. 
With the loss of these four players, 
next year's team will have to make a few 
adjustments. The talent of these under-
classmen along with probably the best 
crop of freshmen to come here in a while 
can only promise better results for the 
2-6 L ~ Boston College 
8-9 L oston Univ. 
2-2 T Providence ( OT) 
4-7 L Lowell 
1-7 L ~Minn. -
uluth 
3-6 L ~ Minnesota 
8-3 w olorado Coll. 
6-3 w Denver 
3-4 L ~ Brown* 
4-5 L ortheastern 
(OT) 
2-5 L @ Providence 
2-3 L @ Lowell 
6-5 w vs. Yale* (YT) 
2-5 L vs. Cornell* (YT) 
6-5 w m Mich. Tech 
( T) 
2-6 L ~ No. Michigan 
2-3 L isconsin ( OT) 
2-6 L North Dakota 
5-1 w Boston College 
4-6 L ~ Boston Univ. 
5-4 w ortheastern 
(OT) 
2-5 L @Maine 
2-9 L @Maine 
1-5 L @ Boston Univ. 
2-2 T @ Providence 
(OT) 
7-4 w Boston College 
4-4 T Vermont* (OT) 
1-4 L @ Northeastern 
1-6 L Lowell 
2-6 L Maine 
* Non - Hockey East games 
future. 
Next year's leaders will no doubt fill in 
the shoes of their predecessors extreme-
ly well. Tim Shields, Steve Horner, Tim 
Hanley and Ian Prachar are names that 
opposing Hockey East teams will be 
forced to deal with. All these players 
have clearly proven that they can play 
and be highly effective in the toughest 
Division 1 league in the country. 
The highly talented freshmen class led 
by explosive forward Chris Winnes, who 
led the team in points with 36 (17 goals 
and 19 assists) will surely be a player to 
reckon with in his next three years as a 
Wildcat. 
Freshman defense Andrien Plasvic 
was a strong blue-liner for the 'Cats in 
his first year, and along with Sophomore 
Jeff Lazaro's extremely solid play on D-
Fense last season, both should be im-
pressive figures for opposing forwards to 
encounter. 
Both goalies of the 87 -88 team were 
freshmen, so both were very quickly 
thrown into Division 1 play and forced 
to perform without much experience. 
For Pat Szturm and Pat Morrison that 
task at times was a bit too much to ask 
for, yet neither showed signs of giving in 
or breaking down completely. After their 
first season as Wildcat goalkeepers they 
both got more than their share of ex-
perience, and all the playing time thay 
received will provide for them solid 
backgrounds to build on. For the next 
few years to come they will definitely be 
able to handle any new adversity which 
comes their way. 
After these years of somewhat me-
diocre play, next December looks as if it 
will bring a crop of highly talented play-
ers back with much experience and a lot 
to prove. It appears as if better days are 
on the horizon here in Durham. 
Story by Richard D'Avalio 
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In head to head matchups the Wildcats 
looked ready, but didn't have that final 
ingredient which makes a winner. Photo 
by Curt Grace. 
Front Row (1-r): Trainer Jerry Foster, Pat Szturm, Quintin Brickley, Mike Rossetti, Scott Brown, Tim Hanley, Rick Lambert, Tim Shields, Pat Morrison, Manager John 
Rhodes, Assistant Coach Ray Letourneau, Interim Head Coach Dave O'Connor. Second Row: Assistant Coach Wayne Wilson, Interim Head Coach Charlie Holt, Dan 
Pracher, Mark Johnson, David Aiken, Greg Boudreau, Mike Roth, Denver Moorehead, Mark Dorval, Chris Grassie, Steve Horner, Dave MacIntyre, Jeff Lazaro, Assistant 
Coach Sean Coady. Third Row: Matt Trenovitch, Lars Johannson, Greg Cheetham, Bruce MacDonald, Kevin Dean, Bill LaCouture, Chris Winnes, Chris Thayer, Adrien 
Plavsic, Riel Bellegard. UNH photo by Paul Chalue. 
Men's Hockey 53 
Repeating a championship season is a ership qualities matched their impres-
tough task in any sport, yet the 86-87 sive career totals. Katey Stone finished 
UNH Women's Hockey team did just her career with 45 goals and 36 assists. 
that. To win three championships in a Cheryl Alliwood finished with 55 goals 
row is even a tougher task. Unfortu- and 34 assists. 
nately the difficulties which are involved On defense, Seniors Pam Manning 
in winning that third title were too much and Dianne Robbins were a strong back-
for the 87-88 Women's Hockey team to bone which allowed few opposing players 
overcome. to penetrate and put points on the 
As powerful a team as the UNH worn-
en always are, in life as in sports, all good 
things must come to an end. This year's 8-4 w Princeton* 
team fell short of that third consecutive 4-0 w Concordia* 
title by one game. The cats lost to the 4-5 L Northeastern 
Providence Friars in the last minute of (OT) 
play by the score of 3-2 in the semi-final 10-0 w Harvard 
round of the ECAC tournament. It was a 4-4 T Northeastern+ 
very disappointing finish to a very im- (OT) 
pressive season. This women's team 8-0 w Concordia+ 
compiled a consistent 15-5-1 second 6-1 w Providence+ 
place in the final ECAC standings be-
8-0 w Brown 
13-1 w St. Lawrence 
hind N.U. 8-1 w Rochester Ins. 
The seniors, Sue Hunt, Dawn Wright, 3-2 w Rochester Ins. 
Pam Manning, Katey Stone, Cheryl Al- 6-1 w Dartmouth 
liwood, Amanda Moors, Dianne Robbins 3-4 L Ottawa& (exh.) & 
and Liz Tura, were far from novices in 8-1 w New Brunswick& 
playing hockey in the toughest Women's 6-0 w Cornell& 
Collegiate league in the country. These 7-0 w Colby 
women who have been here four years 5-7 L Northeastern 
were an intricate part of two champi- 3-4 L Providence 
onship seasons and as freshmen lost the 4-2 w Providence 
championship by a close margin. 
4-0 w Colby@ 
Captain Liz Tura in her first year as 
3-2 L Providence# 
* at Princeton Jamboree + at PC 
starting goalie did more then adequate Tournament & at Concordia Tour-
finishing the season with a 2.04 GAA, 5 nament @ ECAC First Round # 
shutouts and a 12-5-1 record. ECAC Semi-final 
As for the senior forwards, their lead-
Here the coach of the Wildcats Russ Mc-
Curdy looks over his players in training. 
Photo by Craig Parker. 
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board. Throughout the season the seni-
ors set the pace with leadership ded-
ication and sportsmanship. These qual-
ities definitely rubbed off on the younger 
blood, as the underclassmen made some 
major contributions to the 87-88 cam-
paign. 
Sophomores Andria Hunter and Heidi 
Chalupnik were major offensive forces 
scoring 26 goals and 12 goals respec-
tively. Freshman sensation Karen Akre 
was more than surprising as she knocked 
home 18 goals and 12 assists leading all 
freshmen in scoring. 
Junior defenseman Shelley Oifronzo 
was probably the strongest all around 
blue lines the team had. She always 
seemed to be in the right place at the 
right time. Oifronzo was surely missed in 
the playoffs when she went down with a 
knee injury. 
On the whole, the team showed 
marked improvement as Coach Mc-
Curdy stated, "I was very pleased with 
the way they improved this year." Coach 
McCurdy also commented on the abrupt 
end to the season in the semi-final game 
against the Friars. "It was a strange end, 
we seemed to be in control of that 
game." 
The 87 -88 season is over and as sure 
enough as another coming of spring it's 
once again time to bid farewell to the 
seniors. During their stay here they ex -
hibited qualities both on and off the ice 
to make the University proud. 
Story by Richard D' A valio 
. ; - Even the incredible amounts of practice 
weren't able to push the Wildcats over 
powerhouse Northeastern. Photo by 
Craig Parker. 
Front Row (L-R): Sue Hunt, Dianne Robbins, Katev Stone, Dawn Wright, Amanda Moors, Pam Manning, Cheryl Allwood. Middle Row (L-R): Asst. Coach Gail Griffith, Liz 
Tura, Anne Ensor, Hilary Dyson, Laura Prisco, Andria Hunter, Heidi Chalupnik, Head Coach Russ McCurdy. Back Row (L-R): Manager Cathy Demers, Shelly DiFronzo. 
Gina Grassi, Lorna Moody, Carol Weston, Karen Akre, Manager Sharon Block. Photo courtesy of UNH. 
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Think about it. October to January. A 
quarter of a year. A long time. Especially 
long if you were a member of the men's 
basketball team in search of your first 
victory. Yet, three months after a gru-
eling preseason, on a cold winter night in 
Durham, the Wildcats finally entered 
the win column; UNH 60 Canisius 59. 
It would then be another month for 
the next victory celebration. This time 
another close one at home; UNH 65 Col-
gate 64. 
The wins were few and far between for 
coach Gerry Friel and his young squad. 
Almost as few as the fans who cared to 
witness a 4-25 season. 
But, despite it all, there was some-
thing special about this team. Sure they 
weren't winning, but they didn't hang 
their heads. They kept pushing and 
searching for that missing link. The 
Wildcats never lost their optimism and 
on March 5th, they defeated Vermont, 
82-77 in their final game, to earn a spot 
in the ECAC North Atlantic Conference 
Playoffs. . 
Seeded last, these determined under-
dogs, stormed onto the court, in what 
was to have been their finale, and upset 
first place Siena 70-63. 
The 'Cats dropped their next contest, 
and the season was indeed over, but 
somehow it didn't seem as long. To beat 
Siena a team which had surpassed New 
Ham~shire by a totoal of 46 points in 
two meetings during the regular season 
and one which was expected to receive a 
NCAA bid, made it all the worthwhile. 
For a group of men who never stopped 
beleiving, there is indeed a bright future. 
Story by Sue Dooley 
56 Men's Basketball 
77-86 L @Brown* 
67-96 L Rhode Island* 
59-92 L @ Boston College* 
71-74 L Harvard* 
67-92 L @ Massachuesetts* 
69-71 L Yale* 
61-68 L Niagara 
39-65 L@ Hartford 
65-83 L @ Dartmouth* 
60-59 WCanisius 
59-72 L Vermont 
92-130 L @ Holy Cross* 
56-63 L @Niagara 
61-74 L @ Canisius 
81-94 L Maine 
78-90 L Northeastern 
57-58 L@ Colgate 
65-64 WColgate 
83-99 L Boston University 
71-79 L Hartford 
57-70 L Fairchild* 
66-95 L@ Siena 
64-79 L @ Boston University 
60-71 L @ Northeastern 
81-98 L Siena 
68-86 L @Maine 
82-77 W@Vermont 
*= Non-ECAC North Atlantic 
games 
Playoffs: 
70-63 W Siena 
59-62 L Niagara 
.... 
¾ 
Chris Perkins takes the shot over a Hartford player. 
Photo by Craig Parker. 
I ' Ill 
Tommy Hammer goes up for the shot in 
a game against national powerhouse 
Rhode Island. Photo by Hank Ell· 
smore. 
Sophomore Derek Counts here on his 
way to being UNH's leading scorer in 
'88. Photo by Hank Ellsmore. 
Front row (1-r): Robert "Knobby" Walsh, Gerry Friel, Lee Gove. Back row (I tor): Don Kinsley, Derek Counts, Tommy Hammer, Greg Walker, Eric Thielen, Keith Hinderlie, 
Tim Lewis, Chris Perkins, Dave Murray, Dave Marshall, Keith Carpenter, Mike Lunney. 
Men's Basketball 57 
It was a long four hours back to Dur-
ham as the haunting echoes of 1800 
UMO fans screamed through the silence. 
With nine minutes on the clock and a 
five point Wildcat lead, a Seaboard 
Championship would somehow elude 
their grasp. 
Still, for seniors Michele Altobello, 
Missy Belanger, Beth Curran, and co-
captains Melissa Pfefferle and Karen 
Pinkos, a 19-8 record was a culmination 
of four years of devotion, achievement, 
and pride. In their early seasons, ones 
most iµipressionable for young perform-
ers, these women suffered loss after loss. 
Overcoming injuries and inexperience, 
they eventually grouped together to 
form the nucleus of the most successful 
season in years for women's basketball 
at UNH. 
The Wildcats stormed onto the court, 
capturing their first five games, includ-
ing a 61-4 7 win over Boston College to 
avenge a 37 point blowout the previous 
year. Amidst the excitement of a prom-
ising season well underway, junior Kris 
Kinney scored her 1000th point against 
UCONN. She would later enter the re-
cord books becoming UNH's all-time 
leading scorer. 
The team met up with tough national 
competition in the Sun and Fun Classic 
and dropped two games to Florida In-
ternational and James Madison. Upon 
returning to the Northeast, the Wildcats 
began their battle for the Seaboard title 
58 Women's Basketball 
with victories over Vermont and Central 
77-70 w @ Rhode Island Connecticut before losing the
ir first 
home game to Boston University. 
61-47 w Conneticut It took just three days to get back on 
61-47 w Boston College the winning track as the Wildcats col-
69-63 w Massachusetts lected five straight victories including a 
(ot) 
80-45 w Brown four point decision over last year's con-
56-57 L @ Florida Int.* ference c
hampion Northeastern and a 
73-64 w @ Cleveland St.* come from behind , last second win 
60-87 L @James against Harvard. 
Madison* Approaching the last leg of the regular 
67-83 L Holy Cross season, the Cats went 6-2 against co:q.-
63-79 L @ Fairfield ference competition and evened the 
83-66 w @ Central Conn.+ score with BU with a 62-56 victory in 
72-61 w @Vermont+ Boston. Perhaps the highlight of the 
57-63 L Boston season was a 60-56 victory over Maine in 
University+ front of nearly 1500 fans in Lundholm 
69-57 w Hartford+ Gymnasium. 
60-32 w Brooklyn+ Down by as many as eleven points in 
70-47 w @Dartmouth the opening round of playoff action, the 
67-63 w @ Northeastern+ Wildcats managed to claw their way 
62-60 w @Harvard back into the lead. But the momentum 
63-64 L @Maine+ began to swing back in favor of the home 
71-53 w Central Conn.+ team and Maine advanced to the finals 
70-56 w Vermont+ with a 82-76 victory. 
62-56 w @ Boston Kinney and Pinkos, the leading scores 
University+ for UNH, were both named to the Sea-
63-69 L @ Hartford+ board All-Star team. Kinney, along with 
73-48 w @Brooklyn+ Carolyn Keaveny and Beth Lilore, will 70-50 w Northeastern+ 
60-56 w Maine+ return to captain the 1989 team. A team 
76-82 L @Maine% with the likes of Rita McCarroll, Debbie 
* at Florida Int. Tournament Dorsch, and the captains, that already 
+ Seaboard Conference opponent knows how to win thanks to the class of 
% First round Seaboard Conf. 1988. 
Tournament 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Karen Pinkos, one of the Wildcats' 
leading scorers, takes the shot in a win 




Kris Kinney, upon scoring her 1000th 
point against UCONN, receives the 
game ball and the admiration of the 
fans. Photo by Hank Ellsmore. 
Front Row (I to r): Jennifer Casey, Shelly Fitz, Karen Pinkos, Melissa Pfefferle, Beth Lilore, Julie Donlon. Back row (I to r): Debbie Dorsch, Carolyn Keaveny, Missy Belanger, Rita McCarroll, Kris Kinney, Beth Curran, Michele Altobello. Photo courtesy of UNH. 
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After enjoying one of its best seasons 
in three years, the UNH Gymnastics 
team fell victim to bad luck as injuries 
and sickness plagued the Wildcats at the 
ECAC and NCAA Northeast Champi-
onships. UNH, under the direction of 
head coach Gail Goodspeed, went 12-7 
during the regular season, finished third 
at the ECAC's, and with five top gym-
nasts watching from the sidelines, was a 
disappointing seventh at the NCAA's. 
Freshman Laura Paredes made an im-
mediate impact as she collected team-
high scores on the uneven bars and floor 
exercise (9.45), balance beam (9.6), and 
all-around. Her 9.6 on the beam was 
good enough to etch her name into the 
UNH record book for all-time high score 
on the event. Her bars score also tied the 
all-time record along with sophomore 
Diane Aubut. Parades also took the all-
around on five occasions. 
Against North Carolina, UNH earned 
its seasonal high team score of 181.00 
competing against the nationally recog-
nized programs of Alabama, Penn State, 
and Florida. Among the other highlights 
was a strong second place finish in the 
UNH Invitational. In front of nearly 
2000 fans, the 'Cats defeated West Vir-
ginia and North Carolina but Michigan 
State edged them out of an overall vic-
tory. 
Senior co-captain Michele Sawyer 
closed out her career with a consistently 
solid season. She performed in the all-
around in every meet and achieved per-
sonal bests in each event, including a 
9.35 on the floor and 9.3 on beam and 
bars. 
The Wildcats will sorely miss the tal-
ents of graduating seniors Nancy 
Doherty, Jessica Downey, and Linda 
Glatte. Doherty, a co-captain, was the 
teams high scorer on the vault with a 
9.25. She set career high scores on the 
vault, beam, and floor. Downey was 
among the top performances on the floor 
exercise with a best of9.4. Glatte did not 
compete in her final season due to back 
injury. 
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The Wildcats stood tall, but couldn't overcome 
iajuries. They placed a disappointing seventh at 
the NCAA 'S with five top gymnasts on the bench. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
Here Michele Sawyer takes on the bal• 
ance beam in her routine. Photo by 
Kate Conway. 
Front Row (I to r): Jessica Downey, Michele Sawyer, Nancy Doherty. Second Row (I to r): Asst. Coach Bill Brouillet, Head Coach Gail Godspeed, Susie Quinlan, Michele 
Shenley, Tammy Hager, Laura Paredes, Nancy Andrews, Betsy Anderson. Back Row (I tor): Dana Brodin, Pam Giroux, Patty Converse, Denise Brackesy, Kim Fuller, Jill St. 
James, Diane Abut, Dina Peterson, Linda Glatte, Asst. Coach Ed Datti. 
Gymnastics 61 
Wrapping up the season with only 12 
swimmers, the men's swim team rose to 
the occasion at the New England Cham-
pionship with a seventh place finish, the 
best ever for UNH. 
"We scored in every event except the 
50 and the 500 freestyle. It was a great 
effort by all the guys," said coach Brenda 
Skelley. Plagued by eligibilitiy require-
ments, transfers, and student exchanges, 
the team finished the regular season 
with a 3-6 record. "We can't be a threat 
with only 12 men," said the first year 
head coach. "In fact, we could hardly fill 
the events." 
Still, under the leadership of captains 
Doug Gordon, Eric Andrew, and Matt 
Stewart, the team simply shined at the 
New Englands. Everyone scored person-
al bests as freshman Gerry Bailey led the 
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record for UNH, and a third place finish 
in the mile freestyle. Bob Quin and 
Brain Kablick also broke school records 
in the 100 backstroke and 200 breast-
stroke. 
Senior diver, Tim Bryant, finished an 
outstanding career and, according to 
Skelley, will be sorely missed for his 
leadership on the platform. 
Next Year, the Wildcats will look to 
have eight of their eleven dual meets 
coed. Skelley, who combines men's and 
women's practice, would like to think of 
the squads as one cohesive team. "It's 
really positive," said Skelley. "It's a 
great support system and it really pulls 
everyone together." 
Together in 1989, the UNH swim pro-
gram, however small in number, will be 
big at heart. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Front Row(L-R): John Condojani, Tri-Captain Eric Andrew, Tri-Captain Matt Stewart, Tri-Captain Doug Gordon, Gary Bowser, Head Coach Brenda Skelley. Back Row: 
Assistant Coach Joe Orzel, Jerry Bailey, Bob Quinn, Josh Kay, Burr Chase, Brian Kablik, Henry Baker, Clint Bogard. Missing from photo: Tim Bryant. 
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All photos by Paul Danehy. 
Men's Swimming 63 
With just one senior on the squad, a 
young women's swim team came away 
with a respectable 6-4 record under first 
year head coach Brenda Skelley. 
"We really did well," said Skelley, who 
cares less about seasonal records than 
getting stronger year to year. "We didn't 
have the numbers." In fact, with the loss 
of five swimmers at semester break to a 
relatively small roster, only 14 Wildcats 
qualified for the New England Cham-
pionship. 
Nonetheless, New Hampshire finished 
in tenth place largely due to the per-
formances of Beth Bochenek and 1988 
MVP Jen Branon. Bochenek finished 
third in the 50M Freestyle with Branon 








120-94 W Rhode Island 
131-133 L Holy Cross 
140-64 W@ Keene State 
138-129 W Smith 
135-131 W Springfield 
78-183 L @ Maine 
96-167 L Massachusetts 
New England Championship 10th 
place 
Sue Ogden and Megan McCarthy, were 
also members of the 200M Freestyle re-
lay team which was one-tenth of a sec-
ond shy of victory. 
Next year looks to be a tough one for 
Skelley. She has scheduled New England 
powerhouses Providence and Boston 
College and dropped Smith and Keene 
State, two teams from which the Wild-
cats took decisive victories. 
With most of the year's team return-
ing, the 1989 season looks promising. 
Co-captains Branon and Sharon Jack-
son will lead an experienced team while a 
strong corp of incoming freshmen 
should be able to fill the gaps and add 
depth to their success. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Front Row(L-R): Carolyn Desmarais, Brooke Harris, Karen Lorenz, Sarah Cunning, Sharon Jackson, Jennifer Branon, Karen Davis, Beth Bochenek. Back Row: Tina 
Lessin, Alicia Dooley, Pam Gauvin, Amy Babson, Tanya Home, Meghan McCarthy, Becca Doherty, Melissa Murphy, Liz Rosen, Brenda Skelley(Coach). 
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Even with the loss of five swimmers dur-
ing the semester break, the Wildcats 
were able to cheer themselves on to a 6 
and 4 record. Photo by Kate Conway. 
This young swim team will face even 
greater challenges next year with a 
schedule that includes Providence and 
Boston College. Photo by Kate Conway. 
Women's Swimming ·65 
After a 14-6 season in 1986-87, the 
best in UNH Wrestling history, the 
Wildcats had a tough act to follow, but 
pulled through with their strength and 
talent to finish the 1987-88 season 14-5. 
Although the wrestling squad contin-
ued to uphold this impressive reputation 
with its record, this was not their year to 
win it all at the Northeastern New Eng-
land and New England Championships. 
The Wildcats stayed in it though, and 
took third place at both. Some outstand-
ing performance were given to earn nine 
of ten Wildcat place finishes at the New 
Englands, and two first place finishes. 
The two New England champions 
were captains Mike Caracci, the junior 
118 pounder who wound up his season 
20-6-1, and heavyweight Chris Murtha, 
finishing a strong senior year 25-8 and 
ending his career with a record of 57-36-
at West Point Invitational (4th) 
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Fairleigh Dickinson 
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1, tying him for fifth in most wins at 
UNH. Both Murtha and Caracci, after 
an outstanding season, advanced to the 
NCAA finals in Iowa. 
For senior co-captain Eric Hunziker, 
Paul Dinkelmeyer, Chris Perkins, Dan 
Shain, Wayne Hauser, and Chris 
Murtha their final season was yet an-
other impressive one. Coach Jim Ur-
quhart is looking ahead to continue with 
the tradition for next year's team of 
strong recruits, combined with the ex-
perience of the returning Wildcats. 
Standout Mike Caracci, now third in all 
time Wildcat wins, will return next sea-
son, only 21 wins away from topping the 
all-time Wildcat win record, to head a 
team looking to improve an already suc-
cessful record. 
Story by Ronit Larone. 
The ONH squadjust wasn't able to take down its opponents at the Northern New England and New England Championships. Photo by Craig Parker. 
66 Wrestling 
In this near great season a Ul'IH wres-
Uer gets the takedown. Photo by Craig 
Parker. 
The strain on these wresUers' faces 
shows the great determination each 




Photo By Warner Jones 
Photo by Kate Conway 
Photo by Kate Conway 
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Photo by Bryan Lyons 
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Photo by Tim Farr 
Photo by Bryan Lyons Photo by Bryan Lyons 
Sports Review 71 
Under the direction of coaches Paul 
Berton and Corey Schartz, the men's 
and women's ski teams finished the 1988 
season as the eleventh best teams in the 
country. 
The men's team opened strong, win-
ning the Keene State Carnival largely 
due to the success of Marco Barucchieri, 
Jody Lozeau, Kurt Simard, and Scott 
McMahon in the grand slalom. All fin-
ished in the top ten. Eaton and Lozeau 
also finished second and third respec-
tively in the slalom. For the cross coun-
try events, Steve Blood finished third. 
The women also fared well at Keene 
with a second place finish. Jen Conover 
was second in the slalom, Karen Reyn-
olds 4th and 8th in the grand slalom. 
Mona Deprey and Chris Philbrick fin-
ished 3rd and 6th in the cross country 
event. 
Placing 4th and 5th throughout the 
remainder of the season, the women 
were more than prepared for the East-
erns. Leading the way for their 5th place 
finish was the cross country relay team, 
consisting of Deprey, Philbrick, and Ann 
Keene St. - Men 1st, Women 2nd 
Bates - Men 6th , Women 4th 
UVM - Men 6th , Women 5th 
Dartmouth - Men 6th , Women 
5th 
Middlebury - Men 6th , Women 
5th 
Williams - Men 6th , Women 5th 
Easterns - Men 5th, Women 5th 
NCAA's - Overall 11th 
Guerrereo, who placed third. 
The men had slipped slightly during 
the regular season but also finished fifth 
in the East though Blood, Jim Despres, 
and James Doneski were the only com-
petitors to break into the top ten. 
At Nationals, Kirsten Jevereid had 
the best showing for UNH with a 4th 
place finish in the slalom. Teammate 
Conover finished at 7th in the same 
event. For the men, Steve Blood capped 
off his junior season with a 15th place 
showing in the cross country race. 
The women's team will graduate six 
seniors while the men will lose only four. 
The success of the youth in the 1988 
season shall only be furthered in the 
years to come. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
The CJNH men's and women's ski teams finished strong in '88 and with their youth, spirit and determination, should glide to victory in '89. Photo cour
tesy of CJNH 
Women's Atheletics. 
72 Skiing 
The drioe and determination involved 
in the sport can be seen in the face of 




Hampered by injury and inexperience, 
the men's lacrosse team struggled 
through the 1988 season to finish with a 
3-12 record. 
Two captains, John Zwack and 
Brendan O'Brien watched from the side-
lines as senior All-New England per-
former Jack Sebastian tried to utilize his 
leadership and talents from the back-
field. Still the lone performing captain 
and his classmates Jack Mungovan, 
Mike McCaffrey, and Kevin Growney 
could not surpass the challenging, na-
tionally recognized competition which 
awaited the Wildcats throughout the 
season. 
































State, 8-4, Boston College, 9-5, and 
Providence, 11-9, New Hampshire had 
almost staged an upset against #4 Yale 
in Durham only to fall 10-9 in the last 
two minutes of play to highlight the sea-
son. 
Fans remained loyal as Mark Botnick, 
Bruce Mead, and Brian Quirk lead the 
scoring for the Wildcats with 24,20, and 
18 points respectively. The three will 
return in the 1989 season along with 
defensive standout Frank Fiore and 
goalkeeper Craig Barnes to help put a 
one-time New England powerhouse back 
on the right track. Sebastian and 
Mungovan were the lone representatives 
in the East-West All-Star games. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
In a batUe against Hartford, number 
32 tries to take control. Photo by Kate 
Conway. 
All photos this page by Kate Conway. 
Men's Lacrosse 75 
They outscored their opponents 75-
72. The #1, #6, and #7 teams in the 
nation all escaped with one goal vic-
tories. Goalkeeper Kathy Narsiff saved 
65% of the shots she faced while the 
opposition could only stop 59%. Still, an 
inexperienced women's lacrosse team 
finished the 1988 season with a dis-
sapointing 4-7 -1 record. 
After storming out to a 3-0 start, the 
Wildcats took to the road and went with-
out a victory until the final game of the 
season. A 3-3 overtime tie with UMASS 
followed by a 7 -4 upset in Durham by 
Boston College, set the tone for a rough 
April. 
At Maryland, New Hampshire lost the 
lead and eventually their second game to 
NorthWestern, the #6 team in the coun-
try by a score of 6-5, only to take an 8-0 
blow from the hosting Terrapins the 
next day. Within a week, they had 
dropped two more to #2 Penn State, 9-5 
and #1 Temple, 6-5. 
With three regional games remaining, 
victories were required of the defending 
three time champions to even receive an 
11-1 w Yale 
8-4 w Colgate 
7-3 w Dartmouth 
3-3 T Massachusetts 
4-7 L Boston College 
5-6 L Northwestern 
0-8 L Maryland 
5-9 L Penn State 
5-6 L Temple 
8-9 L Brown 
8-9 L Harvard 
7-11 L Vermont 
invitation to the ECAC tournament. A tri-
ple overtime loss to Brown negated such 
chances and it was a matter of pride for a 
young but qualified team to wrap up their 
season on a positive note. 
Against Vermont, freshman Liz 
Brickley, an All-New England Honorable 
Mention, captured her second five point 
performance of the season and Lynne Ab-
bott tallied 3 goals herself for an 11-7 vic-
tory. Tri-captains Katey Stone, Kate 
Dumphy, and Kathy Narsiff along with 
Emily Brown and Karen McBarron were 
all sources of inspiration for a talented but 
young team coached by Marge Anderson. 
Stone, Brown, and Narsiff were all named 
All-New England as well as sophomore 
center Anna Hill. 
Being so close to being so good can only 
provide for an exciting future. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Front Row: (L-R) Kiersten Coppola, Diane McLoughlin, Emily Brown, tri-captains Kate Dumphy, Cathy Narsiff, and Katey Stone, Liz Brickley, Courtney Peck, Anne 
Ensor. Back Row: Asst. Coach Karen Geromini, Barbara Samph, Laurie Geromini, Karen McBarron, Anna Hill, Lynne Abbott, Karen Brady, Cheryl Bergeron, Beth 
O'Connor, Courtney McKowen, Head Coach Marge Anderson. 
76 Women's Lacrosse 
UNH leading scorer, Liz Brickley, an 
All New England Honorable MenUon. 
Photo by Ronite Larone. 
Sophomore center Anna Hill well on 
her way to becoming an All New Eng• 
land player. Photo by Ronite Larone. 
Lynne Abbot trying to make her way 
through four Harvard defenders. Photo 
by Ronite Larone. 
.s 
Women's Lacrosse 77 
The women's track team, under the di-
rection of head coach George Liset, had an 
outstanding spring season as they placed 
eighth at the New Englands and finished 
fifteenth at the ECAC's out of 48 teams. 
Senior Sandy Richter, junior Karen 
Wenmark, and freshman Carol Weston 
were each named to the all east team. Rich-
ter placed second in the javelin at the 
ECAC's with a throw of 157'-5" and, in the 
process, entered the UNH record books 
with her effort. Wenmark was third in the 
hammer; Weston fifth in the discus and 
tenth in the javelin; and freshmen Chia 
78 Spring Track 
Movizzo was tenth in the hammer. Rich-
ter and Weston also competed at the 
Penn State relays and finished sixth and 
fourth respectively, in the javelin. 
Fifteen of Liset's performers qualified 
for The New Englands, a meet in which 
six Wildcats achieved personal bests. 
Ten were later named All-New England 
including Wenmark who, with a throw of 
150'-5", set a school record in the ham-
mer. 
"Junior middle distance runner Darrel 
Covell was the lone qualifier for the 
men's track team in the ICAA's. Lead by 
sixth year head coach Jim Boulanger, the 
team finished an impressive fifth out of 
twelve teams at The New England Cham-
pionships. Only seven seniors will be lost to 
graduation. 
Most of the meets were non-scoring for 
the Wildcats as a team, creating oppor-
tunity for individual competitors to shine. 
And shine they did. Not only are these 
atheletes to be reckoned with in New 
Hampshire but the teams themselved have 
proved to be a force in the east. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
Junior Joe Almasian, senior Mark Maiorello, senior Brian Gori 
and Junior Darrel Covell aper running the second fastest 4 by 
400 meter relay in UNH History - 3 minutes and 18.06 seconds. 
All photos this spread courtesy of Jim Boulanger. 
Sophomore Randy Hall running the 
3000 meter steeplechase at the !Yew 
England Track Championships. 
Daoe CooeU running his leg of the 4 by 
400 meter relay. 
Mark Maiorello and Joe Almaslan at 




Spring Track 79 
A prom1smg season was barely un- tive 4.31 and 4.08 ERA's on the mound 
derway when disciplinary violations re- and Teixeira also scored 14 runs. 6-2 w Hartford 
suited in the suspension of seven tal- Credit goes to the entire team, who 11-19 L Hartford 
ented Wildcats. The reigning ECAC stood by each other, and experienced the 1-17 L Hartford 
champions were forced to use inexpe- season which "could have been." 1-6 L Massechusetts 
rienced players in a shuffled lineup, and Story by Sue Dooley. 0-7 L Massechusetts 
amidst the controversy, it uplifted and 2-7 L Vermont 
removed their team mentality. 4-8 L Vermont 
In a year filled with turmoil, head 11-10 w Lowell 
coach Ted Conners' baseball team hung 7-12 L Lowell 
together for an 11-28 record in 1988. 6-4 w Adelphi 0-3 L Maine 
To look at the stat sheets, it appeared 6-8 L Columbia 1-2 L Maine 
to have been a dismal spring. New 1-12 L Adelphi 9-8 w Boston University 
Hampshire was outscored 204-175 and 3-2 w Millersville 5-2 w Boston University 
no pitcher had a winning record. Still, 8-9 · L Indiana 
2-8 L Brown 
new men like Mike Levin, Ed Johns, Joe 13-10 w St. Xavier 6-7 L Brown 0-1 L Central Connecticut 
Teixeira, Chris Schott and Connors 15-5 w Manhattan 7-6 w Central Connecticut 
himself met the challenge of adversity 2-4 L SE Massachusetts 0-10 L Central Connecticut 
and provided a few bright spots for UNH 10-4 w Western Connecticut 3-5 L Plymouth State 
baseball. 2-4 L Rhode Island 2-7 L Plymouth State 
Third baseman Levin batted .330 and 3-5 L Rhode Island 2-6 L Providence College 
made only two errors all season in his 2-4 L Yale 3-2 w Providence College 
strating role. Johns lead the team in 2-3 L Yale 8-11 L Northeastern 
steals and captured The New Hamp- 5-6 L Merrimack 4-9 L Northeastern 
shire battle title with a .379 average. 1-9 L Northeastern 
Teixeira and Chris Schott had respec-
All photos this spread by Bryan Lyons. 
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Though not considered a varsity 
sport, the women's crew team success-
fully competed at the highest level of 
competition and made tremendous prog-
ress in their second year in division one. 
Gaining valuable publicity and media 
coverage, the team co-hosted their first 
regatta in Manchester where the JV and 
second novice boats won over Dart-
mouth and Northeastern. Meanwhile, 
the varsity women were competing at 
the regatta of San Diego Crew Classic. 
The event drew top competition from 
the top teams in the east and the strong-
Upsetting Temple, five-time national 
champion, and finishing third out of 27 
entries at the Dad Vails, the Division II 
Championships, were amoung the high-
lights of a spectacular 1988 for men's 
crew at UNH. Head coach Chris Allsopp 
also lead several boats to the Intercol-
legiate Rowing Association's Regatta to 
qualify for the Division I Nationals. 
The men began their season against 
UMASS at Manchester where the var-
sity and the JV boats came out vic-
torious. Against the strength of the Ivy 
League, the varsity lost to Yale by 12 
seconds and to Dartmouth by only frac-
tions of a second a week later. 
In their first home meet, UNH 
82 Crew 
er western teams. After a successful fin-
ish in 1987, the Wildcats welcomed their 
invitation and placed an impressive fifth 
out of twelve teams. 
Back in New England, the JV team 
lost a very close race to Wellsey. The 
varsity's return was met by an eight sec-
ond loss to Dartmouth. The next two 
weeks were convincing for the 'Cats as 
they soundly defeated both Mt. Holyoke 
and Smith. 
After a shaky start against Princeton, 
the varsity boat lost to the esoteric Ivy 
League competition. The following 
squeeked by Columbia by only three feet 
while the JV lost by only a boat length 
and the freshman by a quarter of a 
length. 
For the following week, the 'Cats 
spent many an hour preparing for their 
trip to Temple to take on the reigning 
chanipions. In perhaps the most exciting 
race in the history of New Hampshire 
crew, the varsity boat pulled ahead and 
defeated the Owls, for the first time ever, 
in Philidelphia, by just two tenths of a 
second. 
In another milestone, UNH's first var-
sity boat defeated Harvard's third. It 
was the first year the Wildcats had beat-
en the premier rowing program in the 
week, in preparation for the Eastern 
Sprints, UNH concentrated on improving 
their starts. Their hard work paid off as 
they cut eight seconds off their finishing 
against Princeton, just seven days later at 
the sprints, and finished just three feet 
behind Dartmouth. 
Failing to meet the criteria of the athletic 
administration, the women's team were un-
able to attend nationals. Although they 
were steadily improving, we'll just have to 
wait untill future seasons to see just how 
good UNH crew can really become. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
country. At the New England Invita-
tional, all of UNH's boats advanced to 
the finals with the varsity and JV both 
winning and the freshmen finishing sec-
ond by less than a second. 
Even with the psychological and phys-
iological exhaustion met by all the oars-
men, they indeed proved themselves the 
following week at the Dad Vails. Their 
third place finish proved a lot for a group 
of dedicated men who had probably nev-
er seen a shell prior to the exhibi-
tiongiven to those waiting in line during 
' freshman registration. That's a lot to be 
said and a lot to look forward to. 
Story by Sue Dooley. 
All photos this spread by Warner Jones photographed at the Dad Vall. 
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row: Maria Bane, Steve Wilkens, A cool autumn evening, I sit in a darkly panel-
lll..J!-""Y, obin DuBois. Front row: Kate Conway. led room with a hot mug of coffee at my hand. I 
86 The Granite 
reach to the shelf and pull out a heavily bound 
volume. It falls open in my lap. 
A smile crosses my aged face as I think back -
struggling to get my classes, learning to live with 
a roommate, walking to football games on crisp 
autumn afternoons, scrambling through the 
snow to the dining hall, the sound of T-Hall bells 
ringing throughout the campus, hundreds of 
friends. All of the changes that have taken place 
since then, but this was the place where I had 
learned how to be myself and how to challenge 
myself. 
Memories ... that's what the Granite is all 
about. 
Story by Mia Bane. 
T. 
As UNH's student run newspaper, The New Hampshire 
serves as a primary source of information about the university 
and its happenings. This isn't a pat on the back, but a plain and 
simple fact. 
Every day, the reporters at TNH deal with millions of such 
simple facts. Well, not millions, but you get the idea. Twice a 
week, we have the responsibility of providing the news which, 
enlightens, educates and sometimes enrages our vast readership. 
We look at this responsibility as a challenge. A challenge which 
we live up to, and one which helps us become both better 
journalists and better people. 
Of course, working for The New Hampshire isn't all peaches 
and cream. It requires hours and hours of toil and frustration 
from our dedicated staff of reporters, typists, graphics goddesses, 
advertising and production people. And at last, but certainly not 
least, our overworked editors, who sacrifice both health and 
happiness to get the paper out on time. 
On Monday and Thursday production nights, while most of 
Durham is fast asleep, we are calmly dealing with computer 
malfunctions, late stories, computer malfunctions, editorials, 
computer malfunctions, power outages and computer malfunc-
tions. Working on a production night is great if you like to watch 
the sun rise. One learns to live off junk food and soda alone, while 
giving up sleep and other worthwhile pursuits in the name of 
journalism and low pay. And then there is the voluminous reader 
mail, either praising us for .a good job or damning us for a spelling 
error. Yeah, folks, it ain't easy being the press. 
So why do we do it? Simple. We're all hoplessly insane. It's 
either that or just plain dumb. 
Story by Jay Kumar. 
Back row: 
Velasco, Carrie Boun , 
Luongo, Lisa Hamel, Jay Kumar, 
Uretsky, Denise Bolduc, Beth Cote, Arthu 
ardson. Seated: Joanne Marino, Caryl Calabria, 
lavance. On floor: Mark Hamilton. 
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Student 
The spring of 1987 saw the largest turnout for a Student 
Body President election. Warner Jones and Sabra Clarke 
were elected Student Body President and Vice President, 
respectively, and set out on an ambitious campaign for 
students. Having chosen a dedicated and determined Ex-
ecutive Board, the Senate became a staunch defender of 
student rights. The realm of the Student Senate reaches all 
aspects of student life. As in the past, Student Senate 
arranged free legal services for all full time undergraduates 
and governed the daily expenditures of the Student Activity 
Fee Organization. 
This year, the Senate voted down, after heated debate, 
the building of recreational sports gyms at the Field House. 
As soon as the vote was handed down, the Senate started a 
rigorous campaign to build a satellite recreational sports 
facility that would meet the needs of the students. The 
Senate also continued its efforts for the pass/fail option, 
and was highly involved with the Judicial system review, 
Residential Colleges, the "Year of the Presidency" cam-
paign, and made needed revisions in the Student Rights and 
Rules Handbook. The Senate was also involved with many 
programs which happened on campus including: afrAIDS, 
Food Fright, Candlelight March, Diversity, Black History, 
Landlord/Tenant Relations and Faculty/Student Relations 
Week. These are only a few of the projects that Senators 
have been involved with. If the question was to be asked, 
"What is the heart of the Student Senate?" the reply would 
definitely be the devotion and hard work of the 82 people 
involved. 
Story by Kathy Connacher. 
Photo by Kate Conway 
As we successfully complete another year, 
M.U.S.O. takes pride in our accomplishmants 
over the last 9 months. We brought the students 
nearly 200 opportunities to be entertained. De-
spite the removal of beer from the MUB PUB we 
showed some students that it is indeed possible 
to have a good time on campus without being 
whacked (although we found this difficult). 
From the Georgia Satelites, Max Creek, Tim-
othy Leary, Salem 66, Roxanne, Platoon, Abbie 
Hoffman, Shake the Faith, and It Figures ... to 
Reggae fests, darkroom instruction, street per-
formers, and many other forms of entertain-
ment, our 25-member group looks forward to 
next year, when we can develop the new ideas 
begun by this M.U.S.O., Mach II. 
Story courtesy of MUSO. 
Photo by Rob Bossi. 
Top row (I to r): Dan tbi Johnson, Sosan Malach, Greg Becker. Second w (I to r): 
Kathy Kendall, Abby Johnson, Ro al,.J..ealie Kennedy and Rob Neal. Third w (I tor): 
Kirsten Stifter, Abby Johnson, (Kathy Kendal , :irste titter, Fred Hansen), ~te O'Hara. 
Bottom row (I to r): Fred Hansen, Kim Haines, Rob Bossi, 'Mik Horowitz, i'Eiaine Ste-




SCOPE is music to students' ears. 
SCOPE, known officially as the Student Com-
mittee on Popular Entertainment, is the organ-
ization that is responsible for bringing major 
concert acts to UNH. 
Those who work within the organization learn 
of the complicated procedure involved in putting 
on such performances. Working around per-
formers' touring schedules then fitting the per-
former's into the times the field house is avail-
able is an example of the juggling act that 
SCOPE must master. The logistics of the show 
itself take up a lot of the organization's time 
coordinating of security, production, and ticket 
sales which all must be taken care of well in 
advance of the performance date. Then, on the 
day of the show there is a matter of dealing with 
the act's usually difficult management, which 
seems to always want to make as many changes 
as possible at the last minute. 
SCOPE managed to overcome all this to bring 
such acts as The Fools, Farrenheit, New Man, 
The Hooters, INXS, and Jay Leno to the field 
house during the '87-'88 school year. 
Story courtesy of SCOPE. 
Photo by Kim Carpentier. 
Fresh01an 
C 
Freshman Camp is the second oldest organi-
zation on campus; it was founded in 1932. It 
currently consists of 100 counselors, represent-
ing every corner of UNH. This year 50 new 
counselors were picked out of 450 interviewees. 
The counselors' responsibilities consist of weekly 
meetings, a weekend away at Rolling Ridge in 
North Andover, Mass., and then Freshman 
Camp itself. Held at Camp Marist, on Lake 
Ossipee, Freshman Camp allows the freshmen to 
meet other incoming freshmen as well as 
"experienced UNH'ers" so that their hectic tran-
sition between high school and college can be 
made much more comfortable. In their three 
days at camp, they participate in daily discussion 
groups, the infamous talent and non-talent 
shows, dress up dinner, faculty day, sports day, 
the bonfire, the Wagon Wheel ceremony and 
many other activities which they can choose 
between. It is hard to explain the special feeling 
that hides behind all of the cheers and the ex -
citement of Freshman Camp because it is not 
something that can be seen or touched. But as 
the buses full of 300 enthusiastic Freshman leave 
the little town of Ossipee, N.H., everyone feels a 
closeness to each other because of the one thing 
that they all have in common: UNH. 
Story by Jay Apsey. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
Back row (I tor): 
Treasurer; Erik Dorr, 
Director; Cathy Breen, Spirit ea 
Paula Hayes, Secretary. 
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92 C.O.L.T. 
.L.T. 
C.O.L.T. is a unique organization, which 
stands for "Cooperative Outdoor Leadership 
Training" and is a branch of the New Hampshire 
Outing Club. It was started in the spring of 1983 
by Joanne Stemmerman, an outdoor education 
major and past president of the Outing Club. 
With the help of Michael Gass, the coordinator 
of the outdoor education program, C.O.L.T. is 
offered as a two credit course. 
Each semester 12 students are chosen through 
an application process to represent C.O.L.T. Cri-
teria to join generally includes the applicant's 
skills, enthusiasm, and concern for the outdoors. 
During the weekly meetings, topics were cov-
ered that introduced skills to deal with things 
such as hypothermia, water purification, bicycle 
maintenence, and initiative games. Members of 
the program provided the workshops on each of 
the topics and instructed other members in 
learning skills. 
Each student led at least one trip and was 
responsible for the planning, safety, financial 
and legal aspects of the trip. Some trips that 
were lead in the 1987-1988 academic year were 
whale watching, whitewater rafting, rock climb-
ing, skiing, volunteer work, hiking and biking. 
These trips were centered around themes such as 
individual growth, service work to the needy, 
learning new skills and improving self confi-
dence. 
Photo and Story courtesy of C.O.L.T. 
NH 
You spent what? "$48 on food - What are we 
eating caviar?" We may not have eaten caviar, 
but we did have cheesecake and chocolate 
mousse pie. Perhaps not what you would imagine 
eating on a camping trip, but being creative is 
part of the whole fun of going away for the 
weekend - we'll have cordon bleu chefs in the 
wilderness soon. 
Canoeing in the snow, hang-gliding with no 
wind, what more could we have asked for this 
fall. We certainly had a variety of trips going out 
this year from whale-watching to white water 
rafting to backpacking. All the trips this year 
were filled, including the work trips. It was great 
to get away for the weekend - forget about the 
midterms, papers . . . well for a couple of days 
anyway. 
The first noises I heard were the trees swaying 
in the wind and the squirrels rustling through 
the leaves. I snuggled down into my sleeping bag, 
nice and cosey, wondering what time it was. I 
prayed that it was still early and I didn't have to 
leave my nice warm bag. I didn't want to think 
about the long climb we had planned for the day. 
Suddenly, I jumped out of my bag as an enor-
mous spider crawled across my face, and I shud-
dered because I hate spiders. 
Everybody else staggered out of the tents slow-
ly but surely with a new look on their faces: a 
combination of the outdoors look and the latest 
hair style fashion of hat-head and sleeping bag 
syndrome. We quickly had breakfast - oatmeal, 
bagel and cream cheese - a standard outing club 
breakfast. We packed up camp and set off for our 
long hike ... 
Story courtesy of NHOC. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
Back row (I tor): Kevin Box, Ro 08 
Kirsty MacPherson, Chris, John Diez;i!l!'o, MKklle 
Forgey, Jim Carraba, Stephanie Zuniga, Bec="-ff! 
Front row (I to r): Lisa March, Dana Forsythe, Lisa 
Chuck Rawlings. Missing: Debbie Coles. 
·s Shafer, 
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, Sherrie White, 
, amie Cameron, Andy 
el Lafantano, Mark Badge. 




0 One week every year in April listeners tune into the WUNH fundraising mar-
athon to hear Top 40 music. We consider 
this the climax of the year's programming which 
is ironic when one considers that we pride our-
selves on providing an alternative format 
throughout the rest of the year. In fact people 
donate money to keep WUNH playing progres-
sive rock as well as a wide variety of musical 
genres not heard on other seacoast radio sta-
tions. Listeners have the option to hear music 
from celtic to classical and rock to reggae as well 
as news, sports, and public interest announce-
ments. Motivated students and community 
members make up the staff at WUNH. They 
have the opportunity to learn about all aspects of 
radio including broadcasting, engineering, man-
agement and bowling. Mostly it's fun; that's why 
we became "tuned in" to 91.3 FM. 
Story by WUNH-FM. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
Th 
Front row: Mike Guilbut, Barbara Hopson, Erika Randmere, 
Wendy Hannan. Middle row: Coach Matt Randall, Tim Silk, 
Mike Rose(co-founder), Sandy Kuhn, Bridgette Searles. 
Back row: Mike Conti, Darr Aley, Tom Aley(co-founder, 
president), Jay Gould(vice-president), Tim Reiter, John 
Lummus. 
bate Society 
From a sma,11-<,......,,....., ·• ·:o,-. ... e Society 
has emerged into c and in-
formative organizations Ol'l'""'CIJIDlm&l.,·,t by Mike 
Rose and Tom Aley, The Debate as produced 
over forty events, focusing on such issue s Contra Aid, 
S.D.I., Women's Issues and the greek system. Says Aley, 
"We needed an arena for uniform argument. The issues 
and interest are there; there just wasn't a format." 
The Debate society won four trophies at its first tour-
nament and has become a SAFO funded organization. 
The Debate Society is open to all students, and has a 
program for novices to develop their skills and con-
fidence. 
Continually, the organization is a breeding ground for 
student leaders on campus. Examples of Debate Society 
members/student leaders include Student Body Vice 
President Clarke and senators Gould and Shadallah. The 
organization has also produces several members of Stu-
dent Body Presidential tickets. 
Superior public speaking builds confidence, and in a 
competitive world, there is nothing more important than 
self-esteem. 
Story by Mike Rose. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
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No s 
This past year has been one of dedication for 
The New Hampshire Noteables. The group 
spent a great deal of time touring to other college 
campuses to give performances as well as hosting 
several groups from these other schools. 
The most enjoyable performances took place 
on campus. They had a great Winter's Evening 
Concert as they hosted The Hamilton College 
Buffers and The Saint Lawrence Saints. The 
Noteables also sang at many fraternaties, so-
rorities and residence halls. 
Story by Stacey Kazakis. 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
The New Hatnpshire 
G 
The Gentlemen had a very successful year, as 
they sold out their first concert. The Winter's 
Eve concert was a great success and was enjoyed 
by the sellout crowd as they also enjoyed the 
sounds of The Wheaton Whims. They jetted to 
California for a spring break tour and preformed 
in San Francisco and in San Diego. They also 
performed at SDSU. They added a light touch to 
the Mardi Gras celebration held in the MUB for 
Winter Carnival. They will miss talented grad-
uating seniors: Eric Long, John McGuire, and 
Tim Carew. 
Story by David Kaeppeler. 
Photo by Judy County. 
Mathew Mellow, Davi 
Pearson, Eric Long, John McGm , 
Dana Philbrick, Mark La 




The musical by Elizabeth Swados. 
Directed by Carol Lucha-Burns. 
Vocal direction by Kathleen Spillaine. 
Instrumental direction by Joe Wright. 
Choreography by Gay Nardone. 
Everyone at some point in their lives want to 
run away from something - usually it is a 
fleeting fantasy, a method of coping with a 
tiresome or irritating situation - but for some 
it becomes a physical reality, often a living 
nightmare. The UNH Theater Department 
presented the concept musical, The Runaways, 
on October 2 through October 10, 1987. 
100 The Runaways 
I 
The Runaways 101 
he Dining 
Room 
The comedy by A. R. Gurney. 
Directed by David J. Magid son. 
Unlike many other plays "The Dining Room" did 
not center around a plot line, instead it focused 
on a sometimes forgotten room of the house -
the dining room. In these scenes the many 
different stages of life were shown, such as 
growing up and growing old. The play was 
handled quite well and was a pleasure to watch. 
102 The Dining Room 
AU photos courtesy of UNH Theater Department 
The Dining Room 103 
........_ 
mahl and the 
.________..______,., N i g ht Vi sit ors 
A UNH Children's Theater and UNH Opera 
Workshop presentation 
104 Amahl and the Night Visitors 
r 




Original One-Acts by UNH Students 
106 15th Annual Student Prize Plays 
15th Annual Student Prize Plays 107 
he Well of The 
Saints and In 
The Shadow of 
the Glen 
Two comedies by John Millington Synge. 
Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport. 
This story focused on a blind couple who spend 
their days at crossroads, begging for a change. 
Audiences enjoyed this and learned a lot as well. 
108 The Well of The Saints and In The Shadow of the Glen 
The Well of The Saints and In the Shadow of the Glen 109 
he UNH Dance 
Theater Compan~ 
Annual Concert: 
Directed by Larry Robertson, Jean Brown, and Ga) 
Nardone. 
110 The UNH Dance Theater Company 
All photos courtesy of UNH Th.eater Department 
The UNH Dance Theater Company 111 
other Courage 
The Drama by Bertholt Brecht. 
Directed by New York City's Tony Kushner. 
The University Theater completed its sixty-fifth 
anniversary season this year with its most 
ambitious production in years. The final show 
was Bertolt Brecht's '' Mother Courage and Her 
Children'' directed by guest artist Tony Kushner 
of New York City. The play is about The Thirty 
Year's War (1618-1648) which was part of the 
political upheaval that followed the Reformation, 
which divided Christian Europe into Protestant 
and Catholic States. 
112 Mother Courage 
All photos court,isy of UNH Theater Department 
Mother Courage 113 
A 
rainy, sunny, but mostly rainy 





On April 1, 1988, 
30 UNH students set 
out to capture 
campus life. And this 
is what they saw ... 
.. ···-
•• ••• Another day begins and the ma_ny siz~s and shapes of youth peer out mto t e . g sun Photo by Dave Ruoff. mornm · 
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•• ••• 
•• ••• 
Careful Larry! You don't want to dam-
age those fine vehicles. Photo by Judy 
County . 
The Coffee Office provides the wake-up 
call for many UNH students. P hoto by 
Kate Conway. 
116 A Day In A Year of Change 
r 
j 
Why is it we always seem to be doing ■ ■ 
laundry? Photo by Kate Conway. 
The dream of every UNH student, to get 
a package in the mail. Photo by Thea 
Favola. 
■■■ 
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Without a care in the world, Trisha Rice 
bou"nds along the path in front of 
Thompson Hall, Photo by Thea Favol11. 
The sun came out just enough for a 
quick game of tennis. Photo by Kim 
Hartman. 
Even on this April Fool's Day, serious 
issues cropped up about college life. Pho-
to by Fred Vogel. 
•••••• 
•••••• 
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•• ••• 
•• ••• 
The chores never seem to be done when 
living in an apartment. Photo by Judy 
County . 
A moment taken out of a busy day to 
smile and relax. Photo by Kristen Duerr. 
120 A Day In A Year of Change 
j 
•• ••• These women seem happy in their job helping feed UNH. Photo by Judy Coun-ty. 
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•• 
122 A Day In A Year of Change 
••• With spring comes new life and brilliant colors matching almost no other time of the year. Photo by Stephanie Zuniga. 
The new fashion on campus this year is ■■■■■■ 
bright colors, patterns, and potted 
plants. Photo by Kate Conway. 
Surprise, surprise, you're getting your 
picture taken anyway. Photo by Tim 
Farr. 
■■ ■■■ 
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•••••• 
•••••• 
This local restaurant provides an escape 
from the riggers of dining hall food. Pho-
to by Kim Hartman. 
Perhaps this dog just doesn't like to 
rock. Photo by Kate Conway. 
124 A Day In A Year of Change 
•• ••• Even with the poor weather people got out and enjoyed April Fool's Day in their own way. Photo by Dave Ruoff. 
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126 A Day In A Year of Change 
This couple spends a quiet moment in a ■■ ■■■ 
place frequented by trains and people in 
training. Photo by Sarah Mullauery. 
As the skies cleared and darkness fell, so ■■ ■■■ 
ended another day in a year of change. 
Photo by Kim Hartman. 
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I 
A Day ... 
An average day at UNH? We all know that 
this time is a beginning - a beginning of 
I serious learning and eventual career deci-
sions . . . But what does happen to this av-
erage student during the day to day struggle 
to survive this process? 
The morning shower can either be a mun-
I dane task or a nightmare of flushing pipes 
and scalding water. A true UNH student will 
find himself or herself cringing at the slight 
change in water pressure or at that familiar 
creak in the pipes - even if they are no 
longer at school. Who could ever forget those 
I mid winter icy blue showers that really make 
morning a pleasure? 
Breakfastl lunch and dinner. The three 
meals required for a balanced diet according 
to the UNH dining services. What college stu-
1 dent has time for all of that? They satisfy their 
daily craving with an extra large bowl ofi 
Captain Crunch, a soft serve ice cream cone 
I 
(vanilla and chocolate swirl)1 and stuff a ba-
nana or apple inside coat pockets for later. 
This diet compromises that basis of 
128 A Day in A Year of Change 
sustenance for any college co-ed. Enough sug-
ar and caffeine to keep a pack of wild el-
ephants on the run - why shouldn't it work for 
a heavy class schedule? 
The actual classroom participation com-
·, prises very little time to the average student. 
The largest effort involves remaining awake 
long enough to take legible notes to study from 
.. · - just before the final. A student's academic 
' life takes place between 1 and 4 AM, when the 
~ campus is quiet enough to provide a reason-
, able study atmosphere. An occasional all-
nighter is essential to meet paper deadlines 
and to cram for exams. 
Even more education takes place outside of 
1 the classroom. Learning how to deal with the 
administration, to fight for your dryer when 
doing laundry, to deal with friends' emotional 
1 mood swings and to attend various social func-
tions without totally embarrassing yourself. 
· Hopefully, at the end of four, or more com-
1 monly five, years, a UNH graduate will be able 
to face the ''real'' world with a diploma 
clutched tightly in hand. They have learned 
many valuable lessons, made lifelong friends, 
and created an endless vault of memories to 
\ enjoy forever. 
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lican Debate 
Dartmouth College, January 16, 1988. 
Two young men in clown su 
ing at passers-by in the twenty 
wore signs designating themselves 
the "Tax Twins." Directly overhea 
strators hung a "Bush Rules" banner 
of the Hanover Inn. Across the stre 
apartheid protest took place, which critici 
publican presidential candidates for their pos 
the racial strife in South Africa. All around, 
were cordoning off the area in front of Hopkins 
er, as people scurried to and from the building. 
Republican Debate had come to Dartmouth Colleg 
The debate saw the emergence of Senator Robert 
Dole. He dominated the two hours with his sarcastic 
barbs and pointed verbal assaults aimed mainly at 
front-runner Vice-President George Bush. Bush calm-
ly and quietly defended himself throughout, fending 
off attacks from Dole, Rep. Jack Kemp, and former 
Delaware Governor Pierre du Pont. Alexander Haig, 
who had mounted fierce assaults on Bush in previous 
debates, was reserved in his comments, while Pat 
Robertson went almost unnoticed through his lack of 
verbiage. 
The candidates took turns taking shots at Mas-
sachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis, the Democrat-
ic front-runner in New Hampshire, for his refusal to 
agree to an evacuation plan for the controversial 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. 
From time to time, the candidates would argue 
amongst each other, and at one point the bickering 
grew so bad that moderator John Chancellor half-
seriously said, "How can we expect you people to run a 
government?" All the candidates were steadfast in 
their support for both the Nicaraguan contras and for 
the Strategic Defense Initiative (S.D.I.). Kemp led the 
praise for S.D.I., calling it "the greatest technology for 
defense in our lifetime." After the debate, the at-
tention turned to UNH, where the Democratic Pri-
mary Debate took place the following Sunday. The 
"battle" for the presidency raged on. 
Story by Jay Kumar. 
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Senator Ro 
Bush campai 
delight of Al 
The Valley News. 
Moderator John Chan 
ator Jack Kemp his stop 
out that he doesn't have ti 
to Bush's remarks. Photo 
The Valley News. 
Pete duPont takes a breather at half-
time of the Republican debate. Photo 
courtesy of The Valley News. 
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cratic Debate 
On Sunday afternoon, Janua 
buzzed with energy preparing to H 
shire Democratic Primary Debat 
carefully searched and screened from 
the secret service, filed slowly into the 
Room and took positions behind the nu 
evision camera operators, repo.rters, and 
phers. 
The program began at 2:45 with the introd 
and remarks by Richard Hersh, the Vice-Presiden 
Academic Affairs, J.Joseph Grandmaison, the Chai 
man for the New Hampshire Democratic Party an 
Gordon Haaland, the President of the University of 
New Hampshire. At 3:00 the moderator, John Chan-
cellor, introduced the seven candidates; Bruce Bab-
bitt, Michael Dukakis, Richard Gephardt, Albert Gore 
Jr., Gary Hart, Jesse Jackson and Paul Simon. 
The opening topic proved to be an extremely fiery 
one-taxes. Babbitt launched an attack on the other 
candidates for not being honest in admitting the def-
icit required a raise in taxes. Dukakis claimed his 
policy to reduce the deficit by collecting overdue taxes 
would make raising additional taxes unnecessary and 
his claims were met with severe critiscm by Babbitt 
and Hart. Foreign policy was discussed concerning the 
occupied territories of the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip. Gore felt the U.S. must advance the peace 
process by pushing for negotiations between Jordan 
and Israel and that the President of the U.S. must 
shoulder the responsibility for the situation and get 
personally involved. 
Each candidate answered one question from John 
Chancellor and then the UNH students had an op-
portunity to question the candidates. The candidates 
were tough in ripping apart each other's ideas and 
comments and the areas of abuse without limit. There 
was, however, one point upon which all were agreed, 
which was summed up by Richard Gephardt -
"Every candidate on this stage is better than all the 
Republican Candidates put together!" 
Story by Val Presti. 
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The University of New Hampshire, January 24, 1988 
The protestors were o . ~ay ":'hich saw all th ut m force on this 
idential candidates d \De_mocratic Pres-
Photo courtesy of / atmg in Durham 
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Jay Leno, a comic whose tr 
"pet peeve" of the moment, firs 
himself on late night television. Da 
ferred to Leno as his favorite com1 
introduced him and would gleefully list 
median rambled to the audience abou 
gripes. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 17, Leno traded in Le 
as his sounding board for a gymnasium full 
thused UNH students. After a short opening act 
two local radio personalities, the comic walked on 
the field house stage and right into an hour and a half 
routine that trashed everyone and everything from 
George Bush to some kid in the front row who couldn't 
decide on his major. 
With 1988 being election year, the election trail was 
the first stop on Leno's campaign. On Gary Hart, the 
comic questioned who might have been our next pres-
ident if there had been "an extra deck chair on board" 
the "Monkey Business" when Donna Rice photos 
were taken. On foreign policy, Leno suggested that the 
most reasonable way to deal with Libya would be to 
send Charles Manson over to talk to Khadafi. 
The Jay Leno "pet peeve" of the night, without a 
doubt had to be the fast food jokes. For example, 
McDonald's "cradle to the grave" policy of having 
senior citizens work side by side with teenagers, who 
are getting paid the same amount of money. Or, the 
fact that Burger King and McDonald's are always 
comparing themselves to REAL food. 
The show was a mixture of stand-up comedy and 
audience participation - some of Leno's best lines 
were off the top of his head. Towards the end of the 
night, Leno turned his microphone towards the au-
dience and included many of them in his routine. The 
best faux pas of the evening appeared when Leno 
asked an older gentleman what he did for a living -
only to discover he was a pilot for USAIR, the airline 
Leno had ridiculed for close to twenty minutes. As 
usual, Leno handled it with his typical grace. This 
comedian always lands on his feet. 
Story by Deb Winn. 
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The U.N.H. Field House, February 17, 1988 
a good little boy this fine Feb-
night. Too bad this didn't carry 
to his criticism of USAIR. Little did 
know that one of their pilots was in 
e audience. 
Jay left no one out, trashing on eve-
rything from fast food to the 1988 Pres-
idential campaign. 
Jay Leno 135 
arek 
cClure 
On Tuesday, April 12th 
keyboardist and founding member 
of the Doors, and Michael McClure 
sayist, appeared at the MUB. They e 
audience with an hour and a half ofpoetr 
music. 
The poetry was unconventional in its uni 
and eccentric word usage, yet had a familiar th 
peace, love and brotherhood. The poem ent 
"Platinum Fur" was written by McClure in the 19 
The Memorial Union Building, April 12, 1988 
to protest Vietnam but was altered to include th 
Central America crisis in its criticism. Another poem, 
titled after a popular quote from Thoreau, "That 
Government is Best Which Governs Least" analyzed 
the government, the people who make up our society 
and the costs of liberty - "what's liberty when one 
class starves another." "The poems' messages were 
masked beneath obscure and biting phrases such as 
"all concepts of boundaries are lies," "we're broken 
vases filled with roses," "how sweet to be a rose by 
candlelight," and "we are the nation - in the glory of 
the acid rain, we are the nation." Phrases such as 
these created colorful images in the mind of the lis-
tener, and each of the poems were supplemented by 
haunting background piano pieces. Every poem had 
appropriate music adding to the overall effect, ranging 
from classical, jazz, and blues to boogie-woogie and 
contemporary. The music by Manzarek and the tone 
of voice used by McClure made the evening remark-
ably different from most other performances offered 
on campus. One poem, entitled "The God I Worship is 
a Lion," invoked a great deal of participation by the 
audience in the form of clapping, stomping and yelling 
to the African boat (after the piece was over, 
Manzarek was so pleased by the audience's coop-
eration that he renamed the town Black Africa, NH). 
The pair of artists, who have been working together 
for one year now, are hoping to have an album cut 
sometime this year. Their performance was unique 
and enjoyable, and the messages appealed to the au-
dience. As McClure stated to the loud approval of the 
listeners, "love is the only answer we've got." 
Story by Valerie Presti. 
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cClure's unconventional po-
k a look at how we view problems 
iety. Photo by Bryan Lyons. 
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School was cancelled that mo 
ruary 17 when a Nor'easter battere 
coast. A week before, Greek Adviso 
mailed letters to fraternity president 
sponsibility, common sense and concer 
abuse. 
The connection? Well, sixteen inches of sn 
ing rain, and harrasment from the adminis 
couldn't cancel Bid's Night on the evening of Fe 
Bids Night is a tradition at UNH in which 
ternities and sororities celebrate the inauguration o 
their new pledges. The fourteen fraternities play host 
for the evening to the seven sororities and four little 
sister organizations on campus. 
From 7 p.m. to midnight, each individual sorority 
celebrates with a fraternity in twenty-minute intervals 
according to a pre-made schedule. 
The walk for the women was a bit difficult that 
Friday night since the sidewalks were four foot piles of 
snow and ice, and the roads were frozen and slippery. 
"Even though we were soaked from head to toe, the 
weather couldn't dampen our spirits," said Julie 
Sewell, a KE little sister. 
Traditionally almost all of the fraternities open up 
for parties after midnight. This year, however, many 
of the houses did not open up and did not serve 
alcohol during the evening's festivities. The actions 
resulted from Sciola's plan to "reduce risk and li-
ability." 
Just as the weather could easily have dampened the 
womens' spirits, the alcohol crackdown could have 
doused the evening for the fraternities. 
Nevertheless, neither of the participating parties let 
outside factors crumble the Greek Tradition. 
Story by Kate Conway. 
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The University of New Hampshire, Feb. 17, 1988. 
thing could stop these women from 
enjoying bids night. They pulled out the 
umbrella and enjoyed the rain. Photo by 
Kristen Duerr. 
Kate Conway, photo editor for The 
Granite, takes a break from hard work. 
Photo by Kristen Duerr. 
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While atheletes from around t 
ed medals for their fine performan 
UNH Hotel Administration class rece 
al from guests who attended the first g 
of spring semester. 
The events were held in the Granite Stat 
the MUB. The participannts were students 
Hotel Administration class, the Introduction t 
and Beverage class, and numerous volunteers. 
February 28 & 29, 1988 
The parade of nations began with a "formal ope 
ing" of smoked turkey on a bed of crisp grren beans, 
marinated in a Dijon Sauce. The "Star-Spangled 
Soup" was a cream of watercress, which was followed 
with sole filled pasteries in a lobster sauce. The main 
course of the evening was saltimbocca, which is a 
roulade of veal and prosciutto baked in red wine, 
shallots and mushrooms. 
The entrees were followed with a "Wreath of Greens 
salad" and the finale - "the release of doves," better 
known as white chocolate mousse in raspberry sauce. 
During the ceremonies, guests were entertained by 
two studnet organizations, the Alpha Tau Omega 
Men's Ensemble and The New Hampshire Notables. 
The Olympic Jazz Quartet provided music with an 
Olympic flair. 
The Gourmet Dinner is a product of the students. 
The Hotel Administration class chose a management 
team to select the theme. Positions were delegated to 
half the class. 
After finishing with a gold, the students could them 
prepare for the second dinner of the semester. 
Story by Karen Jewett. 




ented chefs. Phot 
Hampshire. 
The tables were waited on by Hotel stu-
dents and friends. Photo courtesy of The 
New Hampshire. 
Mike McSheehan, Michele Scenna and 
Sue Ogden take a break from senate 
work to enjoy the feast which took place 
in The Granite State room in the MUB. 
Photo courtesy of The New Hampshire. 
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Spring Break. The outrageous 
students to every beach and mounta 
world. Whether they are enfolded w1 
and goggles that cover everything or bat 
cover nothing, the spring break student 
utation of a wild one out for only one thing 
the best time possible in one week's time. 
Steamboat, Tuckermans or Killington, all ar 
ered with neon clad skiers, riding their new Christ 
"sleds" or a rented snowboard. The slopes provide t 
fast paced excitement every college student hungers 
for. Then there is always time to sink into a steaming 
hot tub and a roll in the snow afterwards ala Swit-
zerland. 
Bahamas, Florida or California are covered with 
students who aren't covered with much. The old joke 
about Q-tip covering more is looking very true. The 
main objective: to come back as tan as phisically 
possible. Most students start a week before at the 
Tanorama. The greatest pleasure next to lying in the 
sun and co-ed volleyball is coming back to compare 
skin-tone with a poor fool who actually stayed home 
for break. 
To all those who did stay home - to work or 
actually try to catch up on sleep - there's always next 
year. Break doesn't mean rest - break means wher-
ever you are. 
Story by Mia Bane. 
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March 14-18, 1988 
n and Florida were 
spots during the 
to by Nick Fondac. 
1can cantina provided the set-
some great fun during spring 
. Photo by Robin DuBois. 
en the interesting vegetation can pro-
vide the spring break student with some-
thing to do. Photo by Robin DuBois. 
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Student Body President and Vice President 
In the 1987-1988 school year, 
dergraduate students. Eight thous 
students being represented by two p 
the adminstration. Two people who 
countable for everything that the studen 
everything that "The New Hampshire" 
every screw up by student organizations. 
presidents of the organizations were held acco 
by those who knew better and "The New Hamps 
had an editorial board, but it was these two w 
represented the entire student body before the entir 
uneducated populous and the outside world. 
President Warner Jones and Vice President Sabra 
Clarke. 
The positions of the student body president and 
vice president are the two most visable positions in 
the whole university and that made the job that much 
more difficult. Incredible amounts of work were put in 
by both Jones and Clarke during the summer months 
as they familiarized themselves with the workings of 
the senate and established their relationships with 
administrators who they would be working with dur-
ing the year of activities. 
A major goal of the Jones/Clarke administration 
was to make the student senate a cohesive working 
body so that it would be effective in dealing with the 
important issues facing the new group. "We did a lot 
of house cleaning at the beginning," said Jones. "We 
had to clean out many of those people who were here 
just for a resume line and I think we were pretty 
successful." 
Jones and Clarke's administration viewed the im-
portant issues during the school year as addressing the 
increasing problem of sexual assault, the proposed 
recreation facility, and an attempt at involving new 
students in the university earlier in their college career 
(FRESH START). 
"I am happy with the achievements we have ac-
complished this year," said Jones in an interview 
during March of 1988. "We were organized and as a 
result, we got a lot done." 
Jones and Clarke may fade into obscurity as pres-
ident and vice president of the student body, but they 
have left behind visible imprints of their adminis-
tration at UNH in the form of policies and achieve-
ments. They can tell their grandchildren that for a 
year, they were in the center spotlight at UNH. 
Story by Chris Pollet. 
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I 
cl.uring this topsy turvy year, Jones 
Clarke were able to compensate and 
t things done. Photo by Kate Conway. 
Warner Jones and Sabra Clarke made a 
team who tried to make this a better 
University and living community. Photo 
by Kate Conway. 












September 4, 1987 
Fifteen UNH students were arrested 
on Young Drive for various alcohol 
charges. The police stated their intent 
to monitor potential violations in the 
future. 
September 7, 1987 
The Annual Campus-wide water fight 
exploded in the lower quad with stu-
dents rushing back and forth with 
sloshing buckets of water. 
September 8, 1987 
Pope John Paul II visited America. 
He toured nine US cities in the 
South,West and the Midwest. 
September 10, 1987 
University Convocation was held in 
the Field House. President Haaland 
addressed a large attendance of Uni-
versity students and faculty on issues 
of major concern to the University 
community. 
September 13, 1987 
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. 
Shevardnadze arrived in Washington 
for talks that might help set up an 
American visit by Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev. 
September 16, 1987 
The new tailgating rules were an-
nounced to the campus. These limited 
the time at which tailgating could 
take place during homecoming week-
end, as well as, a crackdown on drink- llf 
ing under age. 
September 17, 1987 
Pierre Dupont, republican presiden-
tial candidate, spoke to the students 
in the MUB. 
September 18, 1987 
The Hooters visited the UNH Field 
House on this rainy Friday evening 
and rocked the house with cuts from 
their new album. 
September 18, 1987 
The September Arts Fest perfor-
mance opened with Christopher 
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12-5 IN MUB 
Photo by Bryan Lyons. -
September 22, 1987 
The Durham Blood Drive began in 
the MUB. Eight hundred seventy-
eight donors participated. A disap-
pointing figure compared to the past. 
September 22, 1987 
Actors from the London stage gave a 
performance of the Twelfth Night in 
the Johnson theatre. 
September 22, 1987 
The National Football League hit a 
standstill when players announced 
their strike. Sunday afternoon tele-
visions stood mute and the only 
sound to be heard were shouts of "free 
agency" on the picket lines. 
Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos. 
September 23, 1987 
Senator Joseph Biden dropped out of 
the race for Democratic nomination 
for president. False claims about his 
academic record and incidents of pla-
giarism pulled him out of the running. 
September 26, 1987 
A Protest took place in Concord for 
giving aid to the Contras. The rally 
was held to increase awareness about 
America's support of the Contras. 
September 26, 1987 
Alphi Phi Omega, a co-ed fraternity, 
founded on community service, re-
ceived its charter from UNH. 
September 26, 1987 
Klu Klux Klan rally held in Maine. 
One hundred fifty demonstrators pro-
tested against the Klan's cross burn-
ing and rally. 
September 27, 1987 
Supreme Court nominee Judge Rob-
ert Bork reads a statement from the 
White House Press Room declaring 
that he would not withdraw as a nom-
inee for the Supreme Court despite 









October 4, 1987 
Iran announced that its bases in the 
Persian Gulf were on full alert fol-
lowing intensive Iranian naval exer-
cises that set off widespread alarm 
and sent U.S. warships streaming to-
ward the manuveurs. 
October 5, 1987 
Several shops in the MUB were 
forced to close their doors due to a 
power failure caused by a frayed wire. 
October 5, 1987 
John R. Fox and Christopher Spann 
were sentenced to serve 90 days in the 
county house of correction after 
pleading guilty to misdemeanor sex-
ual assault charges. 
October 7, 1987 
A tanker loaded with Alaskan crude 
oil dumped its load in the North Pa-
cific after being battered by a storm. 
October 8, 1987 
Democratic presidential candidate 
Richard Gephardt spoke in the Straf-
ford Room about his long term goals 
to see the United States have the best 
educated people in the world. 
October 9, 1987 
The first gourmet dinner of the year 
prepared and hosted by the Hotel 403 
class of WSBE was a wonderful suc-
cess. 
October 12, 1987 
Democratic presidential candidate 
Michael Dukakis told of a more 
peaceful world at his speech at the 
Mill Pond Center on Newmarket 
Road. 
October 15, 1987 
Bed races in the lower quad kept up 
university spirit for Homecoming 
week. 
October 16, 1987 
Bonfire and pep rally lit up the night 
in Area II with the help of the UNH 
football team, pep band and cheer-
leaders. 
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October 3, 1987 
UNH students slung some mud 
around at the first Annual Mud Wres-
tling Tournament. 
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November 1, 1987 
Three men were rescued from an 
abandoned gold mine in Lyman, N .H. 
after they were unable to scale the 175 
foot shaft they were investigating. 
November 1, 1987 
The Winnepeg Ballet Company vis-
ited UNH theater. 
November 7, 1987 
A Dover fire claimed the life of a 27 
year old man and left three tenants 
homeless. 
November 9, 1987 
A power-outage in Area I forced many 
students to spend the night in N.H. 
Hall. 
November 9, 1987 
A panel-discussion took place to ex-
amine the fear of AIDS. Dr. Paterson 
spoke for the two hour AfrAIDS 
meetings. 
November 10, 1987 
Presidential candidate Paul Simon 
spoke to the university campus. 
November 13, 1987 
"The Dining Room" was presented 





October 17, 1987 
UNH kicked Northeastern around 
the field to the great delight of UNH 
students and alumnae. 
October 17, 1987 
University spirit came out in full-
force during the annual parade and 
many other homecoming activities. 
October 19, 1987 
CRASH! The Stock market took a dip 
and frightened Americans all over the 
country. 
October 19, 1987 
Reagan says Iran is "not stupid 
enough" to go to war with the U.S. 
October 20, 1987 
Three Vietnam veterans who grad-
uated from UNH encouraged stu-
dents to take action against another 
Vietnam taking place in Central 
America. 
October 22, 1987 
Dr. Timothy Leary and Peter 
Bensinger gave a heated debate on 
drug testing in the Granite State 
Room. 
October 23, 1987 
' Parents came to see how their sons 
and daughters live away from home. 
All photos this page by Tim Farr. 
October 23, 1987 
Karen Bradley and Neil Bettez re-
signed from their positions after an 
incident involving alcohol occured 
that compromised their RA positions. 
October 25, 1987 
Over one hundred people "duked-it-
out" at Acacia, resulting in the arrests 
of three UNH students. 
October 29, 1987 
Dennis O'Connell won the UNH Stu-
dent Trustee election after other can-
didates withdrew. 
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November 9-13, 1987 
Nuclear Awareness Week sponsored 
by the Coalition of Disarmament was 
held for a week with many programs 
and demonstrations. 
November 13, 1987 
Smith food festival fed the campus 
and allowed students the opportunity 
to experience the preperation of 
world-wide cuisine. 
November 14, 1987 
The last day of the NHOC Ski Swap 
sale concluded the great deals on win-
ter equipment. 
November 18, 1987 
Abbie Hoffman entertained the cam-
pus with his sharp wit. 
November 19, 1987 
The Great American Smokeout at-
tempted to get students and staff to 
break the habit. 
November 21, 1987 
Alpha Tau Omega regained its char-
ter. 
November 21, 1987 
Alpha Phi Omega and Sigma Phi Ep-
silon combined efforts for a food drive 
to benefit the needy in the area. 
November 23, 1987 
The latest Italian fashions were 











A little old, a little new, a 
little funk and a little 
blues. That pretty much 
sums up the hit parade of 
the year. A large number of 
young stars such as Tif-
fany and Debi Gibson 
reached their prime a few 
years early. These women 
succeeded in bringing 
meaning to their music in 
such a way that it touched 
the hearts of America's 
youth. Terence Trent 
d' Arby made a smashing 
success with his single 
"Wishing Well." Several 
old reliables came out with 
a new sound: Michael 
Jackson changes his pretty 
boy image somewhat with 
"Bad," and Prince moved 
over to a more funked -
down sound with 
"Parade." Women over-
flowed into the music in-
dustry. The old and new 
sounds of Cher, Jodi 
A Year of Entertainment 
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Watley, Belinda Carlisle, 
and Madonna were contin-
ually played over the pop-
ular radio waves. Whitney 
Houston came out with an-
other hit album to add to 
her collection. Old 
favorites like John Cougar, 
Huey Lewis and James 
Taylor continued their 
reign. Hall & Oates got 
back together after a short 
break-up. Rap moved into 
the popular music setting 
with Whodini, RUN-
DMC, The Fat Boys and 
The Beastie Boys. This 
year was also a year of 
remakes - some of the 
favorites of the UNH cam-
pus were "Sittin' on the 
Dock of the Bay" and var-
ious remakes of "My Girl." 
Everyone's music tastes 
vary, yet 1988 provided a 
wide range to suit every-
body. 
By Maria Bane. 
Not many students have 
too much time for televi-
sion, but the old favorites 
always get fit in some-
where. "Moonlighting" 
came, went and came back 
again. Many accused the 
show of sliding downhill 
into boring and repetitive 
plots. The show flipped 
around and improved its 
image a little with a fresh 
outlook and refreshed 
characters. "thirty some-
thing" had a brief moment 
of intense popularity and 
then a few faithful watch-
ers continued with the 
show that describes some 
of the hardships and joys 
of being a thirty-year-old 
American. "LA Law," one 
of the many crime shows, 
maintained a good rating 
despite some of the de-
creased interest in other 
crime shows, such as 
"Miami Vice" and 
"Magnum," which went off 
the air. "Cosby" lost some 
of its dedicated followers 
due to an overworked 
nomber of repeats. The 
Cosby generation tried a 
comeback with Lisa Bonet 
in "It's a Different World," 
yet even this show didn't 
appeal to the college stu-
dents that it was supposed 
to represent. "Cheers," 
"Family Ties" and 
"Growing Pains" enjoyed 
increasing popularity 
throughout the season. 
Oprah brought back the 
talk show following with 
fresh concepts and new 
topics and without all the 
oppressiveness of 
Donahue. Of course there 
is always the following of 
soap operas that every col-
lege co-ed falls into at 
some point in their career. 
TV provides even a mo-
mentary escape to the over 
worked college student. 
By Maria Bane. 
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Well, now that we've got comeback to some degree, 
you're attention ... AIDS yet many students still 
was the hot topic of the complain about the dating 
season. UNH Health and environment at UNH be-
Human services sponsored cause there was little, if 
an AIDS awrareness week any ofit present. However, 
which sponsored speakers, the fraternities were to be 
films and plays in hopes to commended for the safe 
get the serious message of sex programs their pledges 
AIDS across to the stu- attended as part of their 
dents. Condoms are still an pledging process. On the 
essential along with being world scene, the largest 
a major fashion statement. march to take place on 
UNH's Health Service got Washington in several 
in on the act and provided years was hushed up by the 
students with Safe Sex kits press. It was the Gay and 
along with a variety of pro- Lesbian march to demon-
en grams on sex, disease rape strate their needs of equal and relationships. The en- rights and justice in Amer-tire world followed the ica. 
(1) AIDS reasearch teams and By Maria Bane. everyone prayed for a cure. 
■-
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Some of the hottest movies 
that were created this year 
had an emphasis on gangs, 
dancing and politics. 
"Dirty Dancing" was pos-
sibly the biggest box office 
seller to hit the screen in a 
few years. Not many peo-
ple could say that they 
didn't see this film at least 
a couple of times. The low 
budget film raked in more 
billions of dollars than any 
producer could hope for. 
Patrick Swayze contribut-
ed his expert dancing skills 
to help make the movie a 
success, along with his hit 
off the movie soundtrack, 
"She's Like the Wind." 
"Fatal Attraction" was a 
modern love story with a 
twist of murder. The cas-
ual affair of a couple ended 
painfully, one lover stalk-
ing another in a desperate 
attempt for revenge. Cher 
came out with a hit -
"Moonstruck." Some 
thought that Cher should 
stick to singing while oth-
ers called it a movie classic. 
"Good Morning, Vietnam" 
was a hilarious and touch-
ing film with Robin Wil-
liams presenting a shining 
p·reformance. His radio 
personality touched the 
hearts of soldiers in Viet-
nam, as well as all of Amer-
ica in 1988. "Emperor of 
the Sun" walked away with 
an Academy Award despite 
some of the critic's nega-
tive reviews. The old adage 
holds true; never trust a 
professional critic . 
"Colors," with Madonna's 
Sean Penn, was a powerful 
movie that viewed the life 
of city gang members. Real 
life gangs were prohibited 
from seeing this film in 
some cities because of the 
fear that it might provoke 
a riot. And last, Molly 
Ringwald continues on her 
teenage campaign of films 
with "For Keeps," a com-
edy that discusses the age 
old issue of teen-age preg-
nancy. The picture added a 
twist tio this familiar prob-
lem - the couple was in 
love. Romance continues 
to win out in the movie 
going crowd. 










December 7, 1987 
Mikhail Gorbachev arrives in Wash-
ington for the Summit meeting to dis-
cuss elimination of INF 
(Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces) 
missiles. 
December 7, 1987 
Liban Marielito refugees seized con-
trol of two federal prisons and took 
122 hostages. They locked themselves 
in to be guaranteed a stay in the Unit-
ed States . 
December 7, 1987 
A gun was located (as suspected) at 
the site of the plane crash in Cayucos, 
California, that killed all forty-three 
people aboard. David Burke, a former 
employee of US Air had just been 
fired, and it is supposed that he was 
on the flight to kill his former boss, 
Ray Thompson. 
December 9, 1987 
President Reagan and Soviet leader, 
Mikhail Gorbachev discussed the 
withdrawl of 115,000 Soviet troops 
from Afghanistan within twelve 
months or less. 
December 12, 1987 
TKE was brought up on felonious 
charge for alcohol violations. Eight 
female juveniles were arrested, as 
were many other minors. 
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December 15, 1987 
In Concord N.H., Gary Hart stepped 
up to a microphone in front of a sup-
porting audience and announced that 
. he was back in the race for president. 
December 21, 1987 
President Reagan and Gorbachev sign 
treaty to eliminate a class of INF mis-
siles from Europe and the rest of the 
world. 
December 23, 1987 
NASA test fired new rocket boosters 
in Utah. This ended in an explosion 
and deaths of five employees at the 
plant. 
December 26, 1987 
The "Donna Pez", a Philippine ferry, 
sank when the tanker Victor collided 
with her. Thousands of gallons of 
burning oil spilled into the sea turning 
it into an inferno. There were only 
twenty-six survivors with casualities 
exceeding 1,500 people. 
December 28, 1987 
Roh Toe Woo, the candidate for the 
ruling democratic justice Party in 
South Korea won the election for 
Presidency. His victory was over-









January 1, 1988 
War rages on the West Bank and 
Gaza strip between the Israelis and 
Palestinians. Regardless of peace ne-
gotiations, nothing seems to lessen 
the brutal attacks, showing us that 
this new year has not changed all that 
much. 
January 1, 1988 
1988 brought in not only a New Year 
but also memories of twenty years 
ago. 1968 brought to this country con-
fusion, war, space heroes, and the 
election of Richard Nixon. 
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January 11, 1988 
Israel encountered some of the worst 
rioting in its occupied territories in 
twenty years. It enlarged its troops 
and brought "justice" in the military 
courts. 
January 16, 1988 
Dartmouth hosted a Republican De-
bate. Senator Dole and Vice President 
Bush pretty much dominated the de-
bate with the flying verbal assaults 
that the two candidates are well-
known for. 
January 18, 1988 
The Soviets began pulling troops out 
of Afghanistan as was promised in 
December. They have gotten no fur-
ther in controlling the government 
now than they did in 1979. 
January 18-19, 1988 
Once again registration has posed 
problems for many students, especial-
ly in Liberal Arts classes. The sit-
uation was even worse than last se-
mester. John T. Kirpatrick, the 
assistant Dean of Liberal Arts, admits 
that much of the problem is over-
enrollment. 
January 20, 1988 
Chiang Ching-Kuo, President of Tai-
wan died of heart failure. His death 
ended a long line of dynasties in Tai-
wan. Vice-president Lee Teng-Hui 
was sworn in as the successor. 
January 24, 1988 
UNH hosted a Democratic debate in 
the Granite State room. It was broad-
cast on Channel 11 and WUNH. Six 
students were chosen to ask one ques-
tion that was broad enough for each 
candidate to answer. The room was 
packed with several hundred people. 
January 25-28, 1988 
Apartheid Awareness week brings 
many films, discussion groups, and 
speeches by South Africans to UNH. 
This week heightened students' 
awareness of the problems many 
South Africans are living with. 
January 25, 1988 
A candlelight march was held in hon-
or of Martin Luther King Jr., despite 
the snowy conditions. 
January 25, 1988 
America is seeing a new wave of rac-
ism. Skinheads and Neo-Nazi groups 
have been vandalizing and terrorizing 









February 5, 1988 
Nicks was hit by a police raid, a rou-
tine check for underage drinkers, 
which resulted in the arrest of three 
persons. Both Nicks and the Wildcat 
will face administrative action by the 
liquor commission. 
February 13, 1988 
The opening of the 1988 Olympic 
Games began in Calgary. 
February 15, 1988 
Senator Paul Simon visited the UNH 
campus for a last rally before the N.H. 
Primary. His focus was the "need to 
become a nation that cares once 
again, that dreams once again, that 
leads once again." 
February 15, 1988 
Democratic candidate, Jesse Jackson, 
spoke to UNH students to attempt to 
pull more supporters into his cam-
paign. 
February 15, 1988 
Iowa state primary showed a surpris-
ing leader in Pat Robertson. 
February 17, 1988 
Marine Lieutenant Colonel William 
Higgins was kidnapped by terrorists 
in Southern Lebanon. 
February 17, 1988 
Jay Leno visited UNH, bringing his 
comedy centered on corporate and 
middle America . 
February 19, 1988 
Democratic candidate Babbitt and 
Republican DuPont both dropped 
from the presidential race. 
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February 21, 1988 
Jimmy Swaggart, America's popular 
TV Evangelist confessed his sins be-
fore an entire congregation. The adul-
terous preacher had been sinning for 
quite some time. 
February 22, 1988 
Hypnotist Guy Anthony from Boston 
displayed his talents to a large UNH 
crowd. Thirteen volunteers were put 
under hypnosis and performed to a 
delighted crowd. 
February 22, 1988 
Alberto Tomba left the Olympics with 
two gold medals in his hand after 
some hard skiing. 
February 25-27, 1988 
Winter Carnival arrived with a 
Mardi-Gras theme. Some of the 
events included an AGR Torch Run 
which ended on T-Hall lawn. 
February 26, 1988 
Dan Jansen crashed during his speed 
skating attempt after learning just 
hours before that his sister had died 
oflukemia. 
February 26, 1988 
Katerina Witt took the gold medal 
away from Debi Thomas, who lost her 
concentration during her perfor-
mance. 
February 27, 1988 
Brian Boitano became America's first 
1988 medalist. His skating pushed out 
favorite Brian Orser. 
February 27, 1988 
American speed skater Eric Flaim 
took the silver medal to Germany's 






March 1, 1988 
Patrick Sweeney, the Student Activ-
ity Fee Council chairperson resigned. 
He lost his position through ill-use of 
student money and repeated tele-
phone abuse. 
March 1, 1988 
The New York Opera Company per-
formed "The Barber of Seville" in the 
Johnson Theater. 
March 2, 1988 
Angela Davis - a teacher here at 
UNH and an activist in the fight 
against racial and sexual discrimina-
tion, spoke to a full house about the 
equality of women. 
March 2, 1988 
Founder of the Central American 
Foundation, Father Jose Alas, spoke 
about needs, other than war supplies, 
in Central America. Food, shelter and 
clothing were the necessities he 
stressed most nedded. He blamed the 
U.S. for the lack of development due 
to military intervention . 
March 7, 1988 
The controversial Wildcatessen had 
its grand opening. It looks like it will 
be a great success. 
March 8, 1988 
President Haaland compromised and 
decided that Stoke will only lose 39 
beds instead of 71. The decision to 
lower the loss of beds was not a de-
cision he thought of himself, but was 
pushed into by the students. 




Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos. 
March 17, 1988 
Panic filled the air as Reagan sent 
3,200 American troops to Honduras 
when the Sandinistas crossed the bor-
der into Honduras. 
March 23, 1988 
The House of Representatives voted 
to send $48 million for humanitarian 
aid to the Contras. The package will 
be used for clothing, food, and med-
ical supplies. 
March 24, 1988 
The Reagan Administration ordered 
the withdrawal of the 3,200 troops 
sent to Honduras on the 17th. The 
war is coming to an end. 
March 24, 1988 
Iraq attacked Halabja, Iran with poi-
son gas. Killing more than 4,000 cit-
izens, this has added to the intense 
was between the two countries. 
March 26, 1988 
Jesse Jackson defeated Michael 
Dukakis in the Michigan polls. Jack-
son is increasingly strengthening his 
.standing in the presidential polls. 
March 28, 1988 
Adolfo Calero, the leader of the Con-
tras and Humberto Ortega, the 
Sandinistan Defense Minister, signed 
a peace treaty to put a temporary halt 
on the seven year war that has shown 




April 4, 1988 
This year's candidates for Student 
Body President, the largest group in 
years, expressed their themes and 
goals at a "Meet the Candidates 
Night" in Stoke. The themes all 
centered around parking, housing and 
improving relations with President 
Haaland. 
April 5, 1988 
Is parking so hard to find on this 
campus? A pick-up truck parked on 
it's side on a sidewalk near the MUB 
parking lot, seemed to think so. 
April 5, 1988 
Arnold Burns, the Number Two man 
at the Justice Department and Wil-
liam Weld, the head of the Criminal 
Division of the Justice Department 
both handed in their resignations to 
Ed Meese because of his un-
trustworthiness. 
April 5, 1988 
A two week flight filled with terror 
began for Flight 422, as it was 
skyjacked by terrorists. For 3,200 
miles, from Mashad, Iran to Algiers, 
Africa, the innocent travelers were 
held in terror. 
April 6, 1988 
After two U.S. frigates were hit by 
Iranian planted mines, a retaliation 
occurred. The United States hit Ira-
nian ships and oil platforms with 
guided missiles. 
April 8, 1988 
Access for the handicapped is found 
to still be a big problem on the UNH 
campus. The lifts on the Handi-Vans 
always breaking down, and Johnson 
Theatre in the Paul Creative Arts 
Center still make being in a wheel 




Photo by Trisha Rice. 
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April 10, 1988 
Three hundred people walking for the 
hungry, crowded the streets of the 
Annual Crop Walk. The organization 
CROP set out and earned $6,000. One 
hundred and fifty of these people were 
UNH students. 
April 11, 1988 
Student Body President Candidate, 
Michael Eliasberg, was disqualified 
from the race for not being a fulltime 
student. He began a write-in cam-
paign, counting on student support to 
get the votes. 
April 11, 1988 
Khalil al-Wazir, Arafrat's deputy, was 
gunned down in his home outside of 
Tunis. The assasins were a command 
team of seven men. 
April 12, 1988 
Sabra Clark, Charles Jones and 
Kathryn Dixon were all awarded Stu-
dent Senate awards. These acknowl-
edge outstanding students in areas of 
service, leadership and character. 
April 19, 1988 
WUNH's Marathon collected 
$15,344. A record high for the UNH 
radio station. 
April 29, 1988 
Wendy Hammond and Mike Rose win 
the Student Body President and Vice-
President positions for the 1988-89 
school year. They won by a margin of 
277 votes. 
April 167 
May 1, 1988 
The Honors Convocation was held for 
all students who received a 3.2 grade 
point average or better. Students rose • 
by college to be congratulated by their 
Dean, President Haaland and the au-
dience of family and friends. 
May 1, 1988 
The UNH Jazz Band with Dave Seiler 
directing, presented it's semester con-
cert in the Paul Creative Arts Center. 
May 4, 1988 
The UNH Wind Symphony presented 
it's semester concert in the Paul Cre-
ative Arts Center with Stanley D. 
Hettinger as conductor. 
May 8, 1988 
The UNH Concert Choir gave it's 
concert with the addition of several 
alumnae who returned to present the 
Requiem by Faure. 
May 13, 1988 
The New Hampshire Gentlemen 
presented their Spring Song Fest to 
an incredibly enthusiastic audience 
with the help of the Wellesley Tupelos 
from Massachusetts. 
May 16, 1988 
--............_ The disclusure, in a book by former 
~ Chief of Staff Donald Regan, of Pres-
ident and Nancy Reagan's use of as-('tj trology embarasses the White House. 
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Thompson School, formally recognized in 1939, is a two year school of the University of New 
Hampshire. Students can earn an Associates degree in the following six curriculums: Applied Animal 
Science, Applied Business Management, Civil Technology, Food Services Management and Culinary 
Arts, Forest Technology, and Horticultural Technology. Each curriculum has unique characteristics 
which give the students hands-on training as well as a good foundation for building a career. 
Applied Animal Science students study for careers in agricultural-related fields. Animal Science 
students can take their electives from four areas which allows these students to emphasize a special 
talent or interest. Some students are involved in a Dog Grooming Service which not only provides a 
service but gives these students practical experience as well. 
Applied Business Management students make up the largest percentage at Thompson School. The 
business program prepares students for careers beginning in the middle management or as owners of 
a small business. Policies and practices of the business world are taught in various ways and are 
reinforced by having students run their own business for a semester. 
Civil Technology students study construction, energy systems, and surveying. This curriculum 
shares laboratories and equipment with UNH's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences' civil 
engineering department. Civil Tech students are easy to spot when they dot the landscape outside, 
behind surveying equipment. 
Food Services Management and Culinary Arts students study for careers in restaurant man-
agement and as chefs to name a few. Additions to Barton Hall have given this curriculum a new 
kitchen and a small cafeteria called Stacey's. These students run Stacey's, which gives them insight 
and experience into this demanding field. 
The Forest Technology curriculum teaches students to become involved in the planning, su-
pervision, and operation of forests. These students learn their trade by maintaining forests on land 
owned by UNH. Forest Tech students also compete with other schools in "Woodmen's" com-
petitions while they learn. 
Horticultural Technology's studies are aimed to those students who want careers in landscaping, 
floral design, and production of fruits and vegetables. Horticultural Technology students spend a lot 
of their time in the greenhouses found in the northeastern part of the campus. Horticultural 
Technology also provides the flower arrangements for Thompson School's annual Spring Banquet. 
We students of Thompson School do not just study all the time. Thompson School holds an 
annual Ben Thompson Day at the beginning of the year and a Spring Banquet at the end of the year. 
During Ben Thompson Day, an auction and competitions in softball and volleyball between the 
curriculums are held. Business students won in softball, and Food Services Management won in 
volleyball this past fall. There has been mention of a possible re-match this spring. The Spring 
Banquet will be held at The Ashworth in Hampton, N .H. This is our time to relax, have fun and say a 
final good-bye to the seniors. Good luck, seniors - best wishes for the bright future. 
Story courtesy of Thompson School. All photos by Dave Ruoff. I ./! 
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The Greek system has played an im-
portant role in the campus life here at 
UNH. It also has been critisized and ster-
eotyped by the University community. The 
fraternities and sororities are now working 
with the administration in an effort to 
change this negative image. To help with 
the changes to come, a new Greek 
Cooridinator, Mike Sciola, was appointed 
to bring together the administration and 
greek system. Through this union, several 
educational programs were brought to life. 
Pledges were required to attend both AIDS 
and alcohol-awareness programs. Many so-
rorities and fraternities were involved in 
charity fund-raisers such as the Kappa Sig-
ma - Chi Omega Haunted House, the 
campus clean-up, and the Kappa Sigma 
Keg Toss. The UNH Blood Drive received 
a boost from many greeks who volunteered 
both their blood and time to the Red 
Cross. The greek system's membership 
increased with the addition of Kappa 
Delta a new sorority on campus. By ini-
tiating 95 new sisters, this sorority gave 
women a better opportunity to become 
part of the greek scene. The greeks were 
not without bad publicity. Many fra-
ternities were busted and fined for par-
ties and selling alcohol to minors. · The 
Greek Picnic, Homecoming, and Bids 
Night felt the sting of the tighter alhocol 
policies. Despite all of this, the true 
meaning of the greek system shines 
through - Brotherhood and Sisterhood. 
Whether it be at pledge dances, cocktail 
parties or just hanging out on the front 
lawn, the sisters and brothers always 
have fun together and form friendships 
that last throughout life. 
a different kind of 
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The spring time 
brings renewed 
strength and hope to 
meet the challenge of 
the future ... 
Enjoying the spring weather, this woman 
relaxes on the lawn in front of Murkland. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
210 A Year of Change 
I The signs of spring pushing 




I The freedom of spring. This girl enjoys the trip to class while walking in front of 
Fairchild Hall. Photo by Dave Ruoff. 
A Year of Change 211 
T hough the memories 
of old friends and good 
times may fade ... 
How about a little music to stir the waters and 
the soul? This guitarist relaxes near Mill Pond. 
Photo by Steve Finn. 
212 A Year of Change 
I The Fairchild Beach becomes a popular stop for students during the warm days of May. Photo by 
Dave Ruoff. 
I The solitude of Mill Pond brings many to its shores. Photo by 
Steve Finn. 
I Many came out and enjoyed this year's International Fiesta at Smith Hall. Photo by Kate 
O'Hara. 
A Year of Change 213 
pictures of our 
own youth will become 
glorified as time passes 
by · . .. 
The lawn in front of Thompson Hall becomes 
spotted every spring with weary students and 
their books. Photo by Kate Conway. 
214 A Year of Change 
~ 
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I This Acacia brother supervises the work going on at his house. 
Photo by Dave Ruoff. 
I The blue house didn't exactly get its wish with Scenna and 
Gallivan. Photo by Kate Con-
way. 
I With the cameras out and spring here, every one perks up and 
smiles. Photo by Kate Conway. 
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u NH will be the 
key to so many of these . 
memories . .. 
Walking between Thompson Hall and Mur-
kland Sean Gallivan steps into the picture. 
Photo by Kate Conway. 
216 A Year of Change 
I This car in Alexander parking lot reflects this university in a subtle 
way. Photo by Steve Finn. 
I Stop! Don't go in there! Hud-dleston isn't that good. Photo by 
Dave Ruoff. I Spring yearns for us to get out and enjoy. This woman relaxes and takes in the atmosphere at the Piscataqua River Lobster Pound. Photo by Steve Finn. 
Jt,;,crda qua ut'r 
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Every year the birth 
and growth of new life 
will return with a peace-
/ ul security . . . 
Oh no! Its a time warp. Photo by Steve Finn. 
218 A Year of Change 
I With spring blooming all around Thompson Hall sits majestically 
soaking in the sun's rays. Photo 
by Kate Conway. 
I The advantages of youth. This girl takes in the sights and sounds on the MUB lawn. Photo 
by Kate Conway. 
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And with every year 
we will have changed 
some, grown some and 
learned some . .. 
Here spring will soon be uncaged and green 
colors will once again takeover the land. Photo 
hv 8tPl!P Finn. 
220 A Year of Change 
I Smith Hall plays host to many nationalities and ethnic groups. 
Photo by Kate O'Hara. 
I The shapes and colors that sur-round us can be found every-
where. Photo by Steve Finn. 
I This Portsmouth business is typical of those you would find 
in the old cities of the east. Pho-
to by Steve Finn. 
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A nd with the closing of 
every day brings a hope 
that we will expand our 
horizons and keep reach-
ing for the stars. 
This spectacular sunset bridges the gap from 
day to night. All photos this spread by Steue 
Finn. 
222 A Year of Change 
A Year of Change 223 
DONALD 
TRUMP 
The essence of 
capitalism is 
making a deal. 
224 
the millionaire • • 
Macroeconomics. 
The essence of capitalism is making 
a deal. It is exchanging goods for 
money. If its done well, one stands to 
accumulate a good sum of money. 
The World of Capitalism is a dog 
eat dog existance. Survival of the fit-
test. Winners and losers. 
One of the biggest winners was 
Donald Trump. 
Trump could make deals, and make 
them well. From real estate to pro-
fessional sports teams, he dabbled in 
deals all across the United States and 
seldom came up out on the short end. 
Sitting in his office of Trump Tow-
Donald Trump 
ers, Trump watched the US go 
through an economic roller coaster, 
from its posperity to its near crash in 
October of 1987, all the time he was 
making money, making deals. 
He looked rich, played his part well. 
Designer suits and his well kept ap-
pearence made him the center of at-
tention. People loved him, were en-
vious of him and jealous of him all at 
the same time. But what drives a mil-
lionare to make more money? 
"I love to make deals, plain and 
simple," Trump told David Letter-
man on "Late Night" in the spring of 
1988 just before he made a play to buy 
the New England Patriots. 
Trump for President? 
Rumors flying around about a po-
tential presidential candidacy during 
primary season. Trump wrote a best 
seller which contained definate ideas 
of how the US should deal with the 
deficit and the foreign loan problem 
as well as trade inconsistencies with 
many foreign countries. But Trump 
put aside political aspirations quickly. 
Trump, the capitalist, multimil-
lionare and renowned deal maker was 
one of the big winners of 1988. 
Story by Chris Pollet. 
• 
Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos 





When Ronald Reagan nominated 
Robert Bork to justice of the Supreme 
Court, his hopes were high. Here was 
a man known for his expertise and 
academic brilliance in his field - per-
fect qualifications for the job. Yet, 
what bothered a lot of people was his 
extreme right-wing stance, a stance 
that Senator Edward Kennedy said 
would turn back the clock on the civil 
rights movement. 
Led by presidential hopeful Joseph 
Biden, the Senate entered upon a 
tough interrogation period in which 
Bork was questioned mainly on his 
interpretation of the Constitution. 
Bork's interpretation said that pri-
vacy was not guaranteed under the 
Document and thus, actions that go 
on in the privacy of individual homes 
could be accounted for by the United 
States Government. 
226 Robert Bork 
Civil Rights groups were up in 
arms. Personal freedoms would be vi-
olated, they said. Homosexuality, 
abortion, and other personal free-
doms became the focal points for the 
liberal arguments against Bork's 
nomination. 
Kennedy said we would return to 
"back alley abortion clinics" and 
"segregated lunch counters" if Bork 
was brought to the Supreme Court. 
Feminist groups, activists, nation-
wide civil rights groups, Democrats 
and surprisingly, some Republicans 
did not want Bork to join the ranks of 
Sandra Day O'Connor and William 
Rehnquist. Bork would be replacing 
the retiring Justice Lewis Powell, of-
ten considered the swing vote in the 
Supreme Court between the right and 
the left. 
The hearings continued and in the 
end, a frustrated and angry Robert 
Bork was rejected. Liberals across the 
country rejoiced and said they would 
be prepared for the next fight if Rea-
gan's second nominee also endan-
gered the personal freedoms Amer-
icans hold dear. 
Anthony Kennedy, a moderate, fi-
nally won the nomination, after 
Douglas Ginsburg was not accepted 
after disclosing the fact he had 
smoked marijuana some years ago. 
Such attention on a court nominee 
was both unusual and noteworthy. 
Rarely had a Congress disagreed so 
strongly with the president as to alter 
the choice of a Supreme Court justice 
and possibly, a future landmark de-
cision. 
Story by Cara Connors. 
I 
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NORTH 
A Lesson Still 
Not Learned 
"I told the American people I did 
not trade arms for hostages. My heart 
and my best intentions still tell me 
that's true. But the facts and the ev-
idence tell me it's not." 
- President Ronald Reagan 
Remember when you were young 
and you would sneak into the Kitch-
en, stick your hand in the cookie jar 
and steal a couple of chocolate chip 
cookies your mother had made? A few 
minutes later, your mother would 
question you as to the disappearance 
of those cookies and inevitably, you 
would tell the truth and admit to tak-
ing them. I guess Colonel Oliver 
North never learned from that lesson. 
The only problem this time is that 
it wasn't mother scolding Oliver, but 
rather the Congress and the Amer-
ican people. The Congress had said 
"no" to sending aid to the Contras 
and Ollie and friends hadn't listened. 
The "neat idea," as North termed it, 
was a carefully contrived plan of sell-
ing weapons to Iran for the release of 
many hostages and then using the 
profits to help the Nicaraguan Con-
228 Oliver North 
tras in their seemingly never ending 
battle against the Nicaraguan govern-
ment. 
North hadn't stolen the cookies but 
he wanted to share the whole batch 
with his friends. 
After the Tower Commission re-
port and a summer long session of 
hearings during which North was 
hailed as a "hero" and almost asked to 
become a candidate for the presiden-
cy by many devout followers, the 
truth came out and the fallout was 
indictments by Special Prosecutor 
Lawerence Walsh for many key play-
ers including North. "Olliemania" 
had dried up by the end of the hot 
summer. 
So where was President Reagan 
during the whole ordeal? 
Reagan was in the middle of the 
whole thing and looked like King 
Kong on the Empire State Building, 
swatting at the media flying around 
him without knowing exactly why. 
Reagan appointed the Tower Com-
m1ss10n to look into the whole op-
eratinn and they returned with a 
question, "Mr. President, did you spe-
cifically approve the sales of U.S. mis-
siles to Iran?" At first, Reagan said he 
did not and eventually said, "the sim-
ple truth is, I don't remember." The 
Tower Commission condemned Rea-
gan's "careless management style" 
and complained that the "President 
did not seem to be aware of the way in 
which the operation was implement-
ed." No direct link was found between 
sales and President Reagan but the 
congressional committee finally is-
sued the statement. 
"The common ingredients of the 
Iran and contra policies were secrecy, 
deception, and disdain for the law. A 
small group of senior officials de-
stroyed official documents and lied to 
Cabinet officials, to the public and to 
elected representatives in Congress." 
The stolen cookies had been dis-
covered, those accused of the theft 
had lied to mom and it was time for 
the punishment. All those involved 
had learned its lesson. It's not all that 
honorable to steal cookies from mom. 
Story by Chris Pollet. 





Two generations have passed. A 
world war, and age of pacifity, a dec-
ade of discontent among college stu-
dents and draft dodgers, a period of 
detente and Vietnam, and recovery 
from a peanut farming President's re-
cession. Maybe it was fate, and maybe 
it was just bad luck. But October 19th, 
1987 will represent a big black scar on 
the image of an economically strong 
presidential period. 
President Ronald Reagan sat (or 
slept) in his oval office on October 
19th and was subjected to the hardest 
one day on Wall Street since October 
29th 1929. "Black Monday" repre-
sented a 500 billion dollar loss of the 
market's value in U.S. Securities also 
represented a huge,, psychological blow 
to the American stockholder and by 
and large, the American public. What 
happened? Where did it all go wrong? 
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Some people say stocks were 
overvalued and ripe for the fall. For 
months, stockholders were looking to 
dodge the inevitable. The fall was 
coming, no one knew how soon or how 
bad, but they continued to try and 
make their huge profits. Others 
blamed Don Rostenkowski's (D-111.) 
new tax bill geared to curb corporate 
takeovers. Some even say that David 
Ruder, chairman of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, made the 
crash worse by talking of closing the 
market in the midst of the action. But 
most people feel the cause of October 
19th, 1987 was ineffectual govern-
ment policies. The U.S. had become 
the world's biggest debtor nation 
while West Germany and Japan had 
become the biggest lenders. West Ger-
many and Japan called for U.S. re-
forms in policy, but the U.S. said only 
if those countries began accepting 
U.S. goods. At the same time, com-
plications existed in the ever-
increasing Third World debt. "People 
don't feel as wealthy as they used to 
. . . I think that could bring on the 
recession more quickly," Dwight Lee, 
an economics professor at the Uni-
versity of Georgia told Newsweek. 
Nevertheless, Dow Jones industrials 
made their way back up the ladder 
and consumer spending was stronger 
than expected after the fall. Financial 
indicators remained constant; infla-
tion at 2½%, unemployment at a min-
imal 6%, and a growing national prod-
uct. So as after a tornado, 
stockholders climbed out of their 
basements and went back to living, 
and best of all, making money. 
Story by Chris Pollet. 
Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos. 
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He was probably the most talked 
about candidate that ever ran for 
president. He started out with "new 
ideas," ran into some old trouble, and 
ended up "letting the people decide." 
If this all sounds like a cliche, it cer-
tainly wasn't what Gary Hart had in-
tended. More than anything, he want-
ed to stand out in the crowd. 
And he did. Who else would have 
the nerve, (or the guts, some admirers 
said) to dare the press to follow him? 
The Miami Herald, following up on 
this invitation, tailed him to the good 
ship "Monkey Business," where he 
and model Donna Rice were photo-
graphed engaged on each other's laps 
and in bongo practice. And Donna 
Rice's good friend, happened to sell a 
few pictures of these activities, thus, 
sending Hart into deeper water. 
Yet, one of the biggest issues to 
arise out of this affair, was whether or 
not the press had the right to question 
Hart about his personal life. For the 
first time in the history of journalism, 
a candidate was asked directly about 
his extramarital activities. Polls were 
taken to seek out public opinion on 
the matter: does the press have the 
right to delve into a candidate's per-
sonal life? Images of JFK's womaniz-
ing came into focus again, along with 
other presidents, all the way back to 
Thomas Jefferson. ) 
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Yet, Hart turned the tables on the 
media, blaming them for his destruc-
tion. He told them that they were out 
of line and refused to answer any 
questions regarding the incident with 
Donna Rice. The press brought in the 
controversy of whether or not a can-
didate should be judged on his public 
life alone. Did a potential candidate's 
personal activities affect his role in 
office? 
The New York Times decided to 
measure morality by posing questions 
on candidates, personal lives: Would 
you vote for a candidate who 1) cheat-
ed on his/her spouse? 2) smoked 
dope? 3) used cocaine? and other 
"standards" of morality. 
It seemed as if, for the first time in 
history, candidates had to pass a 
character test with the media as judge 
before they could qualify for office. 
Meanwhile, Gary Hart dropped out of 
the race and spent time mulling over 
his options in Ireland. 
It seemed that just as the rumors 
about his re-entering the race had 
arose, he was there to confirm it all. 
In a blaze of publicity he was out to 
"let the people decide" and there 
seemed no stopping him. The media 
lunged back to take a beating from a 
vindictive Hart, blaming them for go-
ing too far. 
The other Democratic candidates' 
reactions were predictable. "Give me 
a break," Gore said. "Gary Hart has a 
superiority complex without the su-
periority," from Jesse Jackson to 
Bruce Babbitt's: "Gary Hart has a 
hell of a long way to go before he has 
anything to teach this candidate 
about ... standing up for the truth." 
(Newsweek, December 28, 1987) 
And where did Lee Hart stand on 
all of this? Defiantly defending her 
husband. She appeared "proud" and 
"dignified" in interviews. Many fem-
inists wondered why she stuck around 
for the ride. 
It's too bad Gary Hart couldn't in-
fuse the words "let the people decide" 
with the passion needed to sustain 
any momentum. Closely watched in 
the television Democratic debates 
(including the one at UNH), Hart ap-
peared subdued and unenthusiastic. 
His new ideas were lost in the shuffle, 
and his performance forgettable. 
Perhaps the public had had enough 
of both the media's character tests 
and Hart's own fluctuations in pop-
ularity. On most of the polls, he was 
consistently at the bottom of the list 
of democratic hopefuls. Broke and be·- · 
wildered, Gary Hart's ship never 
sank, it merely floated away unno-
ticed. 
Story by Cara Connors. 
Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos. 






Religion certainly has acquired a 
bad name for itself lately, hasn't it? 
Seems that while people were for-
getting the Jim and Tammy thing, the 
Reverend Jimmy Swaggert got him-
self into a lee-tie hot water over a 
prostitute. He tearfully confessed his 
sins to his congregation, thank God, 
and they promised eternal forgiveness 
and support - monetarily and oth-
erwise. 
And then there were those nasty 
little contradictions the press kept 
bringing up about Pat Robertson's 
past. Pat once referred to his days of 
combat in the Korean War and it 
seems that afterall, he really had 
none. Some of his war buddies said he 
wasn't in the country the time. Pat 
also stretched the truth a tad on his 
marriage certificate; in reality, he was 
married later than what the certif-
icate says. His wife-to-be, or girl-
friend at the time was pregnant and 
well, these things wouldn't look too 
good for a Man of God running for 
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president at the time ... 
Now what's really going on here? 
1987 was the year when both public 
figures and the press set up enemy 
lines and declared a verbal war on 
each other. Accusations and counter 
accusations were the weapons. Re-
member the thing with Gary Hart and 
womanizing, Joe Eiden and plagia-
rizing - the stuff ballads are made 
out of. Did the media have the right to 
invade our personal lives, the accused 
were asking? The public has a right to 
know, was the response. The question 
really was: How much privacy does a 
person get once they declare popu-
larity. 
When all the character audits were 
over, how did religion fare? Certainly 
Saturday Night Live had a good time 
with its self-righteous Church Lady 
insisting: "Some of us do our thinking 
below the Bible belt!" Televangelism's 
once-dubious name was now com-
pletely under fire. During his bid for 
the Republican nominee, Pat Robert-
son adamantly denied being a 
televangelist. 
Public preachers were no longer the 
loud-mouthed, God-fearing tv hosts 
scoffed at every Sunday morning by 
many people. Their image had taken a 
turn for the worst when Oral Roberts 
sent a message (direct from God, he 
said) out to his congregation to do-
nate money or else his church would 
perish. It had nothing to do with 
bankruptcy, he had reassured every-
one. When Jim and Tammy and their 
air-conditioned doghouse revealed 
the extravagance such a lifestyle 
could yield. 
The professed virtues of selfless-
ness and total devotion to God be-
came a little more suspect than usual 
with these incidents. When on-air re-
ligion began making People magazine 
covers because of the frivolous spend-
ing of the public's money and blatant 
disregard of trust, an incurable rift 
was created between these shepherd 
and their flocks. 
Story by Cara Connors. 
Photo Courtesy of Wide World Photos 




Band of the 80's 
"I want to run 
I want to hide 
I want to tear down the walls 
And touch the flame 
Where the streets have no name," 
"Where the Streets Have No Name," 
1987 will be a year that the members of 
U2 will always remember. The release of 
the "Joshua Tree" signalled the spotlight 
to finally be shone on Bono, The Edge, 
Adam Clayton, and Larry Mullen. Com-
parisons have been made to Led Zeppelin, 
The Who, The Rolling Stones, and in-
evitably, The Beatles. Millons of albums 
have been sold, but U2's message is still 
clear: "Wake up and look at what's going 
on around you!" 
"I don't believe in painted roses or bleed-
ing hearts 
While bullets rape the night of the mer-
ciful." 
- "One Tree Hill." 
"The Joshua Tree" offered its listeners 
a new direction for U2 of perhaps a com-
bining of two forces within the band. The 
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album showed the music world a com-
bination of the drive and fire of "War" 
and the more cultured and soothing sound 
of "The Unforgettable Fire." The end 
product delivered both critical acclaim as 
well as popular success, a feat rarely 
achieved fqr a band in the 1980's. 
"And I can see those fighter planes 
And I can see those fighter planes 
Across the mud huts as the children sleep 
Through the alleys of a quiet city street." 
- "Bullet the Blue Sky." 
Visits to the war-torn countries of Nic-
aragua and El Salvador and concepts for 
Live Aid and Amnesty International 
brought U2's message to a wider scope of 
people all over the world. Yet, U2 will 
always be conscious of their status as mu-
sicians, despite how much publicity may 
overshadow their lyrics. "Isn't it incred-
ible," Larry Mullen said in October 1987's 
"Musician," "that when you reach a cer-
tain stage everything suddenly becomes 
IMPORTANT. Everyone has been talk-
ing about the U2 phenomenon, and not so 
much about the music. That's the bottom 
line afterall." 
Lead singer Bono reflects these 
thoughts. "Our best album is always the 
one we haven't created yet," he said. Per-
haps, even if the "Joshua Tree" isn't their 
best album, it was the culmination of ten 
hard years of working, refining, and 
searching within themselves. The future 
of U2's work was uncertain but America 
was listening. 
"I believe in Kingdom Come 
Then all the colors bleed into one 
But yes I'm still running. 
You broke the bonds 
You loosed the chains 
You carried the cross 
And my shame 
And my shame 
You know I believe it 
But I still haven't found what I'm looking 
for ," 
- "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Look-
ing For." 
Story by Cara Connors and Chris Pollet. 
Photo Courtesy of Wide World Photos 







When you enter into a position, you 
ultimately have some far-reaching 
goals for yourself and the position 
while you're in it. For a professional 
baseball manager, it is to be the world 
champions. For a president of a major 
corporation, it is to be more success-
ful, make more money, and become 
more respected than the competition. 
For the president of the United 
States, it to make the country a better 
place to live. For UNH President Gor-
don Haaland, it, was to make UNH 
"the best small public university in 
the nation." 
In 1986, President Haaland offered 
his "Strategic Edge" plan to the Uni-
versity community and presented a 
general outline for his goal. He point-
ed to several areas of UNH which 
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needed improvement to allow this to 
happen. He didn't claim that it would 
happen overnight, but rather that it 
was a "vision for the future of UNH." 
The plan centered around existing 
areas and relationships which were in 
place and with a concentration on, 
could bring UNH to a position of na-
tional prominence. He pointed to the 
faculty-student relationship as an 
area of importance and suggested that 
an increase in funding in this area 
would benefit UNH. He looked to in-
creasing faculty salaries, as well as the 
number of faculty and staff, and to 
improve advising and faculty/student 
interaction within the idea of resi-
dence colleges. 
Funding was the integral part of the 
plan and, at the same time, its lim-
iting factor. The hope for increased 
living space, library space, and ac-
ademic space all hinged on the pe-
rennially stingy state of New Hamp-
shire giving more money to UNH. 
Under Haaland, UNH saw an in-
crease in state funding to the UNH 
budget from 17% to 34%. Who has 
deserved the credit? Probably the in-
creased lobbying effort from UNH 
and a positive economic picture with-
in the state made money available for 
UNH. 
So long-term goals are essential; we 
realize this. So does Gordon Haaland. 
He tried to move UNH in a positive 
direction, a direction to make UNH 
"the best small, public university in 
the nation." Story by Chris Pollet. 
' I 
Photo by Kale O'Hara 






The Battle of the Brians, Debi vs. 
Katarina, Dan Jansen's tragedy, Bon-
nie Blair, and the Jamaican bobsled 
team contributed to an Olympics 
filled with the determination, dreams, 
and pain that made all Olympics more 
than just sporting events. Human 
spirit at its best was shown to us in 
Calgary. 
The first American gold went to 
San Francisco's Brian Boitano for the 
men's figure skating. Both he and Ca-
nadian Brian Orser skated to military 
themes, dressed in full regalia. Yet it 
was Boitano who triumphed in the 
end, despite superb performances 
from both. 
The most watched event had to be 
the women's figure skating. Held at 
the end of the Games, ABC garnered 
the most rating points that night as 
Debi Thomas and East German 
Katarina Witt battled it out over the 
music of Carmen. It was Witt who 
caught a controversial win, however, 
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as Thomas fell in her long program, 
dashing any hopes of a gold medal. 
Witt's performance was called 
"showgirlish" by many and lacked 
great technical skill for a gold. On the 
other hand, Canadian Elizabeth 
Manley brought her own success story 
to the Olympics as she overcame per-
sonal odds to win the silver medal -
much to the delight of her country. 
The Olympics' saddest moment 
came when speed skater Dan Jansen 
lost his sister Jane to leukemia on the 
morning of the 500 meter race - the 
race he was favored to win. He fell in 
the race but said that his family was 
proud of him for being there and try-
ing. The previous evening Jansen's 
sister Jane conveyed her best wishes 
and urged him to go on. Jansen left 
the Olympics with the knowledge that 
he had trained his best and gained the 
respect and support of all those who 
had watched him. 
If anyone had support at Calgary, it 
was speed skater Bonnie Blair. Blair, 
whose entourage included over 20 
friends and family members, could be 
heard from anywhere in the stands. 
Blair won a gold and bronze in the 100 
and 1,000 meters respectively. 
While the soviet Union took the 
gold in the two-man bobsled event, it 
was the debuting and often hilarious 
Jamaican bobsled team that caught 
everyone's attention. The team sold 
sweatshirts and sang a reggae song 
about their swipe at competitive bob-
sledding: "We be trainin', gainin', 
strainin', and painin', but we ain't 
complainin' /Jamaica bobsled, raga-
muffin' Jamaica bobsled, we be fuffn 
tuffn/Everything cool, mon." (lyrics 
courtesy Sports Illustrated, March 7, 
1988). 
Now isn't that what the Olympics 
are all about? 
Story by Cara Connors 
All photos courtesy of Wide World Photos 
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Administration 
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Administration 
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Administration 
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Psychology 
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Administration 
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Janet A. Donahue 
Social Work 
Kelley J. Drane 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Susan E. Donahue 
Mathematics 
Education 




Michael E. Donovan 
Political Science 
Thomas H. Dooley 
Hotel 
Administration 
Karin A. Dorr 
Therapeutic 
Recreation 
Mary P. Driscoll 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Susan M. Donnelly 
Business 
Administration 
Stephen L. Donovan 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Kristine M. Doran 
Communication 
Disorders 
Robert W. Dorr 
History 







John D. Doricko 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Katharine S. Doyle 
English 





Deborah A. Dube 
Mathematics 
Mark D. Dullen 
Political Science 
Sue Ellen Durant 
Social Work 
Denise A. Duval 
Communications 
Kelly L. Eaton 
Athletic Training 
Seniors 
Karen S. DuBois 
Social Work 
Donald A. Dumont 
Russian 
Rebecca A. Durost 
English 
James Wesley Duvall 
Hotel 
Administration 
Paul D. Eaton 
Business 
Administration 
Robin L. Dubois 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Stephen W. Dunbar 
Civil Engineering 
Philias H. Dutille 
Physical Education 






Vincent A. Duffy 
Business 
Administration 
Lynne M. Dupay 
Communication 
Elizabeth A. Dutt 
Mechanical 
Engineering 




David A. Duhamel 
Hotel 
Administration 
Kenneth D. Durant 
Business 
Administration 
Beth E. Dutton 
Theraputic 
Recreation 
Robin E. Dziczek 
English 
Andrea D. Eichmann 
Hotel 
Administration 
Suzanne B. Elbert 
Business 
Administration 
Melvin P. Emerson 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Daniel J. Ethier 
Administration 







Debra L. Elkinton 
Business 
Administration 
Linda M. Engleman 
Hotel 
Administration 
Susan B. Fain 
Communications 







John M. Emerson 
Biology 
Adam C. Erickson 
Electrical 
Engineering 




Barbra E. Farley 
Communication 





Family and Consumer 
Studies 




Lee Anne Fenner 
Communication 
Daniel J. Fasciano 
Political Science 
Nancy M. Fernald 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Sandra J. Faucett 
Biochemistry 
Lisa M. Favreau 
Business 
Administration 











Michael P. Fleming 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Jeanne E. Fogg 
Psychology 
Michael R. Fortin 
Economics 
Cynthia M. Fredie 
Business 
Administration 
Marion A. Fitanides 
Communications 






Lori J. Fournier 
Business 
Administration 
Adam J. Friedman 
Hotel 
Administration 
Jane M. Flanagan 
History 
Michael A. Fletcher 
Business 
Administration 
Kim L. Foltz 
Communication 
Disorders 




Michele M. Flannell 
Leisure Management 
and Tourism 
Karen A. Fleury 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Claudio D. Fort 
Economics 
and History 
Brenton K. Fraser 
Business 
Administration 
Janet E. Fucile 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Deborah L. Fleming 
Communications 
Maura A. Flynn 
History 











Douglas P. Gagne 
Mechanical 
Engineering 





Barbara A. Gilbert 
English 
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Kenneth R. Faulks 
Political Science 




Karen L. Gerrior 
Communication 
Carrie L. Gilbert 
Business 
Administration 
Michael E. Furgal 
Mathematics 
Jane K. Garner 
Sociology 
Denise L. Gavel 
Communication 
Paula J. Gannetto 
Business 
Administration 
Cathleen M. Gilbert 
Nursing 
Brenda A. Furlong 
Hotel 
Administration 
Dorothy A. Garrity 
Psychology 
Diana A. Gay-Smith 
Communications 
Glen J. Gibbons 
Political Science 
Julie A. Gilman 
Business 
Administration 
Charles R. Gagni 
English and 
Political Science 






Paul J. Gigis 
Business 
Administration 
Traci A. Gilman 
Occupational 
Therapy 
William F. Gilson 
German 
Joseph E. Golden 
Math and Computer 
Science 
Catherine A. Gordon 
Psychology 
Pierre R. Giroux 
Animal Science 
Kelly S. Gomo 
Health Management 
and Policy 





Amy E. Goodnow 
Computer Science 
Susan C. Gorden 
Business 
Administration 
Linda J. Glatte 
Physical Education 
Matthew R. Goodn1m 
Anthropology 
Brian S. Gori 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Jill S. Glusgol 
Communications 





Mary Anne Goulet 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Jeffrey P. Greenler 
Communication 
Allaina T. Grossman 
Psychology 
Mary E. Gowdy 
Business 
Administration 
Edward S. Gresh 
Communication 
Ellen M. Grover 
History 
Lynda A. Greco 
Communication 
James M. Griffin 
Social Work 
Carole N. Groves 
Communication 
Andrea P. Greene 
Economics 
Cheryl A. Griffith 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Lance A. Gn.,,mbling 
Psychology 




Luke J. Guaraldi 
Psychology 





Lisa A. Hale 
Social Work 
Stephen L. Halleran 
Resource Economics 
Dawn M. Hamilton 
Political Science 
Kimberly A. Guibone 
Nursing 
Daniel M. Gwartz 
Business 
Administration 





Mark D.S. Hamilton 
Economics 
Jason D. Guilmette 
Hotel 
Administration 
Lawrence C. Haddock 
English 
Elizabeth A. Hall 
Social Work 
Albert R. Hamel, Jr 
Communication 





Kerin A. Hagerty 
Communication 
Jeffrey D. Hall 
Economics 
Karen P. Hamel 
Sociology 






Kimberly A. Haines 
English 








Courtenay C. Hand 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Ellen 0. Hardy 
Art Studio 






Susan M. Hattan 
Nursing 
Seniors 
Kristen L. Hanley 
Political Science 




Craig E. Haseltine 
Business Admin.l 
Political Science 
Patrick J. Hayden 
English 




• -:,_ . 
. 
.. . .. 
Heather R. Harmon 
Psychology 
Diane J. Harrold 
Social Work 
Paul M. Haskell 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Jennifer L. Hayen 
Communication 
Wendy C. Hannan 
Economics 
Jane E. Harnden 
Political Science 
Peter B. Harter 
Hotel 
Administration 
Christine L. Haslam 
English 
Andrea L. Hazard 
Biochemistry 





Michael P. Hartford 
Civil Engineering 
Kevin E. Hatch 
Civil Technology 




Craig J. Heisner 
Economics 
Jon D. Hendrickson 
Economics 
Teresa M. Hennessey 
Occupational 
Therapy 












Scott L. Hesseltine 
Psychology 
Julie L. Hedrick 
Communication 





Peggy A. Bilinski 
Plant Science 
Nancy E. Hehre 
Animal Science/ 
Pre-Vet 




Charlese M. Hilton 
Communication 
Lisa D. Hochmuth 
Electrical 
En,dneerinll 




Jonathan L. Hood 
Math/ Economics 
J. Craig Hoover 
Biochemistry 
Seniors 
Martha Ellen Hines 
Nursing 
Mari T. Hoell 
Criminal Justice 
Shirley G. Holmes 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Robin J. Hooker 
Communication 
Barbara S. Hopson 
Communication 
Ronald W. Hirtle 
Psychology 
Political Science 
Monica C. Holahan 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Wendy E. Holmes 
Forest Management 
Leslie J. Hooper 
English 
Lisa F. Horne 
Social Work 
Kristin V. Hladik 
Spanish 






Robert M. Horne Jr. 
Political Science 
Stacey L. Horne 
Social Work 
Jill A. Hurley 
Business 
Administration 
Jennifer D. Horton 
Animal Sciences 
Pre-Vet. Medicine 











Jennifer A. Huntley 
Theatre 






Susan F. Hunt 
Family Consumer 
Study 
Michelle L. Huppe 
Civil Engineering 
Joyce H. Hutchings 
History 
Melinda A. Howe 
Communication 
Disorders 
Marjorie A. Hujsak 
Computer Science 
Sharon E. Hunter 
Animal Science 
Pre-Vet Option 
Scott E. Hurlburt 
Business 
Administration 






Colette T. Jadis 
Math 





Math and Economics 
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Michael R. Jerry 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Kristin M. Johnson 
Occupational 
Therapy 






Karen L. Jewett 
English and 
Communications 
Shelley A. Johnson 
Business 
Administration 
Warner E. Jones Jr. 




Christopher S. Jay 
Business 
Administration 










Deborah A. Jean 
Business 
Administration 
Berit A. Johnson 
Psychology 
Eric P. Jones 
Chemical 
Engineering 
Christine A. Joyner 
Communication 
Shelly L. Jude 
Animal Science 





William E. Judy Jr. 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Tracy L. Karcher 
Communication 





Anna K. Karolczak 
Political Science 




Edward G. Karjanen 
Business 
Administration 
Sarah P. Keith 
English 
Kelly M. Kane 
Business 
Administration 






Kathleen M. Kelly 
Political Science 
Linda M. Kennedy 
Therapeutic 
Recreation 
Scott P. Kent 
Computer Science 
Sarina Y. Khan 
Chemical 
Engineering 
Jonathan C. Kilian 
Resource Economics 
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Mary L. Kelly 
Communications 
Susan A. Kennedy 
Political Science 
Sean D. Kerns 
Economics 
Charles J. Kickham 
Business 
Administration 




Patrick T. Kennedy 
· Business 
Administration 
Tricia A. Ketchabaw 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Heather M. Kidd 
Medical Technology 
Natalie J. King 
Political Science 
Christopher J. Kemp 
Resource Economics 
Aveen M. Kenny 
Communications 
Kelly L. Keyser 
Business 
Administration 
Christine A. Kidder 
Animal Science 
Kristin A. Kinney 
English 
Brenda M. Kennedy 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Teresa A. Kenney 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Judith F. Khakee 
Psychology 
Kathy M. Kiernan 
Communications 
Susan B. Kinney 
English 
Lee A. Kinsman 
Exercise Specialist 
Jennifer A. Klein 
English 
John T. Koenig 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Scott A. Kratka 
Animal Science 
Rebecca L. LaBelle 
Sociology 
Campbell A. Kipka 
Political Science 
Julia M. Klein 
Occupational 
Therapy and PhEd 
Austin R. Kolbert 
History and 
Business Admin. 
Sharon C. Kress 
English 
Paul J. Labieniec 
Zoology 
Richard M. Kippen 
Physics 
Scott C. Knight 
Computer Science 
Lynn M. Kopka 
Hotel 
Administration 
Cheryl A. Krusen 
Psychology 
David R. Lacasse 
Business 
Administration 
Audrey H. Kinner 
Business 
Administration 
Douglas N. Knowlton 
Business 
Administration 
Marie J. Kosegarten 
Russian and 
Political Science 
Sandra A. Kuhn 
Political Science 




Andrea J. Koch 
Occupaional 
Therapy 
Kelli L. Kowaleski 
Mechanical 
Engineering 





Jory W. LaClair 
Forest Resource and 
Animal Science 
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Judee E. Landrigan 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Denise R. Lacroix 
Psychology 
Mark D. Landry 
Business 
Administration 
Michel W. LaFantano 
English 
Michael J. Landry 
Civil Engineering 





Deborah A. Lamb 
Social Work 
Christine A. Lamson 
History 





Michelle J. La Vault 
Studio Art and 
Education 
Katherine C. Lee 
Business 
Administration 
Susan M. Lembidakis 
French 
Lisa M. Levesque 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Hilary M. Larose 
Psychology 
Kimberly A. Leaird 
English and Spanish 
TaraE. Lee 
Communications 









Lisa M. Leicht 
Business 
Administration 
Michael B. Lenz 
Business 
Administration 
Charlene A. Lewis 
Biology 
Steven F. LaRusso 
Sociology and 
Business Admin. 
Philip A. LeBlanc 
Political Science 










Eileen M. Lee 
English 
Alan R. Lemay 
Business 
Administration 
Dennis J. Levesque 
Business 
Administration 













Kathryn M. Loyer 
Political Science 
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Sherry P. Little 
Wildlife 
Management 






James D. Lothrop 
Business 
Administration 









Kelle K. Loughlin 
Psychology 






Laura M. Loiselle 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Renee L. Loranger 
Mathematics 




William Lofgren Jr. 
Computer Science 
Paul M. Loiselle 
Chemistry 
Dawn M. Lorenzo 
English 





Elizabeth A . Lund 
English 
Kristina M. Luther 





Ellen J. Lundgren 
Communications 






Michael D. Lynch 
Psychology 
Jill M. MacDonald 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 















Sheli M. Machos 
Mathematics 
Education 








Suzanne H. Madden 
Psychology 





Joanne Kolis Maden 
Communication 
Disorders 





Robert D. Madore 
Business 
Administration 
James J. Mahoney 
Hotel 
Administration 
John A. Mac Vicar 
Engineering 
Technology 
John G. Magnuson 
English 
Kevin J. Mahoney 
Electronic Eng. 
Technology 
Paula M. Mahoney 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Ronald S. Majer 
Computer Science/ 
Business Admin. 
Nancy E. Mandis 
Communication 














Maria W. Markow 
Zoology 
Merideth E. Maines 
Communication 
Melissa A. Malvers 
Animal Science 





Cathleen A. Marlar 
Communication 
Mark A. Maioriello 
Communication 
Raymond M. Mancison 
Communication 
Valerie A. Mann 
Microbiology 
Darren J. Marcou 
Business 
Administration 
Donna L. Marshall 
Political Science 
Robert Maitner, Jr. 
Political Science/ 
French 
Julie R. Mandell 
Political Science 









Thomas J. McAndrews 
Economics 





James A. McGaffigan 
Biology 
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Thomas J. Mason 
Electronic 
Engineering 
Karen E. McBarron 
Physical Education 





Jennifer D. McGean 
Electical and Comp. 
Engineering 
Michael D. Matthews 
Business 
Administration 
Linda M. McCabe 
Family Studies 
Mary C. McCarthy 
Microbiology 
Rachel P. McDonald 
Business Admin. and 
Elementary Educ. 
Carol E. McGrath 
History 
Jeffrey A. Mayer 
English 
Elizabeth A. McCann 
Occupational 
Therapy 
John D. McCormack 
Leisure Management 
and Tourism 
Kismet B. McDonough 
English and 
Education 
Kathleen M. McGrath 
Medical Technology 
Jeffrey R. Mayrand 
Sociology 
Susan E. McCann 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Sharon V. McCormack 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Laurie K. McEvoy 
Communication 
Disorders 
Erin J. McGraw 
English 
Kelly A. McGrady 
Spanish and PIP 
Jill E. McLean 
Math and 
Economics 
Theresa M. McMahon 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Gary E. McNally 
Hotel 
Administration 
Martha A. McNeil 
Economics 


















John B. McShane 
Communications 





Suzanne N. Megley 
History 
Alice K. Messler 
Music History 
Peter A. Mezzapelle 
Biology 
286 
Judi L. Mijal 
Business 
Administration 
Linda C. Miller 
English 
Seniors 
Edward G. Melia 
Political Science 
Daniel J. Methot 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Meghan J. Michel 
Communications 
Ainsley E. Miller 
Psychology 
Matthew J. Miller 
Chemical 
Engineering 
Kris A. Meltzer 
Business 
Administration 
Curtis W. Meuse 
Chemistry 
Gerald P. Miele 
Business 
Administration 
Deborah L. Miller 
English 
Brian C. Millette 
Zoology 
Lisa A. Menard 
Psychology 
William J. Millios 
Communications and 
Political Science 
Lori L. Mercier 
Exercise 
Physiology 
Stephen P. Milo 
Hotel 
Administration 
Ari Samuel Milstein 
Business 
Administration 
Marilyn A. Morris 
English 






Kimberly A. Misco 
Business 
Management 






Deborah L. Morton 
Communications 
Kathy A. Mitchell 
Spanish 
Paul H. Miyares 
Chemistry 
















Laura K. Moulton 
Russian 
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Maura C. Murphy 
PIP and Political 
Science 







Michelle M. Munro 
English 
Patrick J. Murphy 
Political Science 
Mary Ellen Myers 
Communications 
Christian M. Natale 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Jennifer A. Mulcahy 
Business 
Administration 





Michael S. Myles 
Business 
Administration 
Paul R. Nealey 
History and 
Political Science 
Nora M. Mulkern 
Communications 




Jane M. Morrison 
Political Science 
Suzanne M. Neeser 
Nutritional 
Sciences 
Kenneth M. Mullen 
Business 
Administration 
Kenneth Murphy Jr. 
Economics 
Justin T. Murray 
Political Science 
Lisa M. Nadeau 
Nutritional Science 
Patricia A. Neville 
Social Work 
Mark W. Nichols 
Hotel 
Administration 
Lois A. Nolen 
Nutritional 
Science 




James E. Normand 
Business 
Administration 
Elizabeth R. Nuss 
Chemical 
Engineering 










Patricia A. Norton 
Civil Engineering 
Carol M. O'Brien 
Biochemistry 
Kelly A. Nolan 
Hotel 
Administration 
Richard T. Norton 
Business 
Administration 













William E. O'Malley 
Economics 
Brian J. O'Connor 
Business 
Adminiatration 






Colleen S. O'Reilly 
Political Science 
George W. O'Conor 
Political Science 
Diane K. Ohala 
Linguiatics 
Megan R. O'Hara 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
John C. Olevitz 
Communications 
Dean G. Orfanedes 
Math 
Erica M. Osborne 
Psychology 
Scott H. Ouellette 
Computer Science 
Ronald Palmer Jr. 
Psychology 
Anne E. Paradis 
Math 




Laurie A. Owen 
Occupational 
Therapy 








Edward 0. Otis IV 
Environmental 
Conservation 
Denise E. Packard 
Wildlife 
Management 
Carol A. Pappas 
Communication 






The Arts and Studio 
Art 





Marcel A. Pariseau 
Hotel 
Administration 
Susan E. Pascal 
Communications 
Richard C. Ouellet 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Susan M. Pallotta 
Hotel 
Administration 
Lisa A. Paquette 
Sociology 
Michel L. Pariseau 
Sociology 




Melody A. Pauling 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Timothy A. Pelczar 
Math/Statistics 
Judith A. Perkins 
Psychology 
Martha E. Petersen 
Communication 
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Stephen D. Pike 
Civil Engineering 
Seniors 






Rachel A. Perkins 
Nursing 
Heidi L. Pfanner 
Nursing 





Benjamin A. Perham 
Business 
Administration 




Heather D. Piper 
Communication 
Holly E. Peckham 
Merchandising 
Daniel F. Perkins 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Susan I. Perry 
Psychology 
Daniel A. Philbrick 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Karen M. Pinkos 
Leisure Management 
and Tourism 
Lee Ann Pedersen 
English 
Jill L. Perkins 




Kimberly L. Pickett 
Communication 
Pamela A. Pitarys 
Consumer Studies/ 
Classics 
Peter J. Pitsas 
Civil Engineering 




Diane E. Plonowski 
Nursing 
Denise M. Poisson 
Communication 
2 





Richard E. Poitras 
Applied Business 
Management 
Kristin A. Powell 
Psychology 





Karen L. Powers 
Sociology 
Jayne E. Poirier 
Exercise Specialist 
Timothy M. Pollock 
Athletic Training 
Scott M. Power 
Administration 
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Bruce C. Pratt 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Michael F. Prindle 
Animal Science 
Karen J. Pulaski 
Microbiology 




Mark V. Puopolo 
Economics 
Kristen L. Preble 
Sociology 
Deborah A. Proulx 
Mathematics 
Education 
Ashley L. Purnell 
Communication 
Sharyn R. Preece 
Computer Science 






Deanna L. Prince 
Zoology 
Karen L. Pszenny 
Economics 
Kevin G. Quigley 
Communications 
Jennifer L Quimby 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Theresa L. Rab:zak 
Political Science 
Hilary A. Rakoske 
Business 
Administration 
Pamela A. Rattigan 
Business 
Administration 
Mary Beth Redmond 
Art History 
Kelly A. Quinn 
Business 
Administration 
Karen A. Raciti 
Communication 
Rodrick J. Ramsay 
Civil Engineering 
Jennifer L. Ray 
Hotel 
Administration 
Scott M. Reed 
Business 
Administration 












William T. Quinn Jr 
Business 
Administration 









John E. Quirinale 
Psychology 
Mark A. Rainey 
Civil Technology 
Paul B. Ratcliffe 
Communication 
Cheryl L. Realin 
Communication 




Carole A. Rensalaer 
Arts 
Debra A. Richards 
Psychology 
Daniel T. Rinden 
Hotel 
Administration 
Kathleen A. Roberts 
English/ 
Psychology 
Nancy J. Robinson 
Mathematics 
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Karyn M. Reynolds 
English/ 
Communication 
Sandra L. Richter 
Environmental 
Conservation 













Myron Ritrosky, Jr. 
Environmental 
Conservation 
Peter M. Robie 
Civil Technology 
John L. Rodgers 
Entomology 
Marianne H. Rice 
Communication 
G. David Riedell 
Economics 





Stephen H. Rogers 
English 
Michael A. Rich 
Business 
Administration 
Aimee C. Rinden 
Business 
Administration 
Dianne M. Robbins 
Resource Economics 
Karen L. Robinson 
Occupational 
Therapy 





Pamela W. Roth 
Political Science 
Michelle A. Roy 
History 
Timothy G. Runk 
Communication 
Jennifer A. Russell 
Occupational 
Therapy 





Morreen N. Rukin 
Business Admin.l 
Psychology 
Caroline L. Rusch 
Business 
Administration 
Steven C. Russell 
Civil Engineering 








Bobbie J. Ryan 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Michael R. Rossetti 
Administration 











































































































































































Mary K. Spillman 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Karen E. Stankus 
English 
Colleen M. Sprague 
Communication 
Persis D. Stanley 
Mathematics 
Education 
Joanne V. Spring 
Psychology 







Lisa J. Stamell 
Communications 
Douglas J. Stang 
Electrical and 
Comp. Engineering 







Renee St. Laurent 
Business 
Management 
Corinne F. Stoney 
Studio Art 
Tiffany M. Strong 
French and 
Intnatl Perspect. 
Donna I. Steinberg 
English 
Matthew C. Stewart 
Economics 
Betsy A. Stone 
Business 
Administration 
Ian C. Story 
Political Science 
Alan W. Stroshine 
Business 
Administration 
Heidi A. Stemborski 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Philip Stewart Jr. 
Psychology 
David L. Stone 
Forestry 
Kristin L. Story 
English 
Dawn C. Stubbs 
Political Science 
Robert S. Stephen 
Business 
Administration 












Diane B. Stimson 
Communication 












Kim M. Surdam 
Psychology 











Claudia M. Sweatt 
Communication 
Jolene M. Swett 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Lisa A. Szpak 
Communication 




Eileen E. Sweeney 
Leisure Management 
and Tourism 
Steven R. Swiecki 
Zoology 
Jay C. Taylor 
Political Science 











Joanne T. Talbert 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Janice L. Tessier 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Angela L. Summers 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 




Catherine L. Talbot 
Economics 





Anne M. Theodoras 
Microbiology 
Lea A. Thomas 
Political Science 
Laura M. Thompson 
Chemical 
Engineering 
John S. Theriault 
Electrical 
Engineering 





Daniel J. Therrien 
Mechanical 
Engineering 





Robert H. Thibault 
Business 
Administration 
John R. Thompson Jr 
RUBBian 
Paula L. Thorsland 
English 
Linda M. Thistle 
Pre-Vet 






Sean M. Tienhaara 
History 
Nancy G. Tobin 
Communications 
John P. Tousignant 
Political Science 
Michael A. Timmins 
Physics 









Kathryn J. Tremblay 
Communication 
Stephen V. Tischner 
Mathematics 
Daniel E. Torok 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Pauline B. Tremblay 
Business 
Administration 
Elaine M. Toher 
Social Work/ 
Criminal Justice 
Erin J. Torrice 
BusineBB 
Administration 
Krista H. Trombley 
Hotel 
Administration 
Jane A. Trotter 
Studio Art 
Julia D. Tunnell English 
Nancy E. Tyrell 
Communication 









Elizabeth A. Turo 
Leisure Management 
and Tourism 
Cheryl L. Uhler 
Sociology 
Karin E. Yarrell 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Daniel T. Vieten 
Business 
Administration 
Peter A. Tsiorbas 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Wendy K. Turk 
Health Management 
and Policy 
Daniel J. Valluzzi 
Business 
Administrotinn 






Kim M. Tsoukalas 
English 
Shawna M. Turkewitz 
Mathematics 
Robert Van De Water 
Hotel 
Administration 
Donna N. Vernon 
Nutritional Science 





Jennifer A. Tuttle 
Communication 
Daniel F. Van Dorn 
Sociology 
Karen N. Verny 
Biology 
Scott A. Vincent 
Social Work 
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Thomas J. Wachsmuth 
Pre-Vet 
Tracy S. Walsh 
Business 
Administration 




Anne T. Vinsel 
Studio Arts 
Judith A. Vlasuk 
Psychology 









Philip G. Vogel 
Sociology 
Deirdre E. Walsh 
English 
Marilyn L. Wanyo 
Family Studies 
Michael D. Waterman 
Hotel 
Administration 





John W. Walsh 
Psychology 
David J. Warner 
Horticultural 
Technology 
Julia A. Weekes 
English 
Kevin M. Visnic 
Mathematics 
Amy L. Voytovich 
Zoology /Marine 
Biology 
Lauren E. Walsh 
Political Science 
Judith A. Warren 
Animal Science 
Robert J. Weeks 
Social Work 
Susan E. Weiler 
English 
Deanna E. Wendell 
Family and 
Consumer Studies 
Keith R. Weston 
Physics 
John E. Whitcomb 
Business 
Administration 
John D. White 
Russian 





Kevin R. Wheeles 
Electrical 
Engineering 







Jennifer L. Wiggin 
Communication 
Debra L. Welch 
Health Management 
and Policy 
John W. Wiggins 
Linguistics 
Peter F. Wells 
Political Science 
Brian D. Wilbur 
History 
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Kristine A. Wilk 
Psychology 
Harlan P. Willis 
English 
Dianna L. Witham 
Social Work 







Diane L. Wilkinson 
Nursing 
John L. Willame 
Business 
Management 





Dawn M. Wright 
Sports 
Communication 
Janice L. Willey 
Nursing 
David B. Winningham 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Lisa G. Witham 
Physical Education 
Karen C. Wooster 
Mathematics 
Joseph A. Wright 
Music Education 
Charles B. Williams 
Outdoor Education 








Allison R. York 
Health Management 
and Policy 
John M. Zolnay 
Administration 
Kevin F. York 
Psychology 
Cheryl A. Zubkus 
Nutritional 
Science 
Dean G. Young 
Business 
Administration 
Holly A. Zanes 
Communication 
Helen M. Zazulak 
Medical Technology 
Heidi A. Zinn 
Nursing 
Todd Huber 
Karen K. Young 
Economics 




Scott R. Zitkus 
Environmental 
Conservation 
Douglas C. Dow 
Lisa M. Zajonc 
Spanish 
Gary J. ZawUinski 
Forest Resources 
Mark G. Zinfon 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS ... 
The University of New 
Hampshire 
Alumni Association 
extends a warm welcome and 
best 
wishes to the class of 19 8 8 
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Linda D. Rogers 
Market Street Emporium (603) 431-3874 




Best of wishes 
and good luck 






A Pleasant Place to 
Dine 
Anytime 
Open Daily 48 Main St. 
6 a.m.-7 a.m. Durham, NH 
NHOC 
"W"ishes the 
class of 1988 










Class of 1988 
Congratulations 
UNH Class of 1988 
st. Thomas More 
Catholic Student Center 
6 Madbury Road 







Ed Byrnes •RU !41 
Ed Byrnes CJC:J~[:l~ 
Ed Byrnes F=-CJ~ !::::i c:: 1--t E= 
Ed Byrnes Auo1 
EdByrnes ACURA 
Byrnes Cft,;,J{/.JC 
DovER PoiNT LEAsiNG 
tisfaction Is 
client sa profession. 
our 
Route 16, Dover Point Rd., Dover, NH 
742-1676 436-2697 
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Congratulations to the 
Class of '88 
Rivers Camera 
Shops Inc. 
454 Central Ave. 
Dover, N.H. 
(603) 742-4888 
69 N. Main St. 
Rochester, N .H. 
(603) 332-5652 
The Seacoasts Only Bagel Bakery 
Mill Road Plaza 19 Market St./ 
Durham, NH Commercial Alley 
03824 Portsmouth, NH 
03801 
(603) 868-1424 (603) 431-5853 
Soups, Quiche, Salads, Desserts 
and More. 
326 Advertisements 
We're the Problem Solvers 
[mm] Riley's 
eJ Home Care Center, Inc. 
Durham Shopping Center, Durham, NH 868-5224 
Shirts, Laundered 
Wash, Dry, Fold 
Shoe repair 
Alterations 
9 JENKINS COURT - DURHAM, N.H. 03824 
(603) 868-2488 
Best Friends 
Thotnas, Johanna, and 
Anne Brown 
Stephen H. Rogers 
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Good Friends 
Chris and Jane Pappas 
Roger and Charlotte Lussier 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Derossi 
The Cross Family 
Julian and Deanna Fredie 
William T. Harter 
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Harnden 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Normandeau 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Vincent 
Sylvia and Donald Fleming 
Robert H. and Patricia S. Cloutier 
Brigadier General David Nydam and 
Hanah Nydam 
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'I Good Friends 
J. D. Hunzikar 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Fleury 
Gloria and Kenneth Van Reekum 
Gene and Mickey Fournier 
Robert and Marie Paling 
Jane and Al Akeson 
Mrs. L. S. Proctor 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Loiselle, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Roland Bryan 
Buffy and Tim Tompkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick F. Holmes, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. William Haines 
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Friends 
Mr. and Mrs. Edsel L. Pfabe 
Dick and Sonny Steinberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bernard 
Mr. and Mrs. Redmond C. Carrol 
Norman and Sally Soney 
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde S. Stubbs 
Jim and Jeanne Buckman 
Dr. and Mrs. Wesley J. English 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Swiecki and Family 
Tom and Carolyn Develin 
Delores Holleran Murray 
Richard and Mary McNeil 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hladik 
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Friends 
Charlie and Bette Stafford 
Daniel Horst Cheever 
"The Boothroyd Gang" 
Gail E. and Kenneth G. MacDonald, Jr. 
Joseph R. Bisson 
Joseph G. Oliveira 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Batcheldor 
Bladwin M. and Elsie G. Domingo 
Lawrence and Jaqueline Deldos 
Mrs. Tobey Horowitz 
John and Rosalie Kelly 
Mitch and Roz Sisle 
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Babcock 
Barbara and Tom Vickery 
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Yea! Sue Snow! 
Love, 




things have happened to you 
these past four years. We 
are very proud of your 
accomplishments. 
With Love, Mom and Dad 
Congrats. to our 
favorite 
"Ghetto Rat," 
Scott A. Vincent. 
You did it! And we 
couldn't be prouder. 
Mom, Dad, Gail 
and Jeanne. 
Yeah Cathy! 
Love you loads. 
Best wishes, 
Mom, Dad, and Debbie 
Congratulations to Bruce Pratt 
Our favorite soccer player. 
Best of Luck in your career 
as an E.E. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Randy. 
To Barb, 
We are extremely proud 
of you and we love you lots. 
Mom, Dad, Noralie and Jim 
' 
To our "Citizen of the World" 
Congratulations, Rob, 
( a.k.a., "Bert"), 
on another job done very well! 
Love, Mom and Dad Barbieri. 
To Henry Woodhol)Se and the 
fun, fun, fun bunch -
Congratulations, Good Luck 
and Great Times ahead 
for you all! 
Robert W oelflein '88 ' 
Best of Luck Bob! We Love You 
and are so proud. We extend 
Best 
Wishes for your future success. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Congratulations Helen. 
We are all very proud 
of you. Love, 
Mom, Dad, Tommy, and Laura 
Dear Sharon: We wish you 
success, happiness, and may 
your closets be filled with labels 
from Saks. We are proud of 
you. 
Mom, Dad, and Susan 
Scott Reed '88 - I'm very 
proud of you. Together we've 
come a long way. You've done 
very well! 
(0.K. Jodi '90, you're next!) 
Love, Dad 
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Congratulations and Good Luck 
to Linda Develin and all her 
Classmates from 
the Develin Family 
of Medfield, Massachusetts. 
Success to the graduating 
class and our daughter, Lisa. 
Sheldon and Judy Segereman. 
Mary Jo, 
Congratulations for a 
Job well done. Keep 
on sketching and be 
forever happy. Love 
from Mom, Dad, and 
Annie 
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For Andrea Hazard, 
We' re proud of all you've 
done and wish you all the 
Best. Love, Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Jane. 
The Harnden Family wishes 
you happiness and success in 
the years ahead. 
Neep, 
Four long years of books and 
studies, cherished memories, 
lifelong buddies, working hard 
and playing late, 
Congratulations, You did Great! 
Love, Your Family 
Wishing Scott Knight a 
World of good health 
and much happiness. 
Happy Graduation Day 
May 21, 1988. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad and Powderpuff. 
Congratulations and Good Luck, 
Keep up the good work in 
Graduate School. We' re 
very proud! 
Lots of Love from Mom & Dad 
Lorre Colannino, 
All of our Love and 
Best wishes for your future 
Success and Happiness. 
Love, Mom, Dad, and Michael 
Good Luck Beth, 
We' re so proud of you. 
Great Job, Peter. 
Dad, Linda, Ann & Jamie 
Sherry, 
We share your pride in 
your hard work and 
achievement. Love, 
Mom, Dad, Grandma, Mary, 
Massimo, Lynn, Stephen, 
Zane, Kim, Michael, 
Zach, and Rich. 
Catherine Elizabeth N ahigian, 
The Universe - "Where the 
fleet of stars is anchored and the 
young Star Captain Glow" 
awaits you. Star bright always in 
our hearts, with pride, 
Mom, Dad, Ellen, Dana 
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Attention Rod Ramsay, 
"We' re proud of you" 
Go for the gusto! Good Luck. 
We Love You. All our Love 
forever and al ways. 
Mom and Dad 
Congratulations, Tim! 
We' re so proud of you and wish 
you every success and happiness. 
Love, 
Dad and Mom Pollock 
Congratulations & Good Luck 
Christine M. Specht. 
"You earned it." 
A proud Ma and Dad. 
Jim, 
Best wishes from all of us. 
Ma, Linda, Joe, Dan, John, and 
Kathy. Shoot for the stars! 
You can do it! 
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Jason Guilmette, 
Our pride in you has 
grown with each passing year. 
We're so lucky God chose 
us to be your family. 
God Bless You, 
Mom, Dad and Rob. 
Leanne, 
You light up our lives. 
You are tops with us. 
Love, Mom and Dad. 
"Yesterday was your UNH 
. . experience, tomorrow 1s your 
future, Cindy!" Good Luck, 
Love, Mom and Dad 
K. C. "Bain" 
We swell with pride on your 
commissioning & graduation. 
What more could parents ask 
of a wonderful daughter?! 
Love Ya! Daddy's Giggle and 
"Annie B." (Mom) 
Our Jen Radden has 
Graduated. Socially she has 
matured. Head with knowledge 
saturated. The future 
may be Complicated, happiness 
somehow substantiated. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Colleen O'Brien, 
Congratulations on a job well 
done! We' re all proud of you. 
Peace and Happiness in the 
future. Love, Mom, Dad, 
Tim, Sean, Shamos, Baby. 
Patty O'Brien, 
Way to Go, What a show! 
Now Convince us How Much 
you know! Have a healthy, 
Happy Health Career. 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Julian Viola, 
You did it! We are so proud 
of you. We Love You! 
Mom, Rick & Jeff 
Kevin Q., 
Great job Kev! We all 
made it and we are very 
proud of you. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
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To Kathy Bouchard, 
Nice Bedhead Fish! Luv 
Your Delinquent Sis. Best 
Wishes - Where's the Car? 
We Love You - Tara too! 
Amy Shea: 
Congratulations for your 
excellent achievement; We love 
you and are very proud of you; 
Wishing you Good Health, 




"The end can only bring 
with it a new beginning." 
We wish you the best 
and all our luck. 
Love, Mom and Dad. 
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Adam-
Grass will never grow under 
your feet! Love and Luck to you! 
Dad and "Chess" 
Karin -
We are all very proud 
of your achievements and 
wish you Good Luck 
in the Future. 
Love, Dad, Mom, Janet 
Susan F. Barnes, 
Congratulations. 
We' re Proud of You, Thanks 
for carrying on the tradition. 
'13, '56, '77, '88 
Congratulations Lisa, 
You Made It! 
Love, Mom, Dad, and Gregg 
You' re The Best Jen -
You Make Us Proud -
Good Luck and Lots of 
Happiness! 
Jennifer Lynn Lussier 
Michael E. Furgal, 
"You have made us proud." 
Congratulations. 
Good Luck on your future 
endeavors. 
Mom, Dad, Monique, 
Jacqueline, 
Jeanne, Ryan, Justin, Kyle, 
Ashley. 
Dear Kelly - Congrats 
From all of us. We are so 
Proud of you. Much Love -
Mom, Dad, Brianne, Mark, 
Chris, Kathy, Nana, Gramps 
and Barbara 
Judith, Boris, Daphne: 
Willy and I would like to 
express our sincere admiration. 
Your accomplishments speak 
for 
themselves. We'll miss you. 
Love, H.H. and P. W. 
Our Dear Colleen, 
You have Made us as proud as 
Parents could be ... For the 
person you have become. 
We Love You! Mom and Dad. 
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Kelly Armstrong, 
Your Family is very 
proud and celebrate you and 
your accomplishments. 
We love you and know 
that your achievements 
are limitless. Love, 
Dad, Mom, Scott, and Nana 
Martha Ellen Hines, B.S.N. 
We' re so proud of you! 
Love You, 
Dad, Mom, Woody, and Sarah 
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Peter Andrew Tsiorbas 
I'm Proud of You. 
Congratulations! 
I Love You, Mom 
I'm sure Dad is looking 
down on you. 
Congratulations to Judy, 
A wonderful daughter and 
Sister 
Love, Mom, Dad, and John 
Congratulations Nancy, 
We' re so proud of you! 
Success and Happiness in the 
Future. Good Luck! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Sharon, and 
Missy 
Paul Haskell, 
"We are Very Proud to see You 
Reach this Milestone in Your 
Life. Congratulations and Good 
Luck." 
From, Mother, Father, and 
Sister. 
Mongo, 
This Wonderful achievement 
reflects your courage, 
patience and determination. 
We're proud of you. 
Ma and Dad 
To Douglas C. Daw, 
You' re a son to celebrate. 
Congratulations - UNH 
Graduate. 
Love and Blessings, 
Mom, Dad, sister, Carol, 
Nana Colluru, and Grandpa 
Daw. 
Chris Kelly, 
Hip, Hip, Hooray! 
We're proud of you. 
The world is waiting! 
Love, Mom and Dad 
"Congratulations to our 
Michelle 
on all her accomplishments and 
her graduation, May 21, 1988." 
The Munro Family. 
Fernando Luis Aparicio, 
We "pray that your love 
will keep on growing ... 
together with true knowledge 
and perfect judgement." 
Phil. 1:9 
Love, Mom and Dad 
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To Jeff Akeson, 
Congratulations 
on a Job Well Done. 
Mom and Dad. 
To Mike 
"More Juice Please" O'Malley, 
Congratulations! The Great 
White Way will never be the 
Same. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Liam ('87), 
Marianne & Kerry 
Bunker, 
I am so Proud of You 
as Dad would be 
if He were here. 
Love, Mom 
Congratulations Robin! 
You've Done A Great Job For 
Four Years. We are Very 
Proud and Wish 
You Success Forever. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Melissa 
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Stacey Lyn Horne, 
You Worked Hard and 
Accomplished a lot. We are 
Very Proud of You. 
Your Future will be Bright. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Best of Luck "Lori Decato," 
One Finally Made it. 
Dad and Mom. 
Mark Maioriello, 
Congratulations to a Fine 
Young Man and Great Son. 
We are Proud of You. 
Mom and Dad 
"Good Luck with Your new 
beginning, Bean, We are 
Proud of You!" 
Mom and Dad Barisano 




You Have Made Us 
Proud. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Dear Katherine, 




Good Luck with Your Future 
Plans. We are Happy For You. 
Mom & Dad Furlong 
Kazi 
5 for 5 
The End. 




You are the Greatest 
Daughter! We Love and 
We are so Proud of You. 
Always Follow Your Dreams! 
-y/MATW-
Love, Mom & Dad 
Colleen Y. Starkey, 
Congratulations! You are 
A Bright Shining Star, 
Holding the Key to Success. 
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350 The Editor's Note 
C ollege is more than a degree. It is a place to get involved. It is a place whereyou can make a difference. And with these efforts, college is a place to grow and to change. 
This book is dedicated to all of you. You have all given parts of yourself to 
others and others have given parts of themselves to you. And through this 
process you have changed. 
This book represents a year at UNH, a year of academics, a year of conflicts 
and a year of friendships. It is impossible to capture a year of memories of ten 
thousand students in 352 pages. I can only hope that the events that have been 
recorded and photographed will spark more personal memories for you. Mem-
ories for me will center around The Granite office and Sawyer second. One 
would keep me sane while the other drove me crazy. 
I would like to thank my staff for pulling through when I really needed you. I 
couldn't have asked for better help, you are all very talented at your jobs. But 
most of all, I would like to thank you for putting up with me when I began to 
stress about deadlines, academics, my personal life and what to have for lunch. 
You were all there for me when I needed you, not just with the book, but with 
so much more. I hope that over the year I have done some of the same for you. 
Kate, I'm excited for you next year. You will do an amazing job.· Your 
creative talent will carry you through the year. Please feel free to kick me out of 
the office anytime. 
Steve and Mike, what would I have done if I hadn't walked into the senate 
office that Sunday afternoon, what if I never met you? You have both given me 
some very special times, I hope that there will be more of them in the future. 
Claudia, you are irreplaceable. I am so glad our paths crossed this year in 
Sawyer. You have done so many good things for people and I know that you 
will do a lot more. 
Mom and Dad, you always supported me no matter which road I chose to 
take. I love you very much. 
Thank you for a wonderful time, 





The Wildcatessen opened up 
on the first floor of Stillings 
Dining Hall second semester. 
The new snack bar serves piz-
za and subs and provides a 
completely stocked freezer of 
Ben and Jerry's Ice 
Cream. Photo by Carrie 
Sefton. 
New tailgaiting policies made 
it necessary to card people as 
they drove their cars into the 
tailgaiting field. Photo by Curt 
Grace. 
The new health facility was 
constructed and then com-
pleted second semester. Photo 
by Curt Grace. 
352 A Year of Change 

A Year of Change •A Year of Change• . 
Colophon 
Volume 79 of The Univeristy of New Hampshire Granite was 
produced by the 1988 Granite staff. The Granite has a College 
Deluxe program and a 9x12 format. The Granite is a fall delivery 
book with a press run of 3,500 copies. 
COVER: 
The cover is mounted on 160pt. binder's board and the base 
material is Red #032 with a Cordova Grain and gold top stamping. 
ENDSHEETS: 
The endsheets are printed with Red #30 ink (100%) and black ink 
on a white endsheet. The picture of Thompson Hall was printed in 
an art conversion and repeated in varying shades. 
DIVISION PAGES: 
The division pages are printed with a 100% black background and 
the headline was blocked out in pantone purple c. 
PAPER: 
Paper stock is 100 pound enamel. Of the 352 pages in the book, 
121 pages were printed in color and 93 pages were printed in spot 
color. The spot colors utilized were pantone purple c, pantone 
#212c, pantone #415c, Taylor #30 brilliant red, Taylor #11 super 
blue and Taylor #22 emerald green. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
All black and white photography was shot and processed by the 
staff unless otherwise noted. All senior portraits were taken by 
Yearbook Associates photographer Howard Legge. Color photo-
graphs were processed by River's Camera Shop in Dover, NH. All 
color prints were sized by the color labs at Yearbook Associates. 
-
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